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NEWS OF THE WEEK. 
—_—@_—— 

HE right is winning fast in America. The elections to Con- 

gress for New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Wisconsin, Massa- 

chusetts, Delaware, Michigan, and Missouri came off on the 6th 
inst., and for Maryland and Kansas on the following day. All 

States were carried by the Liberals except Delaware and Mary- 
land, which belong properly to the South. Maryland voted on the 
Republican side last year, but her defection is of no importance, as 
she has only five seats, and Delaware has only one. The total ma- 
jority is not yet known, as Reuter’s statement, ‘ the Radicals have 
carried all the elections,” can scarcely be literally true as to Con- 
gressmen, though quite true as to Governors ; but in any case the 
Liberals have an immense majority. ‘The future is now in their 
hands, and we trust with the whole people thus united they will 
pass a last Constitutional Amendment enabling Congress by a 
two-third majority to refer any President back to the people for 
re-election during the remainder of his term. ‘This will make the 
nation really sovereign over the Federation, and dispose finally, 
as an incidental advantage, of Mr. Andrew Johnson’s claims to 
be Dictator of the Republic. This is the more necessary, because 
if the right could ever be made wrong by the folly of its 
advocates, Mr. Thaddeus Stevens and Mr. Sumner would succeed 
in making freedom of labour seem an unrighteous cause. 

Mr. Reuter received on November 6 a statement that the 
Emperor Maximilian had resigned. On November 9 this was 
denied, doubtless to the advantage of all who had bought Mexican 
bonds. It does not matter a straw whether the statement is true 
or not. The French have “completed their concentrative move- 
ment,” the transports have been collected at Brest to bring them 
back, and the instant they depart, Juarez, the only President 
recognized by the Union, will be re-established by an American 
corps darmée sufficient to secure order. Whether Sonora and 
Lower California have been ceded in return is doubtful, but it 
is evident from an order issued by General Sheridan that the 
American Government has determined that Mexico shall neither 
be Austrian nor anarchical. If Juarez can rely on his own race 
and 20,000 Americans, the expulsion of the Emperor will be a 
mere incident in his campaign for the restoration of order. 

The India House has published Lord Napier’s report on the 
measures by which he has quelled the famine in Ganjam. We 
have quoted the most interesting paragraphs elsewhere, but would 
merely mention here that the whole merit of the work appears 
to be due to the Governor of Madras himself. It is quite as 
unusual for him to travel through a famine-stricken district at 
the extremity of his dominions, as for the Lieutenant-Governor 
of Bengal; it is still more unusual for him to visit pesti- 
ferous ‘‘houses of relief,” doctors being usually delegated to 
that unpleasing task; and it is most unusual of all for him to 
admit, as Lord Napier does, that he ought to have acted earlier, 
and should have done so but ‘“ that governments are slow believers 
in public calamities.” The man who accepted that despatch, 
whether he wrote it or not,—it looks like Mr. Ellis’s,—is clearly 
up to the level of his position. 

The Bishop of Natal is to have his arrears of salary. On 
Tuesday the Master of the Rolls (Lord Romilly) gave judgment 
in his favour against the Trustees of the Colonial Bishopric Fund. 
His Lordship pointed out that the said trustees had withheld pay- 

withholding it from Bishop Gray or Bishop Selwyn, and that 
those grounds were bad. ‘The pleadings of the trustees had 
averred that the Colonial Bishopric Fund had been subscribed to 
secure the advantages of real pastoral authority in the colonial 
Churches, and that if, as the judgment of the Privy Council in 
the case of ‘‘ The Bishop of Natal versus the Bishop of Capetown” 
had seemed to declare, neither had the colonial Bishops any 
power to enforce discipline on their clergy, nor any need to obey 
their own metropolitan, that end was not answered, and the fund 

was being misappropriated. Lord Romilly declared that this was 
a mistaken interpretation of the Privy Council's decision. That 
decision had only declared the Episcopal patents void so far as they 
affected to establish Ecclesiastical Courts and ecclesiastical juris- 
diction in colonies already possessing representative institutions. 
The patents, however, are good for every other purpose, More- 
over, the colonial Bishops will have real and effective control 
over their clergy by the help of the ordinary Civil Courts 
of the colonies, which will interpret conformity to the Church 
of England as a contract to abide by the doctrine and dis- 
cipline of the Church of England, as interpreted in the English 

Ecclesiastical Courts and Court of Appeal. A bishop has no 
judicial position in the colonies, but his reasonable acts, so far as 
they are in conformity with the English Church by custom and 
constitution, will be sustained by the Civil Courts and the Court 
of Appeal,—the Privy Council in England. ‘Thus he has all the 
practical jurisdiction contemplated when the Colonial Bishopric 
Fund was formed, and the trustees are bound to pay the arrears 
of salary to Dr. Colenso. If they choose to maintain that he has 
forfeited his contract rights by breaking faith with the Church in 
his heresies,—that course would be still open to them, and would 
be matter for a new and distinct action. It is not yet known 
whether the decision will be appealed against. 

The Moniteur de l Armée, a strictly official journal, denies that 
the Emperor intends to form a National Guard. His plan isa 
much wider and more expensive one. ‘The effective strength of 
400,000 men is never to be diminished in time of peace, and anew, 
more available, and better instructed reserve will be created, 
which “ will render any reduction in the War budget impossible, 
and necessitate some sacrifices indispensable for the honour and 
security of the country.” It is understood in France that this 
reserve is intended to bring the total army up to a million of men, 
and to be formed by drafting a second 100,000 conscripts a year, 
who will be exercised as regular soldiers for three months in 
every twelve. It is believed that the Military Commission has 
only been appointed to give a professional sanction to a resolve 
already fixed. Before the decree appears, it will, we trust, in the 
interests of the dynasty, have been submitted in some form to the 
people, whose blood-tax is thus increased one-fourth. 

A suggestion has been offered this week for the enlistment of 
Sikhs, who could be obtained in any numbers, who are excellent 
soldiers, and who are willing to volunteer for European service. 
There are two formidable objections to that scheme. One is that 
we cannot stretch the Mutiny Act over India, and cannot dispense 
with it in the case of troops employed in the United Kingdom ; and 
the other is that the practice would introduce the frightful element 
of race hatred into every quarrel. Imagine the effect of a charge 
on a London or Dublin mob by a copper-coloured regiment! We 
would not trust even the Guards not to sympathize with their 
countrymen ; and besides, a Sikh regiment, good as it is for fight- 
ing, would, if once let loose in a European district, leave traces 
behind it which would make their further employment quite im- 
possible. ‘The Sikhs entertain quite Biblical ideas about old men 
and young maidens being given as spoil to the victors. 

The Kaiser, it appears, does not respect Nathan Rothschild’s 
advice never to deal with a very unlucky man, for he has ap- 
pointed Baron von Beust Minister for Foreign Affairs, ‘The Baron 
has issued a circular, saying that, having become an Austrian, he 
has left all prejudices behind him, and intends to pursue a mild 

ment on grounds which would have equally justified them in | and conciliatory policy, and rumours of a rapprochement between 
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Austria and Prussia are industriously circulated. They may | 
be quite trae, of course, but as a rule, a man does not when | 
defeated fail in love with the enemy who defeats him, a} 
minister is not cordial to the enemy who has demanded his dis- | 
missil, anl a Uapsburg is not sincerely grateful for humiliation. 

and we may live to see Baron voa Boust Stiil rales may be broken, 

apoloyizing for having ever offenle] Count Bismarck, and the | 
! 

ay) 

for taking the Imperial Hapsburg thanking the Hoheazoller: 

, particularly a crown, Other things are more likely. nevertheless 
trace intended to be endel on the first opportunity. PI 

Sir James Lewis Knight Bruce, the late Lord Justice, has died, 

for all practical purposes, in harness. He had not resigned his 

‘laties for a fortnight before his death, which took place at Roe- 
hanpton on Wedaesday afternoon, at the age of seventy-five. 
Ile was a very able, but not, perhaps, a great lawyer, for it has 
generally been said of him that he had so keen an instinct for the 
practical justice of any case that he would unconsciously twist the 
law to suit the exigencies of the special case, while the late Lord 

Cottenham, to whom the appeal from his decisions at one time 
went, rather inclined to twist the facts of the case to make them 
suit better the general exigencies of the law. Sir Knight Bruce 
was one of the wittiest of a witty profession. His judgment in 
the case of Burgess’s sauces, in which one of the Brothers Burgess, 
who had inherited the business from his father, applied to the 

Court to restrain the younger brother from carrying on the same 
business under the same name, will be long remembered. ‘ All 
the Queen’s subjects are entitled to manufacture pickles and 
sauces, and not the less so that their fathers have done it before 

them. All the Queen's subjects are entitled to use their own 
names, and not the less so that their fathers have done it before 
them.” ‘The conclusion followed. Sir Knight Bruce was a Con- 
servative, and in his place in the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council dissented from the broad view taken by his coadjutors in 
their judgment on the Gorham case. 

it 

In his speech to the working men of Dublin yesterday week, 

Mr. Bright explained more clearly his scheme for buying up the 
great landed estates and selling them to the tenant-farmers. The 
Government, he said, lends money to Irish landlords already at 34 
per cent. per annum. He supposes the Commissioners to say toa 
tenant-farmer :—‘* You now pay 50/. a year, that’s 5 per cent. on 
1,000/.; the Government can afford to do these transactions for 

3} per cent., and if you will pay 60. a year for a given number 
of years, which any of the actuaries at the insurance offices, or 
any good arithmetician can calculate,—if you pay 60/. a year for 
rent instead of 50/. for a given number of years—it may be ten, 
fifteen, or twenty—at the end of that time the farm will be yours, 
without any further payment.” Mr. Bright went on, “I want 
you to understand how this is. You see, if the farmer had been 
paying 50/., and you asked him to pay 10/. a year more towards 
buying his farm, he might do it; but the fact is, that the 1,000/. 
the Government pay for the farm would not cost them more than 
$5. ; and, therefore, the difference between 35/. and 601. being 
251., would be the sum which the farmer annually in his rent would 
be paying the Government for the redemption of his farm, and 
this at the end of a very few years.” We do not see the necessity 
for the farmor buying his own farm, unless he likes it. He might 
pry a tax for the security of tenure,—to redeem himself against 
any raising of his rent in all time to come,—by a very slight 
increase of rent indeed. And the Government, receiving this tax, 
might compensate the landlord. The redemption of a fixed rent 
or rent-charge would be quite unnecessary, and has not been 
attempted in Bengal. 

Mr. Hennessy defended himself very skilfully last Saturday 
in an address to the Wexford electors against Mr. Bright's 
onslaught upon him at Dublin. Mr. Bright only said that Mr. 
Hennessy eagerly supported the Tories in the last Parliament, 
and that the Tories have been the chief supporters of injustice to 
Ireland,—both matters of plain fact. Mr. Hennessy, however, 
took it as a charge against him that he had deserted Ireland on 
Trish questions, and “he showed in detail how diligent he had been 
in voting for Irish interests, and how entirely ‘Mr. Bright had | 
neglected them. The speech was clever, but on his own behalf Mr. | 
Hennessy proved rather too much. He went in on the Irish side 
not only on tenant-right committees, emigration committees, and 
80 on, but where the demand was flagrantly for a sop for Ireland, 
and nothing else, —for Galway packet grants, public works’ grants, 
a lower rate of duty on Irish whisky than on English spirits, &c., 
&c. He even proposed to soothe Ireland by resisting everything 
unpleasant to Roman Catholic prejudices, such as the senseless pro- | 

vision for refusing to take for what it is worth, in Courts of 

Justice the evilence of witnesses who do not believe i in God, and 
to whom, therefore, the oath is not more binding than an fe tag 

tion. In a word, Mr. Tionnessy always supportel the Ultramon- 
tanes, supporte 1 the ‘Tories whenever he could do so with decency, 
and supported * boons to Ireland,” whether he could do go with 
decency or without it, 

There is a rumour that Lord Chelmsford may resign tha Lord 
Chaucellorship, aud take the place likely to be vacatel by Cuieg 
Justice Erle, the Chief Justiceship of the Common Pleas, in 
which case Sir Hugh Cairns would take the Lord Chancellorship, 
There was another rumour that Sir W. Bovill would succeed Chief 
Justice Erle, in which case some new man, probably Mr. Brett, 

would have to be taken into favour, to fill up the vacancy. 

We are informed that peace between Brazil and Paraguay is 
nearly certain. The great dcfeat of Curupaita shook the Slave 
Empire, and peace is to be signed on the basis of the Paraguayan 
Dictator’s proposals, which will, we imagine, include an acknow- 

ledgment of his sovereignty over the Missiones, the cession of 
some Brazilian districts on his head waters, and, if he is wise, some 

provision for the benefit of the slaves. If he can only induce the 
black population to look to him, he may, in the next war, shake 
the Slave Empire finally down. 

A telegram from Tientsin, dated 25th October, has reached the 

London and China Telegraph, stating that the French have de- 
clared war on the Coreans. ‘The people of the Corea, the great 
peninsula on the Kast of China, are semi-barbarous, pay no 
reverence to Pekin, and have a habit of murdering French mis- 
sionaries, in which they have been recently indulging. The ‘‘war” 
is probably only an expedition to punish them, and it has not 
been joined in by the British Admiral. Nothing short of an army 
will make much impression on Corea, which has no great cities 
liable to bombardment. 

The text of the Papal Allocution on Italy has arrived. It 
is less turgid in style than usual, and more intelligible in meaning, 

but it is much more severe against Italy than was at first sup- 
posed. The Government of the peninsula is condemned for 
almost every crime under the sun, and especially for encouraging 
concubinage by passing a law of civil marriage, which, says the 
Pope, ‘ is perfectly scandalous.” He declares that he will not con- 
sent to the demands of such men, but will ‘‘ combat them without 
fear, even to the peril of his life,” and will even ‘‘ remove whither 
he may best be able to exercise his supreme apostolic mission.” 
Throughout the long paper there runs, however, the tone of one 
who is nearly in despair, who will never surrender anything, but 
who sees the time coming when all will be taken away. 

The Bishop of Salisbury is very angry with Lord Sidney 
Godolphin Osborne, not because he often writes trash which 
nobody would read unless written by a duke’s son, but because he 
recently affirmed, in a very sensible letter, that an English clergy- 
man was not a priest. ‘The Bishop declares that the Church, by her 
Ordination Service, ‘‘ justifies those who have been so ordained 
in believing that they have had committed to them the same 
powers which the priests of the rest of the Catholic Church, 
both in the East and West, have ever claimed as their inheritance.” 
In other words, the Bishop affirms that a man who the day before 
was a layman, is by mere admission into a mystic caste investe1 
with the power to forgive sins, to shut the gates of heaven, and to 
‘call God as a sacrifice to the altar.” That is what priests “ in 
the East and West” believe, and what nine hundred and ninety- 
nine Englishmen in a thousand regard as blasphemous nonsense. 
If the Bishops can only sueceed in making sacerdotalism instead 
of Ritualism the field of battle, they will unintentionally effect real 
good, 

A tremendous hurricane broke over Nassau and the Bahamas 
on the 9th of October. The gale spread over some 100 or 180 
miles, blowing her Majesty’s ship Nimble ashore, destroying or 

| driving to sea some hundreds of merchantmen, unroofing most 
of the town, and driving the sea over the settlements. ‘The wells 
in the plains have been filled with salt water, and an immense 
amount of damage has been done to other property. The speed 
of the gale is estimated by Commander A. J. Chatfield, of the 
Nimble, at from fifteen to twenty miles an hour. 

‘A Clergyman” writes to the Times complaining that the 
prayer against the cattle plague has not been suspended, although 
the cattle plague has. He must, we fear, be a “literate,” that 
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correspondent. Does he not know that it isa cardiual doctrine of 

the Episcopal Bench that the ritual, and ceremonial, and doctrine 

of the Church are independent of times and seasons, beyond reason, 

above the movement of human affairs ? The prayer against the 

cattle plague is not one whit more out of date than the Athan- 

asian Creed or the Commination Service, and why should it be 

abolished, avy more than they? Time can only sanction ecclesias- 

tical things, not abrogate them. 

The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol preached a sermon last 

Sunday intended to account for the Ritualistic movement fairly 

first, and then discourage it. He said it arose from two motives 

besides the artistic one,—the desire for unity with other (epis- 
copal) Churches which have a more splendid ceremonial than 

ours,—and the reaction against the modern tendency to anti- 

supernaturalism, against which the supposed fact of transubstan- 
tiation is the greatest possible protest. ‘This may be true enough, 

but a movement which thirsts for unity with the showy Churches 

and not with the modest ones, is scarcely on that account entiiled 

to much religious respect; and a movement which proposes to 
counteract anti-supernatural tendencies not by exhibiting a new 
miracle, but by asking people to believe in one more miracle than 

before, is not on that account entitled to much intellectual respect. 
After the Bishop had “ explained” the movement, if this can be 
called an explanation, he attempted to repress it; but the tone of 

his language was not manly, but rather goody? Why can’t the 
Bishops talk frankly, instead of putting on a sort of St. Peter-and- 
water mannerism,—a tone of maudlin spiritual talk,—which is 

about as natural to them as lawn sleeves would have been to St. 

Peter? A bishop should feel real affection for his people, but there 
is no occasion to whine over them. Not even bishops would 
do so in talking to a friend, however earnestly, on questions of 
religious belief. 

At the special sessions held at Newington on Wednesday, sizty- 
eight tradesmen were fined for having in their possession unjust 
weights, scales, and measures. ‘This offence is increasing until it 
amounts to a very severe tax upon the poor, and needs much more 
stringent legislation. We never could see why weights should not 
be considered coinage, struck at the Mint, and protected by the 
same laws as the sovereign and the shilling. ‘The next best remedy, 
perhaps, would be to publish the names of all traders convicted of 
the offence outside the police offices, like those of persons who have 
abseonded or committed any ordinary crime. 

Dr. Tyndall has written by far the ablest defence of Mr. Eyre’s 
policy in Jamaica hitherto printed, and as even he breaks down 
hopelessly, we conclude there is nothing more to be said. His line 
of argument is to point to the terrible incidents of the Hayti 
rising in 1793, to identify the premonitory symptoms in Jamaica 
with the premonitory symptoms in Hayti, to recall that a former 
«ebellion in Jamaica which every body supposed suppressed in May 
burst out with double fury in January, and to infer from these 
indications that Mr. Eyre was quite right to prolong military 
terror for a considerable length of time, in order to prevent a 
second outbreak. Dr. Tyndall only forgets that Mr. Eyre 
himself was satisfied of the effectual suppression of the riot, 
or insurrection, or whatever it really was, within five days 
of the outbreak,—so satisfied that he declined military aid from 
& neighbouring power; and that his military force was swelled 
by large accessions from Barbadoes long before the end of the reign 
of military terror. Does Dr. Tyndall really think it morally right 
in any Governor to refuse military aid as unnecessary when the 
only alternative is to terrify by hanging and whipping, without 
the pretence of either justice or mercy, for weeks beyond what 
would otherwise be needful? Granting Dr. Tyndall’s own esti- 
mate of the probabilities, which is, however, not the estimate of 
the Commissioners, who displayed quite sufficient bias to Mr. 
Eyre’s side, what misconduct could be greater than to dispense 
with aid which would have rendered a reign of terror needless, in 
order to have a justification for indiscriminate flogging and 
hanging? Is indiscriminate cruelty on a large scale, administered 
by such men as Captain Hole, and Lieutenant Brand, and Provost- 
Marshal Ramsay, either quite the noblest way or quite the most 
prudent way to prevent fresh outrage? Dr. ‘'yndall has peculiar 
views of justice and prudence if he thinks so, and as to Mr. 
Gordon, he appears to ignore the fact that the Commissioners them- 
selves had no doubt of his innocence, and that no evidence has 
ever been produced against him that would have got him even 
committed for trial in England. 

The Fortnightly Review has become the-for-the-present-every- 
other-Fortuightly Review; in other words, it is to be named after 

the fortnight and appear by the month. It takes the German 
language to express this adequately ina title. Die flir jetzt einmal 
in zweimal Vierzehn Tagen erscheinende Recension, would be rather a 
popular phrase than otherwise, in German. We hope that, like the 
planetary bodies, the magnitude of its moral orbit may vary 
directly with its periodic time ; for its idea is unique in England, 
and it has had an ample number of first-rate papers on all classes 
of subjects since it was first projected into the sphere of public 
opinion. 

Ecce Homo! appears to be at last definitely traced to Professor 
Seeley, of University College, London. The author complained 
in his recent preface of its being supposed that he could wish 
to mystify the public as to the drift of his treatise. We suppose 
he felt no such scruple as to his authorship, as he seems to have 
succeeded admirably in mystifying even intimate friends. It is 
not, we should think, any want of pride in such a book, or in its 
reception by friends and foes, which induced him so perseveringly 
to preserve the incognito. 

The correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette who exhorted his 
fellow-citizens, if they wished really to enjoy a little comedy, to 
go and see Meg's Diversion at the New Royalty was quite right. 
We followed his counsel last Wednesday, and have seldom enjoyed 
anything more than Mr. H. T. Craven’s play, and his own quiet, 
powerful, and pathetic acting,—acting with a touch of real 
genius in it, Robsonian in its pathos, but all his own in the quiet 
humour of the lighter parts. Mr. Charles Wyndham, too, has 
the true French quiet and pliancy. His complete change of 
manner and style from the low comic part, which he plays 
admirably, in No. 1 Round the Corner, to the higher comedy of 
the conceited and priggish baronet in Meg's Diversion, was even 
remarkable. ‘Ihe women’s parts are not nearly so well sustained, 
though Miss Oliver, the manager, is good while she is jolly. When 

she becomes heart-broken she is a failure, not understanding 
pathos, and with a laugh in her eyes through it all. 

Mr. Coleridge on Wednesday pronounced the speech at the 
annual meeting of the Articled Clerks’ Society, and took occasion 
to read a severe lecture to the embryo attorneys, advising them to 
beware of the “‘ vulgar vanity, the tiresome egotism, and self- 
display sometimes so justly laid by men of the world to the charge 
of the legal profession,” and the unscrupuiousness which had some- 
times a foundation in truth. He quoted Wordsworth’s lines, de- 
nouncing the ‘‘keenness of that practised eye, the hardness of 
that sallow face,” in a fine peroration, and declared that a lawyer 

should be a man of spotless honour. Perhaps when Mr. Coleridge 
is Lord High Chancellor of England he will remember this speech, 
and try to tempt higher men into the profession by opening to it 
some of the prizes it so sadly needs. There is nothing to be gained 
in it but money, neither power, nor distinction, nor even high social 
rank. A sucking barrister sees the woolsack, a sucking attorney 
only a balance at his banker's. 

The Directors of the Bank of England have reduced their 
minimum rate of discount from 4} to 4 per cent. In the open 
market, the best bills are taken at 3} percent. The Bank of 
England return is very favourable, and the supply of bullion is 
16,891,606/. At Paris the stock of bullion has further diminished 
to the extent of 148,000/., but the open market rates for money 
are easier. 

The Stock Exchange markets are almost generally flat, and 
there is very little business doing. Consdls closed yesterday 
at 893 4 for money, and 89} ex. div. for account. 

The following table shows the closing prices of the leading 
Foreign Securities yesterday and on Friday week :— 

Friday, Nov. 2 wnane Nov. 9. 
Mexican ee oo ee ee o oe lj ee 6 
Spanish Passive an oe oe oe oe att vs 21 

Do. Certificates . ,° ee ee oe = ee pa: 
Turkish 6 Cents., 1858 ., a on ee ‘ oo 3 

- 1852 ° oo oe 55 os 6 
United States $205 2.0 ce knew 

The closing prices of the leading British Railways yesterday 

and on Friday week are subjoined :— 
Friday, Nov.2. Friday, Nov) 9 

Great Eastern .. os ee o- ann “ of 
Great Northern 1 - 
Great Western.. os .e 53 ee be } 
Laneashire and Yorkshire .. iu eo 13 
London and Brighton wa ods ‘ bt 36 85 

Loudou and North-Westeru oe oe oe 118) 1174 
London and South-Western ° 83 82 
London, Chatham, and Dover ee ee Is} on” 
Me‘r>politau .. se - co eo - 1M4j oe i 
Midlind,, ee oe oe oe ** ee 1224 ee ; ? 
Nortu-Ea tera, Ber wick 14} ay 

Do York oo ee Lo 7 
Sout .-Kastern os oe oe oe 65} sy 
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TOPICS OF THE DAY. 

THE DANGER OF PARLIAMENTS. 

VHERE is a change of feeling going on among Liberals all 
over the world, which demands more attention than it 

has received, for if it lasts it may colour the whole political 
progress of the future. The change may be only apparent, 
but it may also be real; and if it is real, it will deflect the 
movement of civilization to an extent which will deprive 
current speculations on politics of nearly all their value. It 
seems to some men, ourselves included, as they look abroad 
into the world, as if Liberals, and indeed all thinking men, 
were beginning to weary of Parliamentary Government, were 
longing for some quicker, sterner, more active form of giving 
expression to the national will. There is no re-submission to 
authority, the day for that is passed, but there is a longing 
for a stronger and, above all, a swifter political agent, for one 
which shall have a capacity of leadership, of initiative, as 
well as of registration. The triumph of personal government 
on the Continent, now so nearly complete, may be, probably 
will be, only a temporary phenomenon; but it has been greatly 
accelerated by an unexpressed but strongly felt distaste for 
wiser but slower forms. Eighteen years have elapsed since 1848, 
and at this moment the actual Government of the Continent, 
the real ultimate power without the consent of which no 
thought can become action, is committed to less than a dozen 
individuals—Napoleon III., Count von Bismarck, the Ozar 
Alexander, the Kaiser Francis Joseph, Queen Isabella of Spain, 
the Pope, and Baron Ricasoli. We do not say these seven 
can do exactly as they please—modern civilization has rid us 
of really absolute volitions, supremacies of will such as once 
existed in the East—but it is certain that nothing which they 
do not please can get itself fairly executed. They have at 
once a real veto, each in his own region, and a real monopoly 
of initiative in great affairs. This may be accidental—in part, 
no doubt, is accidental—but accidents of that kind, if not the 
actual result of “the spirit of the age,” 7.¢., of the mass of 
active tendencies at work in Europe, are seldom wholly out of 
accord with its secret longings. Even among Anglo-Saxon 
populations, of all others the most impatient of personal govern- 
ment, there are evidences of a growing impatience of its rival 
organization. Mr. Bright talks about freedom, and what not, 
with splendid eloquence ; but if cultivated Englishmen accept 
what we technically call Reform, it will be mainly from the 
hope that a more democratic Parliament will be stronger than 
the old one, will be able to do more, and do it quicker, and 
do it with less waste of power than the old one has been able 
to do. Naturally, being Englishmen, we seek to gain our end 
through the old means; but this, and nothing else, is what we 
seek, So do the Americans in the great revolution which 
they are working out, and which—though the overthrow of 
“ one-man power,” as they with their bizarre realism call it, is 
an incident in their progress—will end in the construction of 
a strong central engine of some kind, able to begin things, and 
not obliged to content itself with the mere registration of the 
national will. Whether this latent desire will ultimately ex- 

way to begin. It assented to two plans of Mr. Gladstone’s 
because it thought Mr. Gladstone knew, but it had no volition 
either about State banks or State annuities for the poor. It 
does not initiate well or build well, is too cumbrous, too 
changeable, and above all, too slow. These defects, though 
partly curable by Reform, will, we believe, be more and more 
keenly felt as society recognizes the immense benefits which 
State action, that is, the applied strength of the whole people 
can confer on the individual, and will, unless statesmen At 
wise in time, produce great discontent with Parliamentary 
government, a rooted dislike for so very much talk to so very 
little action. 

This feeling is dangerous because its natural result is to 
enthrone some individual will strong enough and able enough 
to gratify the secret longing, to establish Czsarism, in short, 
whether the Czesar be a great potentate or, as is more probable 
in England, a popular Parliamentary leader, acting through a 
silenced and disciplined majority. The power of the latter 
would be really fearful, for he could venture on acts at which 
a mere emperor would quail, and both in France and America 
we see that popular assemblies can be induced to vote by roll- 
call. The new point, therefore, as it seems to us, for the 
statesmen of free countries to consider, is whether it is not 
possible to invest the representatives of the nation with a 
power which shall make Cesarism as needless as it is riskful, 
with a capacity of initiative, an ability to act when necessary 
at speed. Half at least of all discussion is now done out 
of doors, and the organization suited for full deliberation 
has therefore grown antiquated, deliberation being half 
done elsewhere, and Parliament rather required to make 
deliberation vital, to vivify the already formed, though it 
may be embryonic thought. In England, on the great. 
subject of “private legislation,” as it is called, this neces- 
sity is already felt so strongly that we shall doubtless in 
a year or two see a radical reform, either through the creation 
of permanent joint committees of the Houses for such work, 
or some other and still quicker device. A Minister of Private 
Business, for example, is no impossibility. The same necessity 
will, we believe, be felt throughout the whole area of Parlia- 
mentary action, until statesmen are wearied with demands, 
growing each time more angry, for quicker and more decided 
resolution. How they are to be gratified we cannot attempt 
to foresee, but gratified they must be, if the Houses are to retain 
the real sovereignty of the country. It may be that an interior 
Senate will develop itself, as has happened from other causes. 
in all legislation affecting Scotland ; it may be that the Houses 
will co-operate to a novel degree,—the expedient sure to be tried 
as to private business; it may be that deliberation will be 
entrusted to committees, the House being left to ratify or reject, 
—the way in which the Cabinet does its work ; it may be that 
we shall introduce the despised law of Ja cloture, thus legal- 
izing vote by roll-call ; or it may be that the relation between 
the Cabinet and Parliament which prevails in foreign affairs 
will be extended to affairs at home. In foreign affairs the 
Cabinet acts and Parliament interferes, censures, or dis- 
allows; in home affairs the Cabinet asks Parliamentary 
permission before it takes any important action. Or finally, 
it may be that we shall legalize and formulize the power press itself everywhere through the dominance of individuals, 

kings, ministers, leaders, or whatever they may be called, is | 
uncertain, will probably depend chiefly on the presence or'| 
absence in each nation of a man who at once possesses the 
highest or constructive kind of genius, and is in full accord | 
with the aspirations of his people. But of this we feel | 
certain, that as the great work of removing restrictions ends, | 
and the greater task of “organizing liberty "—pardon a_/| 
phrase which is unavoidable—begins, men will grow more | 
and more doubtful of the utility of their old engine. The} 
English House of Commons as it stands has abolished re- | 
strictions admirably, but it constructs far less perfectly. It 
swept away Protection, for example, in a style even Napoleon 
dare not imitate, but it does nothing, literally nothing, | 
towards “organizing labour,” that is, towards establishing 
the principle—call it co-operation, or what you will—which 
is to enable workmen to get the most possible out of 
themselyes with the smallest waste of power. It has, 
swept away all restrictions on labour, but is avowedly | 
incompetent to construct any effective machinery for dealing 
with pauperism. It has abolished all forms of compulsory 
service for war, in practice, if not in theory, but is quite help- 
less to build up a great free army or marine. It has cleaned 
away every impediment to the free development of the 
revenue, but as to using the pecuniary power of the State to 
develop civilization, it cannot even make up its mind which | 

of the Cabinet, throwing on it as a body certain tasks 
to which a great and multiform assembly is confessedly in- 
competent. The mode of the change is still obscure, though 
we seem to see dimly a drifting towards a practice of author- 
izing the Executive to act by “resolution,” 7.¢., by one great 
debate and vote, the subsequent legalities being left very much 
to the Cabinet—the device adopted in the cattle plague ; but of 
this one thing we feel increasingly satisfied. The Parliaments 
which cannot be so organized, both here, on the Continent, and 
in America as to act rapidly, strongly, and decisively, are in 
danger of becoming the objects of a dislike, it may be of a con- 
tempt, which will end in supersession. Parliament is begin- 
ning to excite the sense of hopelessness, of distrust in its 
efficiency, which in England always precedes great change. 
It may recover itself after a reform, as it did in 1831; but if 
it does not, middle-aged men will live to see the pivot of power 
shift. 

THE EFFECT OF LORD ROMILLY’S JUDGMENT. 

ORD ROMILLY’S judgment in the case of “Bishop Colenso 
versus the Trustees of the Colonial Bishopric Fund,” is 

exceedingly clear, and, if supported, of the highest moment 

to the English Church. For the last year it has been held 

that the English Church, in getting beyond the range of the 

English Establishment, regained its freedom from State con- 
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trol. Indeed Lord Lyttelton, if we remember rightly, with 

many other Churchmen of the same type, has expressly 

asserted that this was the one advantage the colonial 

branches of the English Church did gain, in exchange for the 

loss of State aid and for the grant by the State of ecclesias- 

tical powers of jurisdiction. To use Archbishop Whately’s 

metaphor, the Church, which in England is, like a tame ele- 

phant, guided and driven by the State, was supposed by High 

Churchmen to have regained its freedom in the Colonies, and 

to be quite at liberty to use its great powers at its own 
exclusive discretion or indiscretion, without interference of 

any kind from the State. If Lord Romilly’s judgment, how- 
ever, be sustained, this view of the case is entirely erroneous. 

It is true that members of the Church of England resident 

in the colonies may, if they please, unite themselves into a 
Free Church, on the same doctrinal basis as the Church of 

England, and still in communion with it, with any sort of 
conditions as to discipline and authority that they choose to 
adopt. But if they do this, Lord Romilly assures us that 
they are no longer members of the Church of England. 
They are members of a Free Church dissenting from it on 
points of discipline and authority, and likely enough, there- 
fore, in time, to diverge widely from it on points of doctrine 
also; for, start if you will from the same doctrinal basis, if you 
set up a quite different class of judges as to what that doctrinal 

basis really is, and do not even go to the same Court of 
Appeal to decide the matter, you must soon get a series of 
decisions interpreting the doctrine and discipline of the new 
Church quite differently from the final legal tribunals of the 
Church of England ; and as soon as this happens, the doctrine 
of the two Churches is for all practical purposes quite differ- 
ent. Suppose, for instance, what is very likely, that a Church 
of South Africa, starting from the doctrinal basis of the 
English Church, should, through its ecclesiastical judges, 

interpret the Articles and Liturgy so as to mean that every 
word of Scripture is part of the word of God,—even in the 
Archbishop of Carterbury’s sense, that the words, though 
human, are so over-ruled as to be quite free from error in all 
that they actually assert,—and that clergymen denying this 
are to be deprived of their functions. Is it not certain that 
such a principle,—widely as it diverges from the decision 
given in Essays and Reviews, by Dr. Lushington, would at 

once constitute the strongest doctrinal distinction between 
the Churches? The one would thenceforward be a Church 
formed on the theory of the textual inspiration of the Bible,— 
the other, on the theory of the general inspiration of the 
writers, or subjects, of Bible narrative. Such a difference is so 
radical that it would soon bring forth other differences by the 
score. Allow thirty years’ life to such a Church, and at the 
end of it, it would be no more like the Church of England, 

though starting from a common stem, than the Church of 
England is now like the Church of Rome. 

What, then, is required from members of the English 
Church in the colonies? Only this,—that they shall accept 
the rulers nominated by the Queen as their rulers, and the 
doctrine and discipline of the mother Church, as it may 
be authoritatively determined at home, as their contract- 
basis for the future ;—the contract to be interpreted like 
all other contracts, and its provisions enforced, by the ordi- 
nary Civil Courts of the colony, with appeal to the Queen 
in Council. Just as the Wesleyan body are obliged to ad- 
minister their trust funds on the basis of the trusts de- 
clared in their constitution, and those trusts are interpreted 
by the ordinary civil tribunals of the country, with appeal 
to the highest of such tribunals, so it will be with the 
body calling itself the English Church in the colonies, 
only that its fundamental law will be the law governing 
the mother Church, as understood in the interpretation 
put upon that law by the ordinary tribunals for inter- 
preting trusts. In this way every decision affecting doc- 
trine or discipline in the Church of England is at once 
embodied in the code which governs the doctrine and 
dicipline of the colonial branches of that Church, and as 
they have the same Court of Appeal, the possibility even 
of divergence entirely disappears. It is true that the 
ecclesiastical tribunals of the mother Church, the Bishops’ 
Courts, and the Archbishop's Court, or Court of Arches, do 
mot exist for the colonies at all; but the decisions in these 
Courts are all liable to revision by the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council; and as thisis the highest Court of Appeal 
for the Civil Courts of the colonies also, the colonial Courts 
cannot reverse any authoritative decisions even of the English 
Court of Arches, without being liable to reversal in their turn 

by the last Court of Appeal which is the final tribunal in both 
cases alike. 

Lord Romilly has, therefore, practically decided, if his judg- 
ment be sustained on appeal, that if the colonial Churches wish 
to emancipate themselves from the final control of lay judges, 
they must give up the name of the English Church, constitute 
themselves on a voluntary basis of their own, and if they con- 
tinue the episcopal government, must accept bishops consecrated 
voluntarily by other bishops, but not selected by the Crown, 
not consecrated at the order of the reigning monarch. Bishops 
created and consecrated by the Queen’s order cannot, without 
renouncing their allegiance to the English Church, go over to 
such free colonial Churches as are now contemplated. Such 
Churches may, no doubt, remain in communion with the Eng- 
lish Church,—indeed, the English Church is in communion 
with the Scotch Episcopal and American Episcopal Church, 
and may be in communion before long with the Greek Church, 
—but they will not be part of it; their clergy, and arch- 
deacons, and bishops cannot minister in the English Church ; 
their orders will not be held valid in the English Church ; in 
a word, they will be an entirely different Church,—a Church 
with a common origin and a common root of dogma, but likely 
soon enough to issue in branches, leaves, and flowers of a very 
different variety indeed. But will not the temptation to be free 
from the curb of lay tribunals, and to have the clergy deter- 
mining what is orthodoxy and heresy for themselves, operate 
so powerfully that Churches, schismatic in all but their wish 
to remain in communion with the mother Church, will yet be 
formed? That some attempt of this kind will be made in 
the colonies, as scon as it is known that to belong to the 
English Church means accepting absolutely the decisions of lay 
tribunals with respect to the nature of the obligations imposed 
by the formularies of the Church,—we do not doubt. But 
both conservative policy, and distrust of sacerdotal judges, is 
so deeply imprinted on most Englishmen, that we should 
expect to see comparatively very few Church colonists joining 
the “Church of South Africa” or the “ Church of New Zea- 
land,” compared with those who would stand firm to the Eng- 
lish Church in South Africa and the English Church in New 
Zealand. We have little doubt that the majority of colonial 
Churchmen will prefer the latter, even on account of the lay 
tribunals, and that many of the minority will prefer it from 
old conservative feeling, in spite of them. 

If this be so, Lord Romilly’s judgment is, in fact, the final 
triumph of the Erastian principle for which we have always 
contended,—that all justice and judgment is the function, 
we should not hesitate to say the divinely appointed function, 
—of the State, to which the Church must submit for her own 
benefit, no less than the benefit of the State. The simple 
truth is that the duty of preaching the Gospel belongs to one 
class of persons, and the duty of deciding questions of equity 
concerning the faithfulness of men to their duties and con- 
tracts, to quite another. Men who preach, and who are good 
preachers, will rarely, if ever, make good judges. You might 
as well set the judicial Bench to spread the Gospel, as set the 
Bench of Bishops to administer justice. There must be a 
diversity of gifts, if there is to be a unity of spirit. Judgment 
belongs to the State, and cannot be usurped by the Church 
without such consequences as we see under all ecclesiastical 
governments and in the records of all purely ecclesiastical tri- 
bunals. If the Bishop of Natal, or any other clergyman, is to 
be deprived for heresy, it is clear that the case must be heard 
and decided by a civil tribunal ; and therefore that,—if Lord 
Romilly be right,—all Churchmen who cannot be thankful 
for, or at worst tolerate, the beneficent yoke of the State over 

them in the administration of justice, must make up their 
minds at once to go forth and create for themselves a fancy 
ecclesiastical yoke, which their children will very soon find out 
that neither their fathers nor they have been well able to bear. 

THE NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY. 
NHE easiest and the surest way of preventing frauds in the 

| management of Railways is to appoint an official Director- 
General, with a seat at every Railway Board. We made that 
suggestion incidentally a few weeks since in connection with 

‘the affairs of the London, Chatham, and Dover Company, and 
| we now repeat it as a carefully considered proposition. No 
' other of the many plans hitherto proposed appears to meet so 
| exactly the public need, no other requires so little disturbance 
| of the existing machinery. New penal laws may be necessary, 
though they will not remove the obstacle which prevents the 
execution of those already existing, namely, the difficulty of 

| 

‘obtaining evidence ; and we might even establish a Public 
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Prosecutor, with powers limited like those of the Queen’s 
Proctor in the Divorce Court, with advantage to the cause of 
justice; but neither sterner laws nor easier modes of prosecution 
can prevent frauds, and it is prevention as well as punishment 
which the public desires. One form of fraud, the over-issue 
of debentures, might be stopped by the registration of the 
bonds, and another, the creation of fictitious shares, by making 
a receipt from the Bank of England an essential part of the 
declaration required by statute. But nothing except the pre- 
sence of an official witness could check impositions such as 
those which have been committed on the public by some 
officials of the North British Railway, and it is impositions of 
this kind which injure the public interest. If one-half of the 
statements made by the Committee of Investigation are true, 

that Company or its chairman have committed acts towards the 
public which, in the range of their mischief, the area which 
they cover with ruin, the multiplicity of persons and classes of 
persons whom they injuriously affect, are almost without a 
parallel, even in that long register of energy and villany, the 
railway history of Great Britain. It is possible that some of 
those statements may be explained away, but as the chairman 
has replied to the report, it may, we think, be justly assumed 
that the facts which he leaves untouched are primd fucie cor- 
rectly stated. It appears, then, that Mr. Richard Hodgson, 
Chairman of the North British Railway, a company with 
78Ll miles of railway and 22,000,000/. of capital, has 
for years conducted an internecine war with a rival under- 
taking, the Caledonian Railway. A man of high ability 
and extraordinary courage, Mr. Hodgson has monopolized 
power in the Company until the general manager, the 
secretary, and some of the directors appear simply his 
servants or his screens, and he has used his absolutism in 
many respects extremely well. The Company has grown 
under his auspices from a tenth-rate concern to one of the 
foremost associations in the kingdom. Its lines have been 
well built at reasonable, though “ expensive,” rates, its vast 

contracts fairly managed, its popularity with the public 
steadily maintained. Business has been attracted in great 
masses, and the receipts have been only just inadequate for 
profit. It does not appear that Mr. Hodgson himself ever 
sought any pecuniary advantage from his management, and 
we should not be surprised in the least to hear that his 
administration had brought him personally nothing. Indeed 
his fidelity to his Company comes out in his defence in the 
most strikingly unconscious way. Tried, dismissed, disgraced, 
in danger of criminal prosecution, injured it may be in purse, 
certainly injured in character, the chairman’s one real 
regret, which comes cropping out at every turn, is that 
the exposure will give the Caledonian the victory. With 
his last breath in his final report, which is practically a con- 
fession, he advises, pleads, almost prays that the men who 

are crushing him will not make peace with the enemy except 
through victory. If we may judge a character from docu- 
mentary evidence, Mr. Richard Hodgson must be a man like 
Paterson, fit to head great enterprises, resolute, remorseless, 
and one-idead, a man utterly unscrupulous when needful, yet 
always strictly economical of unscrupulousness. He was not 
going to create fictitious shares, or over-issue debentures, or 
play small tricks on capitalists’ credulity. He understood 
eredit better than that, saw like a statesman that if he could 
but make his lines seem to yield a steady, unfailing dividend, 
capital would come fast enough, and he did it. For years he 
deliberately, knowingly, systematically falsified the accounts, 
in order to make his railways seem to yield what—10 per 
cent., 8 per cent., 5 per cent. ?—no, and it was the master 
stroke of a true financial genius, a dividend fluctuating only 
from 2 to 3 per cent. ‘The system which the accountants 
trace in the Company’s books is not merely one of general 
deception of the shareholders and misrepresentation of the 
Company’s affairs; it is not merely deliberate falsification of 
the accounts from year to year, so as to show to the share- 
holders and divide among them a revenue which was not in 
existence, and was known not to have been earned; but it was, 
as shown in the report appended hereto, a careful and most 
ingenious fabrication of imaginary accounts, begun and carried 
on from time to time, for the purpose of supporting the falsi- 
fied half-yearly statements of revenue, and the general mis- 
representation of affairs.” 

The modus operandi of the process is well understood. Pay- 
ments chargeable to revenue were carried to capital, the 
‘suspense account ’’ was enormously enlarged, the secretary 
was told to keep the finance committee in ignorance—‘“‘a 
little knowledge,” wrote Mr. Hodgson to him, “is a dangerous 

thing, and in some cases much knowledge would be much 
more dangerous ”—and the accountant was, in at least one case, 
ordered blankly “to make the accounts show a dividend of 
24 per cent.” The dividend was the point, and as it was not 
earned by the work it was taken out of capital. A sum variously 
estimated, but certainly not less than 300,000/., was dis. 
tributed to the proprietary as earnings out of their own pro- 
perty. That, it may be argued, may be deception, but 
it is scarcely fraud, as Mr. Hodgson may have believed 
it absolutely necessary for the interests of his consti- 
tuents to trick them into a belief that an indispensable 
war was not ruining them; but there is an effect 
beyond the Company itself. Every man who purchased 
shares on the faith of the dividend was done out of soma 
portion of his money, as much done as if he had bought an 
unsound horse on a warranty of soundness. Every loan raised 
upon such shares, and there must have been thousands of 
loans, every distribution of property including them, every 
estimate of assets by or for a holder of them, every banker’s 
statement including them as securities, every bankrupt’s 
dividend with them to sell, must have contained an unseen 
fraud. In fact, in every commercial transaction into which 
any portion of this twenty-two millions of capital entered in 
any way whatsoever, the seller unconsciously, but still really, 
plundered the buyer. Even this does not show the whole 
extent of the evil. The North British Railway entered into 

engagements with other railways on the strength of their 
imaginary dividend, and in every railway which was so induced 
to subscribe for their projects every transaction in shares 
involves pro tanto unfair gain to the seller, unfair loss to the 
buyer. The public, which knew, and can know, nothing of 

the interior of railways, bought and sold property valued 
at twenty-two millions, completed, that is, many scores of 

thousands of transactions, believing that a dividend was a 
kind of ‘“‘ Hall mark,” and the wrong to them is as great as 
if the Hall mark had been forged. If the Committee’s report 
is correct it was forged. 

For this kind of deception, so widely ruinous, there can, we 

believe, be but one preventive—the presence in the board- 
room of one absolutely independent and even hostile mind, 
armed with no power of interference, but with full right 

to demand every kind of information, and to explain to all 
the shareholders every transaction which appears to him to 
transgress the letter of the law. No person appointed by the 
directors can possibly assume this attitude, no official ap- 
pointed by the shareholders could possibly retain it. Owing 
to the system of proxies, the shareholders in a railway 
company are, as long as affairs seem smooth, only the 
directors over again, the directors often only the nomi- 
nees of the chairman, who can refuse any one of them 
his re-election. Auditors are utterly useless, having, first, a 
direct interest in conciliating directors, and secondly, an in- 
vincible belief that if the “accounts” are right all is well. If 
an account shows 50,000/. paid to Mr. Contractor, and Mr. 
Contractor has not sent in a receipt, then the auditors flame 
very properly into indignation, will not, unless very dexterously 
deceived indeed, sign the accounts. But if the account and 
the receipt tally, then the 50,000/. may have been paid for 
bottled moonshine, for aught the auditors care, or indeed know, 
as to the matter. No other person is even presumed to be 
independent, and a mere outsider would be thwarted at every 
turn. By law any shareholder can see the interior accounts 
of his own property, but just let any shareholder try to exer- 
cise his right in the teeth of the chairman’s opposition. He 
will see a book or two, will detect something or other, will 

rise and declare that the books show only 30,000/. spent on 
grease, whereas the report shows 60,000/., and will be calmly 
told by the chairman, amidst universal tittering. that he should 
learn arithmetic before he turns auditor, for he has confounded 
the main line with the general undertaking. ‘‘ His excellent 
friend” smiles the chairman, “is most honourable and vigilant; 
but he is perhaps just a little silly, hasty, credulous, and given 
to suspicion.” Shareholder sits down smashed, and very 
properly smashed, for he has undertaken the impossible ; and 
chairman, with a calmly resigned air, and a sense of duty well 

performed, goes on with his fictions. The independent mem- 

ber must be appointed by the State, with a position high 

enough to snub, instead of being snubbed, and the mind, to 

speak broadly, of a high-caste ferret. Sir Benjamin Hall, 

for example, when he was not Lord Llanover and a Lord-Lieu- 
tenant, and careful whether Jones called himself Herbert or 

no, would have been just the man for such a post,—would have 

seen everything, known everything, abstained from interference, 
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but made the life of any incompetent or tricky chairman a 'man, Mr. Swann, though elected by the minority as a safe but 

perpetual burden to him. 

any 0 : 
willed official, who thinks fraud “low,” and would sit down 

on a hedgehog if that seemed to be his “duty to his depart- 

ment.” It is useless to say such a system would not 

work, for it does work in the Indian Railways, some 

seventy millions of capital being expended under that arrange- 

ment, and the India Companies getting very good directors 

indeed. Mr. Crawford, for example, is not a man sup- 

osed to be unduly careless of dignity or fond of re- 

sponsibility without power, but he works on very well 

indeed, under the knowledge that a State officer can investigate 

at any moment the most private books of the East India 

Railway. Of course the “ Great Railway Interest” will protest, 

for that Interest represents everything except shareholders and 

the public ; but a Reform Bill will rid us of a few of those 

gentlemen, and if it does not, they have not yet succeeded 

either in buying or coercing the Peers. Let the Peers insist 
on an Official Director, and non-official directors, mindful of 
coming projeets, will vote according to their consciences, instead 
of what they are pleased to call, in the Lower House, their 
convictions, 

THE CRISIS IN BALTIMORE. 

HE importance of the great crisis so hardly averted in 
Baltimore consisted in this, that the American revolution 

threatened for the first time to overstep the bonds of legality 
altogether. The most anxious efforts have been made by the 
North to keep it, technically at all events, within the law, and 
with extraordinary success, but in Baltimore it seemed for five 
days as if this had become impossible. The precise con- 
tingency dreaded, an open conflict between a legally constituted 
State power and the illegally expressed national will, seemed 
inevitable, and the Union, had it occurred, would have cut its 
best cable—the superstitious reverence for the Constitution as 
something above and beyond the changes of earthly opinion. 
The point raised, which so nearly revived the Civil War, 
involved the whole struggle between the North and South. 
Maryland, the State immediately interested, has, as our readers 
know, been throughout the war loyal, or rather Northern, in 
action, but disloyal, or rather Southern, in sentiment and 
wishes, has not yet, for example, accepted the Constitutional 
Amendment. It was, of course, essential, when the struggle 
began, to coerce Maryland, which commanded the Northern 
roads to Washington, and this was done after a short resort 
to open force, asin Tennessee, by disqualifying certain electors. 
The electors were required by a law passed by Congress to 
take certain oaths, and as the majority disliked them, the 
minority were able to pass in 1864 an amendment to the 
State Constitution, providing that each elector must take an 
oath of allegiance, and must swear that he had never given 
aid or countenance to Secession. It was known that the oath 
would not be taken by the Southerners, and the object of the 
very cumbrous device was to place the minority in possession 
of all the resources of the State, without creating any revolu- 
tionary or extra-legal powers. As a further guarantee, how- 
ever, it was enacted that the Commissioners of Police, who 
were to act as electoral registrars, should “use all dili- 
gence’ to keep away disloyal voters, should, that is, reject 

voters known to be disloyal, even if they took the 
oath. These precautions succeeded up to a very recent 
date perfectly. The Marylanders, greatly to their credit, 
avoided the polls, and the North was enabled to govern the 
State without any open declaration of war, and without break- 

ing up all its political machinery. Recently, however, the 
Marylanders, seeing that their allegiance had become a neces- 
sary fact, and excited by Mr. Johnson’s change of policy, have 
been ready to take the oath and resume the government of 
their own State. The Police Commissioners, however, well 
aware that the sentiment of the State was unchanged, regarded 
this readiness as part of a plan for the subversion of the results 
of the war, which it probably was, and searched for some new 
expedient to avoid the election of a hostile Legislature. 
They found that they were enjoined to use “due dili- 
gence’ in keeping away disloyal voters, and began, there- 
fore, to inquire “behind the oath,” and reject every man who 
had sympathized at all strongly with the South. As this 
was the very intention of the Amendment, the Commissioners 
were probably within their legal power, extreme though the 
power was, but the majority of Marylanders, enraged beyond 
bearing, appealed to the Governor for his aid. This gentle- 

| i 

| 

If men like him are unattainable, | acceptable Unionist, had gone right round with Mr. Johnson, 
Mr. Neverbend will do, any strong, narrow-minded, self- | thereby acquiring immense social popularity, and he threatened 

to dismiss the Commissioners of Police for exceeding their 
legal functions. In other words, he threatened to allow the 

| State to become Southern again, and thereby, in the event of any 
fresh contest, to seal up the roads between Washington and the 
North. The Liberals, who expected hourly to hear that Mr. John- 
son had declared Congress an illegal body, and himself sole re- 
presentative of the nation, were of course unable to endure 
calmly a menace which, to use European phraseology, “ en- 
throned the counter-revolution,’ and pledged the State to 
action hostile to the policy sanctioned by the nation. They 
felt that the time had arrived for asserting once for all the 
final and absolute supremacy of the Republic over all its 
sections, and advised the Police Commissioners to decline to 
be dismissed. They were entitled to be tried, they said, on 
the plea, we presume, that they were officers under the Con- 
stitution, and not under the Governor; but the plea, though 
clever, was held by all lawyers to be barred by the fact that 
the Governor was by statute empowered to remove them. 
So also was the plea that they must be “tried,” and 
therefore tried by a Court, the lawyers holding that 
the Governor was by law the legal and sufficient Court. 
We believe there is no doubt of the practice, the Gover- 
nor having exercised his power frequently in similar 
cases, and the Liberals were at last face to face with the long 
avoided dilemma. The law, if strictly obeyed, would arrest the 

revolution, reverse the decision of the sword, and place a 
State at variance with the decision of the nation. If they 
yielded, any State could act against the Federation, and after 
one brief pause, during which all Americans held their breath, 
they made their final decision. The revolution should march, 
if need be, over the laws. The retired soldiery in Maryland 

itself could be trusted, Pennsylvania would march her militia 
at a word, and three Western States at least could be trusted 
to act on a telegraphic message. Ina week the North would 
be marching for the second time on Baltimore, and the issue 
of the great contest would once again be committed to the 
decision of the sword. 

For, the President, compelled by the inexorable logie of his 
position, would, it was known, support Mr. Swann’s authority 

with the whole force at his disposal. He could do nothing 
else. Mr. Swann had done nothing but what Mr. Johnson 
himself would have done in a similar position, and if the 
President allowed him to be defeated, he himself was deposed 
by anticipation. Besides, he is President of the United States, 
bound to obey a legal requisition, to aid in putting down an 
insurrection; and he would have done it, even if the North 
would have been next day in open revolt against his own 
authority. Whether he could have done it is another question. 
He has, however, troops in Washington, and they might have 
sufficed if they obeyed, aided by the popular feeling of Mary- 
land, to garrison Baltimore. They might not have thought 
the crisis great enough to justify disobedience, and would be 
guided probably by General Grant, whose sense of discipline 
is believed to be unaffected by politics. In no ease could 
Baltimore have been held a fortnight, the “ American Army,” 
half a million strong, being Northern to the core, and provided 
by the State organization with perfect means of assembling ; 
but if Mr. Johnson had held the city a day, civil war would have 
been inevitable, and had the contest gone on, he must have 
tried to hold it. 

We are not sure it is not inevitable now. It appears from 
a telegram of the 6th November that the immediate difficulty 
has been removed, probably by the submission of Mr. Swann 
—for Reuter would have announced that of the Liberals— 
but the same dilemma may at any moment recur. The nation 
wills a revolution which individual States do not approve, and 
the Constitution is based on the idea that nation and States 
will in serious matters pull very nearly together, Conse- 
quently, the revolution to succeed must in reality march over 
the Constitution, and the problem for the legalists, that is 
for five-sixths of all Americans, is to keep the breach from 
being perceived, to invent, in fact, some “ war-power,” or 
other constitutional fiction, which will cover the revolutionary 
but righteous reality. Should this ever become impossible, 
the Union will, they feel, be adrift towards unknown possibi- 
lities, and the strongest proof the North has yet given of its 

fidelity to its great cause is its decision, rather than fail, to 
risk this drifting. Labour must be free throughout the con- 
tinent, even if the Constitution, which born Americans believe 
to be divine, is openly set at naught, 
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POPE HENNESSY VERSUS BRIGHT. 

M* POPE HENNESSY knows how to defend himself, 
and in a speech to the Wexford electors has just struck 

Mr. Bright, as he modestly observes, “as fair a hit as he can,” in 
return for the English orator’s rather severe attack at the Dub- 
lin dinner. Mr. Bright said in his recent speech in Dublin, 
“ There is a gentleman now a candidate for an Irish county, 

who is very great upon the wrongs of Poland; but I have 
found him always in the House of Commons taking side with 
that great party which has supported systematically the wrongs 
of Ireland.” That is strictly true; for however successful 
Mr. Hennessy has been in showing his own activity and 
energy on all Irish questions, and his steady adherence to the 
view of those questions most popular in Ireland, he seldom lost 
an opportunity of playing into Lord Derby’s hands, and that 
occasionally even in a way that struck a hard blow at the 
Roman Catholic cause in its recoil,—as when he made a very 
adroit speech on the Tory side in favour of the Oxford tests, 
quoting Dr. Newman’s statement that Catholics regarded the 
English Establishment as a useful breakwater against infidelity, 

at the very time when the question of abolishing the unpopu- 
lar test oath for Roman Catholics in Parliament was under 
agitation, and bitterly resisted by his Tory allies. Mr. Bright 
did not deny, and most likely did not mean for a moment to 
deny, that Mr. Hennessy had voted in favour of anything 
likely to be popular in Ireland, — Mr. Hennessy knew 
the uncertainty of his seat too well to omit swinging 
the censer before the various transformations of the old 
ery for “justice to Ireland.” All Mr. Bright said was that 
Mr. Hennessy worked hard and systematically to injure the 
Liberal party and the Liberal Government, and ignored the 
fact that he was undoing with one hand what he was doing 
with the other, since Lord Derby and the party whom he sup- 
ported have frustrated every great attempt to satisfy the fair 
demands of the Irish people, and even now are crying out 
that they appeal to the Irish squirearchy,—the most narrow 
and unpopular body in Ireland,—to help them govern the 
country. Granting, therefore, all Mr. Hennessy says of the 
efforts which he made in detail to obtain small privileges for 
Ireland, granting, for instance, that he made Herculean efforts 
to prevent Irish whisky from paying as high a tax as English 
or Scotch spirits, that he put his shoulder to the wheel 
to forward the Galway packet job,—granting that in defer- 
ence to the Irish Poor Law Unions he supported Mr. Henley’s 
amendment for the total abolition of the law of settlement, 
which was intended, as almost every one at least believed at the 
time, to defeat, by caricaturing Mr. Villiers’ great reform, and 
not to extend it,—granting that Mr. Hennessy was always 
opposed to the policy of free trade for Ireland, and in favour 
of a lower taxation in Ireland than in any other part of the 
United Kingdom, and eager to promote all other unwhole- 
some devices for petting a land which only needs wisdom 
and justice, — yet while he objected thus vigorously and 
ostentatiously to ask Ireland to bear her allotted share 
of the common burdens of the Empire, he always dili- 
gently cherished the root of the tree which yielded 
[rish discontent, in giving all his support to the Tory 
party. Well does Mr. Hennessy know,—as last session only 
too plainly proved,—that the Tory landlordism will never 
concede anything satisfactory to the Irish tenant farmers. 
Well does he know that .the Tory Protestantism will never, 
while it can help it, allow the Irish Protestant Establishment 
to be touched by any sacrilegious hand. Indeed, Mr. Pope 
Hennessy is always anxious to explain how little the Irish 
Catholics care about the Protestant Establishment as com- 
pared with other injuries. So while endeavouring with much 
show of patriotism to prune away every little twig of Irish 
grievance, he did not object to occupy himself during the 
whole of the last Parliament in carefully digging about and 
dunging the parent tree,—already prolific enough,—on which, 
in seasen and out of season, rich clusters of grievances have 
been found always ripe for many generations. 

There is something impressive in the contrast suggested 
between Mr. Hennessy’s clever, adroit, defensive, aggression 
on Mr. Bright, and Mr. Bright’s quite unprovoked, perfectly 
disinterested, heavy side-blow at Mr. Hennessy. They certainly 
treat Ireland after a very different fashion. As Mr. Hennessy 
justly intimated, though a popular agitator, Mr. Bright is not an | 
elastic, adaptable man. He is not one who ever goes out of 
his way to sacrifice a class-prejudice to a popular cause. He 
opposed the Ten Hours’ Bill as bitterly as any man in 1845; 
he has always resisted measures that interfere with capitalists 

in the interest of their labourers, with some acrimony ; 
“he carried his class feelings even below the surface of the 
earth, and when the Mines’ Regulation Bill was before Parlia- 
ment, he and his class would not give the smallest help to the 
miner to get better ventilation or greater safety from acci- 
dents.’ Mr. Bright struggles for the political rights of the people, 
but is for leaving them alone to fight out their own battles 
with their employers. What he does in England he is dis- 
posed to do in Ireland. He passes by with a sort of scorn, 
—often very mistaken scorn,—the various proposals to ‘soothe’ 
Ireland. As Mr. Hennessy observes, he has not taken much 
interest in motions for committees to inquire into tenant-right 
or the minutiz of Irish taxation. He has not cared to sup- 
port general resolutions expressing the regret of the House at 
the stream of Irish emigration, and pledging the Government 
generally to find reproductive employment for Irish labour and 
Irish capital. He has not supported the dockyard for Cork 
harbour. He has not wept over the abandoned whisky dis- 
tilleries. He has not voted for public works on the Shannon. 
He has looked upon these things, and others, like tenant-right 
Acts, much more important, as he looked upon the Ten Hours’ 
Bill, and many other measures both really and only apparently 
favourable to the English working class,—as a kind of sugar- 
plum legislation, which it was beneath a great Radical poli- 
tician to support, and often not beneath him to dislike and 
oppose. Whether he sees truly the political root of popular 
misery is another matter,—he seems to us often to miss 

it,—but when he thinks he sees it, he cares only to strike 
at it, and scorns mere palliatives. If the people like to 
adopt his burning words about radical political cures, well 
and good; if not, and their hearts are fixed on what he 

thinks feeble palliatives or positive aggravations of the mis- 
chief, they may take their own way ; he will not even catch a 
cheer by adapting himself to their state of mind. There never 
was in the political world a more sturdy agitator,—one who 
took his cue less from the crowds who listen to him. He will 
despise even valuable and necessary remedial measures, merely 
because they look at the first glimpse more benevolent than 
just. He will not “cocker up” any nation or class. He will 
demand even savagely and imperiously what he holds to be 
their rights, and then upbraid them even indignantly if they 
try to use their rights to secure what he thinks unfair advan- 
tages over their fellows. Thus, in Ireland, he threw down his 
two suggestions,—abolition of the Protestant Establishment 
and subdivision of the land,—and said not a word of anything 
else,—nothing of little comfortable and consolatory jobs,— 
nothing even of what would have been statesman-like enough, 
did he only see it, concession to the fair (if unwise) demands 
of the Irish Catholics for a separate school and University 
education. It would be impossible to woo Irish popularity in 
a more imperious manner than Mr. Bright. ‘There,’ he 
virtually says, ‘are two radical reforms which I think are 
wanted to root up your grievances. Take them, if you will, 
and do the rest for yourselves.’ 

No wonder that sort of Irish policy does not seem a very suc- 
cessful line to Mr. Pope Hennessy, who thinks he knows the true 

| die of the situation and its emergencies better. He is just of the 
| opposite kind of agitator,—the spokesman of a class who do not 
| wish the Irish people to help themselves, so much as to make 
them dependent on others. This is the secret of Mr. Pope 
Hennessy’s Toryism. He is aware that the Papal policy is to 
keep nations in leading-strings, and that to do this you must, 

|if possible, effect a combination between the ecclesiastical 
| leaders and the lords of the soil. As he left no stone unturned 
|in 1862-3 to prove,—what he utterly failed in proving,—that 
‘Italy was suffering physically from the end of the paternal 
| system, so he seeks to prevent Ireland from ever tasting the 
‘feeling of true self-dependence in either secular or spiritual 
laffairs. But to this end it is necessary, while rivetting 
'as far as possible the yoke of the Roman Catholic faith 
‘and of the great landlords on Ireland, to prune away as far 
' as possible all the symptoms which spring from these 

‘two roots; so while Tory to the heart in his general 
| policy, while denouncing any interference with the laws of 
primogeniture and entail in Ireland almost as bitterly as he 
‘denounces interference with the secular power of the Pope, he 
does all he can to soothe the Irish on minormatters,—to advocate 
Galway packets, and Cork and Shannon works, in Ireland,— 

'a differential tariff in favour of Ireland,—concessions to Irish 
“prejudices on the law of marriage and divorce,—in short, 
everything in the shape of sugar for Ireland. He catches with 
‘great ability the exact shade of every sentiment of the popular 
‘mind. He feels the under-current of Irish sympathy with 
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France, and echoes it boldly enough. He flatters the Irish for | 

their devotion to the Pope, and foments the Irish enthusiasm for 

the cause of Roman Catholic Poland. He brought, when in | 

the House, the chief individual cases of Irish distress and trouble | 

before Parliament with force and parade. He was very shrewd 

and active in putting questions about minutie which em-| 
barrassed the Government. In short, he was almost always | 
prominent in minor questions on the Irish side, which | 
brought him a great deal more credit in that easily, 
pleased and easily offended country, than a steady prosecution | 
of fundamental reforms, and greater negligence on superficial | 
questions. On all showy questions that were not practical or 
not practicable Mr. Pope Hennessy was ever foremost, and 
also on many small measures that were both practical and 

practicable, though not always sound. In short, Mr. Pope Hen- 
nessy seems to us, we confess, after considering carefully his very 

clever, too clever, apologia pro vitd sud, a very dangerous 

sort of representative for Ireland,—one always ready to pro- 
ose a mischievous superficial remedy which catches the fancy 

of Ireland, and always bitterly opposed to any policy that 
makes the Irish really self-dependent. Mr. Bright no doubt is 
not the man ever to gain a wide-spread popularity in Ireland, 
but it would be a good omen for the Irish if he could. 
Vehement and violent as he often is, frequently unreasonable, 
almost always prejudiced, he yet never studies popular vanities 
or mere interests, and will never lead by tact and stratagem 
where he cannot win the confidence of eager conviction. 

THE FAMINE IN INDIA. 

ORD NAPIER’S report on the famine in Ganjam, pub- 
lished on Friday, is one of the ablest papers which 

has ever reached England from the Indian Empire. His 
Lordship, it will be remembered, when once convinced that 
famine was impending, did not retreat to his Hill palace on 
the Neilgherries, bui went himself among his people, stirring 
up the officials, consulting with the Zemindars, and pro- 
viding for the people. He found that the scarcity did not 
cover any vast population, only 240,000, and of these only 
120,000 were suffering from actual starvation. Still, though 
only 3 per cent. of the number menaced in Bengal, Lord 
Napier thought that, being British subjects, he might as well 
save them, and like a skilful ruler he first brigaded the army 
of misery. 

“The population may be divided into four categories :—1. The 
ryots. 2. The coolies, or people without land, engaged in rural labour. 
8. The mendicant, vagrant, outcast, or criminal class. 4. The small 
traders and mechanics in the towns. Of these classes, the ryots are 
the most meritorious and the most to be pitied. They have suffered 
with great resignation and self-respect. The decency of their caste 
prevents them from appearing at the relief houses as sharers of pro- 
miscuous charity. The necessities of agricultural labour bind them to 
their holdings and homes, where it is difficult to search them out. 
There can be no doubt of the extremities of distress which they have 
endured and still endure. Some of the Ooryah cottages I have myself 
visited, where destitution and starvation might be seen in every pathetic 
and terrible form, The same story was told by the multitudes of persons 
gathering a precarious and unwholesome sustenance from half edible 
roots, berries, and leaves, of which Mr. Forbes, the collector, possesses 
a variety of specimens. The miserable condition of whole villages was 
attested by the emaciated appearanco of their leading inhabitants, sent 
in numerous deputations to solicit help from the collector at Chetter- 
pore. The roads were full of wretched creatures prostrated on the 
earth. In many places I was pursued by clamorous crowds, which 
might be likened to flocks of skeletons or ghosts. To an unpractised 
European eye, the distinction between the ryot in his ordinary garb, or 
ordinary nakedness, and the landless labourer is scarcely perceptible ; 
but there is no doubt that the substantial ryot, especially on Govern- 
ment lands, feels his social elevation as much as the farmer in England. 
It was pitiable to see the reduction and ruin of an industrious order of 
men, invested in primitive forms with all the duties and obligations of 
property, and to reflect that nothing less than a succession of prosperous 
seasons, combined with considerate usage on the part of the Revenue 
Department, can restore these people to physical vigour and material 
welfare. While the peasant farmer starves, his cattle thrive. Repeated 
showers had fallen in the country, and the forage was abundant. The 
Hindoo peasant will perish by hunger beside a fat bullock. The pre- 
scriptions of superstition, which appear cruel to the individual, are con- 
servative for the community; and the preservation of the labouring 
cattle secures the power of cultivation, and the sources of future life 
and wealth. It may sound harsh and sad to say so, but in India it is 
more easy to replace a man than an ox. The chastisements of nature 
are rarely universal. There will still be some feature of consolation 
and promise. In the condition of the live stock I saw the ‘attenuating 
circumstance ’ of the Ganjam famine. It was reported that the pastoral 
ryots, who would under no pressure kill their cows, drink the blood 
of their living goats, and reserve the animals for successive depletions. 
Mixed with the settled and industrious population of the Indian 

village, whose morals are not worse than those of any other people, and 
whose habits and actions are governed by inflexible social and religious 
laws, there exist vile and criminal castes or miscellaneous outcasts, 
objects of propitiation, aversion, and fear to the other inhabitants. A 

numerous tribe of this sort resile in Ganjam, called Dundassis, who are 
both hereditary thieves and hereditary detectives, levying in either 
quality contributions from the villagers. They do some menial ser- 
vices; they practise some casual industry in the jungles; they live on 
carrion ; and do not scruple to eat the flesh of the sacred animal—in 
fact, they are apt to steal and kill him. The whole of these people 
seemed to fasten upon the relief houses, in part, no doubt, from desti- 
tution, but, in part, from their habits of idleness and mendicancy. They 
appeared in general the least emaciated of the miserable assemblage, 
offering a vexatious contrast to the labouring classes who sat beside 
them, and to the ryots who stood afar off. I need scarcely add that the 
aged, infirm, deformed, and helpless persons who live in ordinary times 
by begging from door to door, the poorer parasites of the poor, had all 
recourse, under present circumstances, to the charity of the State.” 

The third class, the coolie or labourer, suffered more than 
all; but he can emigrate, and could be drawn towards the rice 

depots. The first class could not be reached directly, but 
Lord Napier devised the means of relieving all, at least in some 
degree,—the peasants by remissions of taxation, by employment 
on public works, and by distributions of uncooked grain; the 
coolies by hospital room, food, and medicine; and the wanderers 
by daily doles. Fourteen relief houses were established, and of 
these the Governor personally visited ten, a work of benevolence 
to which only those who know Ganjam can do adequate 
justice, the mere sight of their ruler stimulating both officials 
and people till one Zemindar maintained 2,000 tenants, refus- 
ingGovernment aid; till the soldiery of a native regimentactually 
organized a system of relief out of their own pay, an incident 
absolutely without a parallel. So efficacious were the means 
adopted, that on the 5th of October Lord Napier was enabled 
to report that “ the nuntber of persons of all classes receiving 
relief may be roughly stated at 25,000. Up to the time of 
my departure from the country about 1,600 persons were 
officially reported to have died of starvation. Many unknown 
wanderers have probably perished in the woods and byways. The 
deaths from debility and disease caused by insuflicient nourish- 
ment have been numerous, but they will never be traced or re- 
corded.’ That number iscertainly threefold the number oflicially 
reported, or say, including deaths after the Governor's depar- 
ture, 5,000 persons. Then, as 120,000, the number menaced 

in Ganjam, is to 6,000,000, the number in Orissa and the 
adjacent districts, so is 5,000 to the number certainly dead 
there of starvation. In other words, 250,000 is the lowest 
conceivable estimate of deaths from starvation in Orissa. But 
this low proportion was only secured in Ganjam, where the 
Governor did his daty in person, where he spent 40,0002, or 

7s. 6d. a head for each man menaced with death, and where 
the famine was indefinitely less severe. In Orissa, where the 
Lieutenant-Governor did nothing personally, where the ex- 
penditure has not exceeded 4d. a head, and where inundation 
increased the severity of famine, it is neither wonderful nor 
improbable that half the population should have perished. 

Lord Napier carries the secret commission as Viceroy always 
given in India since the mutinies, and the sooner it becomes a 
public one the better for our subjects. Had he, “the ignorant 
English Peer,” as Indian civilians always describe a Governor 
not of their own sacred caste, been absolute ruler, and the 
“ experienced ”’ civilian the Governor of Madras, the 120,000 
might have perished, but the two millions would unquestion- 
ably have been saved. 

SECOND-HAND BIGOTRY. 

ILE feeblest and foolishest form of bigotry yet discovered has 

broken out in an exceedingly unlikely place,—University 
College, London. That institution has always hitherto been evil 

spoken of by Oxford and Cambridge bigots for giving any academic 
instruction irrespective of religion, and especially for declining to 
give instruction in those branches of knowledge in which, like 
the history of the Christian Church, or of the Reformation, or 
Moral philosophy, it is impossible to teach at all without some esti- 
mate of the tendencies of religious belief. This has been, no doubt, 
to some extent a really well founded objection. A college which 

cannot teach modern history as a whole, lest it should injure some 
religious prejudice, or ethics lest it should encroach upon faith, 
is a teaching body in a state of partial paralysis. But in spite of 
this, the concession thus made has secured some positive advan- 

tages. As all subjects on which religious prejudice was thought 
possible had been excluded from the list of subjects, it was held 
that the College might always choose its professors for their 
qualifications alone. ‘There is now, we believe, a professor of 
Hebrew who is a Rabbi, if not the Chief Rabbi of the London 
Jewish synagogues. There has been, if,there is not now, a 
Mahometan professor of Arabic. ‘There has been one occupant of 
the chair of (mutilated) history who was a minister and a shining 
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light in the Independent body, and the present professor is, we | tional reputation would have been damaging to the College, woulj 1 

believe, a distinguished Comtist. ‘The last occupant of the chair of have laid the Council open to the censure of a proprietors’ meet- 
mental philosophy and logic, a man of great attainments, Dr. Hop- | ing, which was not likely to have concurred in any such piece of 
pus, was, before he taught in University College, if not afterwards, | vulgar regard for the prejudices of others. In fact, the vote could 
a minister of some orthodox ages ag body. In short, the probably only have been gained by combining all opponents, 
one equivalent for excluding the subjects that involve religious | without committing any of them; and either to have put the real 
difference from the curriculum of University College altogether, | reason in evidence, or to have substituted any other,—we doubt if 

has been hitherto that on all other subjects the Council have been ‘there were any other, except, perhaps, philosophical prejudices on 
quite free to choose the very best men they could get, without ‘the part of some of the members of the Council, who probably 
reference to either their religious opinions or external engagements. | thought Mr. Martineau’s philosophy too spiritual, and not suffi- 
That advantage seems now to be no longer enjoyed by University | ciently of the Sensational school, —-would have lost many votes, 
College, London, and to have been forfeited for the most vulgar | Hence the Council are reduced, by their abject fear of the re- 
reasons. Not many monthsago, on the resignation of Dr. Hoppus, | ligious Mrs. Grundy, to the injustice of simply rejecting without 

the professor of intellectual philosophy and logic, the Council | reason assigned,—and apparently, therefore, on his merits,—a man 
advertised the vacancy, putting, of course, no restrictions on the | universally admitted, as we believe, to be quite beyond the calibre 

class of applicants, for hitherto it had been the very principle of | which that or any other college can command at the present day 

the College that no such restrictions should be imposed. Amongst | in metaphysical power,—a thinker of the calibre of Hamilton and 

the applicants was one man of the highest philosophical genius, | Mill,—far above the calibre of Mansel and Bain. 
whose metaphysical essays are read with eagerness by all whoread |} In faith, as our readers are aware, neither of the editors of 

on English psychology and metaphysics at all, and who has devoted | this journal nor the present writer are in agreement with 
a life-time to a study in which breadth of reading and an intellect |Mr. Martineau. Indeed, we have always held his noble and 
practised in classifying the delicate discriminations of psychology | | spiritual moral philosophy (which even if he had wished, he 

and logic are of the first importance. This gentleman, the Rev. James | could not have taught) to point clearly to what we regard as a 
Martineau, has, however, the misfortune to be a Unitarian minister. not as ad- 

No one who knew University College supposed for a moment | 
that this could make any difference, not only because, all dog- 
matic ethics being excluded from the subject of the chair, there 
would not be any room for even a Roman Catholic priest or a 
pure sceptic to offend the religious convictions of students, to what- | 
ever faith they might belong, but because it had hitherto been the 
pride of the College to rely in its selection on evidence of attain- | 
ment, teaching power, and ability, alone, and in this case all three 
were present in the highest possible degree. ‘The testinncaiats | 

sent into the Council were, as usual, submitted to the Senate,— 

the body of professors,—and the result was a unanimous recom- 
mendation of this distinguished metaphysician by the Senate for 
the chair. 

But now, when the question came again before the Council, an | 
objection was raised in that body on account of the ministerial 

character of the proposed professor. It was not objected that Mr. 
Martineau is a Unitarian, which is admitted on all hands to be a 
matter of which such a body as University College could take 
no notice, — but that he is so well known as a Unitarian, 
so widely advertised as such, in consequence of his pulpit 
reputation. The form taken by the objection was this:— 
*“‘No doubt this is far the best man for the office; no doubt 

there are no other candidates even probable who would have 
half the learning, the expository genius, the subtlety of analy- 
sis, and teaching power which Mr. Martineau is known to 
possess; no doubt, again, his Unitarianism cannot really affect his 
lectures on intellectual philosophy or logic, any more than his 
predecessor’s lectures were affected by his orthodox Presbyterian- 

ism, not so much as the Hebrew lectures might be affected by the 
Jewish convictions of the Hebrew professor; all this we admit, 
but there is a tiresome impression prevalent abroad that University 
College is a nest of sceptics and Unitarians, and it would tend to 
add to that ignorant prejudice against us, if we elected a man, how- 
ever eminent, so well advertised as a Unitarian, to another chair. 
It is far better, therefore, to take 1 worse man whio is not vaguely | 
associated with something dangerous, than a man of genius and | 
singular power who is.” In other words, bigotry, having taken 

its flight in University College, the respect for other persons’ 

bigotry steps into its place, and is actually more imperious | 
in its demands, more ignorant and tyrannical in what it exacts 
from its votaries, than religious bigotry itself. It is more 

exacting than the orthodox opinion it dreads, for we hap- 
pen to know that the president of at least one highly orthodox | 
religious college, and that of the greatest repute, was sincere 
anxious for Mr. Martineau’s election, and scouted the idea that 
that election would be offensive to orthodox feelings. But the 

Council of University College have so much more respect for 
the convictions which they do not share, than for the con- 
victions which they do, that by a majority of ten to eight they 
rejected, without assigning any reason, the advice sent them by 
by the Senate, and virtually declared Mr, Martineau an unfit person 
for the chair. The reason for this unfair course,—for unfair it was, 

} 

| higher form of Christian faith. 

| praised College, 
ja deep debt of gratitule. 

no previous notice being given that any fear of religious or profes- 
sional disqualification existed at all, to reject a man of the highest | acceptable to the journal and its readers. 

We write, therefore, 

herents of Mr. Martineau, but from love of a much abused and little 

to which, nevertheless, the prescut writer feels 

That University College, abjuring 

bi gotry of its own, should be beginuing just now,—when Mr. 

is elected in spite of the shrieks of the Record to the 

| chair of moral philosophy at Cambridge, and Mr. Jowett is at last 
properly paid for his Greek professorship at Oxford,—to inculcate 

a servile regard to the bigotry of others,—that after mutilating its 
curriculum so as to provide against the danger of sectarian teaching, 
it should refuse to place the best teacher it can fiad in the chair of 
any one professorship, lest an. imaginary public should feel a blind 
alarm for which there is nofoundation,—is to us, we confess, a sign of 
pitiable weakness. Honest bigotry is a respectable passion, often aris- 
ing as much out of faith as fear; but cringing to the possible bigotries 
of others is a line of policy for which no human being can feel any 
emotion but contempt. The filling up of a vacant chair in a 
college is a great trust, which ought to be discharged with a single 
eye to one thing, aud one thing alone,—the advantage of the 
taught. When it is known that University College, professing no 
other criterion, is limiting itself by deferring to the shadow cast 
by the ignorant superstitions of possible bigots, —with the very pro- 
bable result of obtaining a teacher far more likely to excite distrust 
in the eyes of the real public than the one whom the Council have 
rejected,—we think most men will form the rather wise conclu- 
sion that the secular principle there is breaking down miserably, 
and will prefer to send their sons to a college like King’s College, 
which honestly and professedly imposes a religious test on its 
teachers, than to one which happily secures all the disadvantages 
of the principle of liberty, while throwing all its advantages away. 

LATENT HEAT IN NATIONS 

VHERE is perhaps no section of this journal which excites so 

much comment among our habitual readers as that which 

contains the letters of our American Correspondent. At least one- 
half of them simply hate them, read them week after week with 
an angry consciousness that here is the very thing which of all 

others they most detest, because it is the only thing they fear, 
the ‘“* Americanization” of Liberalism, concrete and embodied. 
We have known a Liberal member of Parliament, a man demo- 

| cratic on points to the toes of his boots, saturated in every mental 
fibre with Liberalism, declare that he would rather live in China 
than under such principles, and another tear the page across with 

xpletives upon our folly in publishing such rubbish. Of 
the half who do not hate the letters a large section still pronounce 
them annoying, and probably not one man in ten enjoys them, 
except for the remarkable literary power they occasionally display. 
People don’t as a rule enjoy sarsaparilla. For ourselves, we do not 
wonder one whit at the feeling the letters excite, for we sometimes 

share it. Though headed as from ‘‘our own correspondent ” to give 

them individuality, they are not the production of any one occupy- 
ing the position usually so defined, not the writing of anybody 

rayed out from this office to collect in the best way he can things 
They are the writings 

eminence without a reason, thereby leaving it to be assumed that he | | of an American gentleman, if Tories will allow of the existence 
was not up to the standard required by the College,—was obvious. ! lof such a phenomenon, who looks like a Guardsman and talks like 
To have expressly assigned the real ground,—that his denomina- lan Oxford man, who says what he has to say as he chooses to say 
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it, because he chooses to say it, and does not care one straw whether 

the Spectator or the British public approve his sayings or not. We 
don't, very often, and it is because we do not, because something 

in the letters often jars and frets the nerves of our own minds, 

that we continue publishing them. Upon many economical 

questions “A Yankee” seems to us to write nonsense, upon most 
political questions he is at heart a Unionist Democrat ; while we 
do not care two straws for the Union per se, and simply detest the 
Democratic party; and upon the great social question of the 
Union—the equality of race—he is hopelessly unsound. But he 
is, without exception, the most thoroughly and perfectly American 
of all able men who ever wrote by each mail to the people of this 

country. A rowdy or two has written once or twice to express 
the genuine rowdy idea of American politics, but as an American 

gentleman, a man who, keenly interested in politics, is as far from 
a “politician ” as Lord Derby is from being a place-hunter, ‘‘ A 

Yankee” stands absolutely alone. We called him once, we re- 
member, an Englishman in shirt-sleeves, but the expression was a 
mistake. That subtle something which is the essence of nationality, 

which makes an Englishman a different being from a Frenchman 

born and bred in England, which enables one to distinguish a 
true Yankee from a true Englishman at a glance, is in his brain 

and his style. It is only from the writings of such men that 
Englishmen are ever likely to understand Americans, only through 
them that the cultivated classes of the two countries can ever 
come into intelligent communication. To understand America it 
js needful to understand not what the New York mob thinks 
about any subject, but what the typical American of the class 
corresponding to the one which has produced the reader thinks 
when he is thinking aloud. The ‘“ Yankee” does think aloud, 
sometimes quite unconsciously, does represent precisely the class to 
which our readers chiefly belong, and the less therefore he thinks 
like them—provided the dissimilarity is not intentional, —the more 
valuable his teaching is. Why should he think like them, any 
more than Eugéne Pelletan, or E. Forcade, or R. Bonghi, or 
Dr. Frébel, or any one of the dozen Continental publicists whom 
Englishmen read every day, and with whom, not expecting to find 
their own ideas exactly reflected, they are not annoyed ? 

Look at the letter we publish this week, an elaborate and 

eloquent defence of the American passion for Protection. Has 
that passion, for it is one, ever been so explained in an English 
journal? We have heard enough and to spare of the manufac- 
turing interests, and State interests, and labour interests involved 
in the matter; but of the real American idea, the instinct or de- 
lusion which prompts men who can see the economic truth to shut 
their eyes to it, we have heard nothing. Every observer saw that 
some feeling must exist to sustain so much argumentative wrong- 
headedness, just as in England it was sustained by a feeling that 
Protection was the tax paid by the people for the needful existence 
of a landed aristocracy, which could not otherwise be maintained, 
only wé could never get at it in any definite form. The 
‘Yankee ” puts it in one, and we believe, from all we have ever 
observed, puts it truly, and his statement amounts to this. The 
bulwark of Protection in America is a belief, diffused among the 
whole ruling class of freeholders, that without it America would 
assume her natural position as a great producing country occupied 

by a single class, while they want it to be occupied by many,— 
would become a country of a simple civilization, while they want 
at to be one of acomplex. Society would be natural, whereas they 
want it to be highly artificial. 
The Americans are all wrong, as wrong as women would be 

who, asserting that dress can aid beauty, drew thence the deduction 
that tight lacing and art in dress were mutually indispensable. 
Protection no more multiplies the forms of industry or of social 
life than confinement in a pipe multiplies the ripples of a stream. 
All it does is to divert men away from the novel and untried 
forms of industry and social life to those which are old enough to 
have a bounty put upon them, to make men in England who 
would be engineers agriculturists, to make men in America who 
would be the pioneers of invention toilers in the trades where the 
State pays for conservatism. Vast inequalities of condition 

Protection can produce, for under it a huge volume of taxation 
pours yearly into very few pockets, till Mr. A. Stewart can make 
a million sterling a year; but varieties it does not produce. 
Compresses never do, except varieties of deformity; but our 
purpose is not to discuss the old Protectionist questions. Let the 
dead bury their dead is or ought to be the first principle of 

ephemeral literature, and what we want to point to to-day is the evi- 

dence this letteraffords of the power which a nation derives from clear 
self-consciousness, from willing its own ends, instead of merely drift- 

lieve it to be so, involves this grand result, that the majority of 
Northerners, being freeholders and interested in an unprotected pro- 
duce, voluntarily tax themselves enormously rather than all shall be 
as they, rather than reduce their civilization, as they think, toa dull 
uniformity. In other words, a whole people can by dint of argu- 
ment get themselves into a mood in which they will determinately 

seek a great end, for multiform civilization is a great end, the 
greatest but one of earthly political ends, in the teeth of their 
immediate selfish interests. Just think for a moment of the 
power such a state of mind must of necessity develop, a whole 
nation willing one thing, and prepared for adequate sacrifices. 
Nobody can estimate it, for there are no analogies. No nation has 
ever anywhere willed anything so, has ever possessed a people 
every individual of whom was prepared for a purely prosaic end 
deliberately to sacrifice his interests to an idea. No nation, in 
fact, hitherto has ever been in the position in which its masses 
could form such a decision,—could look, unless when moved by the 
ideas of religion or freedom, the fear of hell, or the fear of an enemy, 

fairly beyond theniselves. Suppose, for example, Englishmen univer- 
sally or in vast majority to will, each man separately and finally, 

that to change the British population into an educated population 
was better than to prosper, how long would the obstacles we think 
so great last ? We should accomplish the object in one generation. 
In thirty years these islands would be occupied by thirty millions 
of people, each one of whom would be as competent to form an 
intelligent opinion on any subject as an average member of 
Parliament,—a phenomenon which has never existed, of which we 
could not pretend to foresee the results, but which there is no 
doubt whatever would produce results greater than any the world 

has ever yet seen. Or takea much more vulgar illustration. We 
think our national debt something quite beyond control, more like 
sin and death than any burden imposed by human agency. But 
suppose every one of our people honestly to will that there should 

be an end of it, will it enough to submit, say, to the sacrifices of 
a severe war for the purpose? Well, a two-shilling income-tax 
produces at present 30,000,000/. a year. But the income of those 
who do not pay it is equal to the income of those who do, and we 
are talking of the whole people. A tax of that amount stretched 
over the whole by willing people would amount to 60,000,000/., 
and would pay the debt in twelve years, or rather, by applying 
the saved interest, in nine. But suppose willingness to go 
a little further, to the cessation, say of expenditure on liquor, 
60,000,000/. more, the debt would disappear in five years. 
After that the mere saving of the annual interest now paid on 
debt would rehouse England, or extinguish pauperism, or de- 
velop a municipal life as stately as that of Middle-Age Italy, or 
cover England with works of art, or accomplish almost any one of 
the philanthropists’ dreams. Or take a more brutal illustration still, 
perhaps a better one, because something like it has happened once 
or twice. The Army is a great difliculty, but suppose the whole 
people to will that when required it would have an Army, 
to will it as strongly as Americans did, or say so strongly that 
each fit man was willing to serve for the time needful? How 
many armies should we have in a month, each bigger than our 
own? It is an awful business, pauperism, quite a hopeless one, it 
is said, but mere volition strong enough to induce us all to save one- 
eighth of our liquor expenditure would, without more toil, or new 

resources, or any decrease in the labour fund, pay the whole poor- 
rate. 

It is quite unnecessary to multiply examples. ‘There is nothing 
which a numerous nation can want to do, which it cannot do if it 
have but a universal and settled will to do it, and we assume the 

impossibility of such will far too soon. It is quite possible, it is 
extremely probable, that as education increases, and the distances 
between minds lessen, and intercommunication becomes more 
and more rapid, that the perfect volition which already exists 
on some points should extend or reach down to others. For 

example, there was a real volition, an intelligent willing of 

nearly the whole population of Great Britain, that cost what 
it might, Napoleon should not build up an universal monarchy. 
Consequently, we found we had power to perform the most 
difficult perhaps of earthly tasks, to conquer a power threefold 
our superior in military resources. Suppose just the same amount 

of volition applied to the rebuilding of our towns, or the organiza- 
tion of labour, or the extinction of paupers,—and why not ? 
Suppose the Peers and the Members could do those things out 
of their own pockets, with no enormous sacrifice, they would 
be done. And why should not a nation reach a condition 
in which unanimity is as possible throughout it as it is now 
in Parliament or in a joint-stock company, or a club, or a 

ing towards them. The “Yankee's” statement, if it is truc, and we be- missionary association? We think financial science almost ex- 
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hausted. Why, mere willingness to be taxed, mere intelligent con- 
sent, like that, say, of most clergymen, would in an instant revolu- 
tioniz2 our whole ideas of finance. Such a phenomenon does exist 
in the Union in sufficient working strength, and Americans con- 
sequently are paying off their huge debt as coolly as squires pay 
off a drainage loan. We think pauperism insuperable, but 
suppose the nation to will not to take alms in only the same 
degree as, for example, the Baronetage wills it? A volition 
common to six hundred persons may become common to six 
millions, and where, then, would be the difficulty? We can 
never, it is asserted, extinguish crime; but just suppose the whole 
people to will that it would not murder or steal as strongly as 
teetotallers will that they will not drink? So far from thinking 

common volition among a whole people improbable, we believe it 
to be only too likely; think, with John Stuart Mill, that asimilarity 
of will among the whole nation is probable enough to be a danger 
lest the will should crush us all into immutable crystals. We may 
all will one day to be polite as strongly as men, say, at the 
Athenzum, will it, and England would instantly be unrecognizable. 
It is all a dream, perhaps, but volition accomplishes rare things 
occasionally; and it is, at all events, certain that in the possibility 
of new volitions, there is a possibility of new forces as strong and 
grand in their action as those of nature. 

FREE TRADE AND DEMOCRACY. 
[From our SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT. ] 

New York, October 19, 1866. 

Some time ago the Spectator said, ‘‘ The democracies seem to be all 
going wrong upon the question of Free Trade.” As far at least 
as this democracy is concerned the Spectator was correct from its 
point of view—that Free Trade is right and Protection wrong. 

Upon the same subject, at about the same time, the Saturday 
Review said, ‘* The profound ignorance of political economy which 
prevails in the United States explains the subservience of the 
Legislature to private interests.” In this I venture to say that 
the Saturday Review was no nearer the truth than it was in its 
repeated announcement that whatever should be the end of our 
civil war, the end of the Federal war debt would be repudiation. 
Whether the policy of the United States in regard to Free 
Trade be right or wrong, it has been adopted not only with 
open eyes by a people which is generally admitted to be mode- 
rately capable of looking after its own interests, but after a 
very thorough and exhaustive discussion of the subject by 
men who have made political economy a study, and also 
by politicians and journalists before the great mass of the 
people. So far is it untrue that a profound ignorance of political 
economy prevails in this country, that the assertion might be 
safely made that in no other country is there so generally diffused 
an acquaintance with the arguments which have been brought 
forward on both sides of this question of Free Trade at least, from 
the time of Adam Smith to that of Bastiat. It would be difficult 
to find, I believe, the argument for Free Trade presented more 
comprehensively, more compactly, and with greater force, than in 
Mr. Arthur Latham Perry’s Elements of Political Economy, he 
being Professor of Political Economy in Williams’ College, Massa- 
chusetts. The battle on this question has been going on here 
fiercely for more than a generation between the majority and a 
large and very able minority ; and it appears to us that for a 
nation which has so very recently taken its place unequivocally upon 
the side of Free Trade as Great Britain to assign ignorance 
upon the subject as the reason of our adherence to the 
Protective system is, to say the least, somewhat amusing. 
There is a Free Trade League here, the primary object of which 
is to disseminate information on the principles of political 
economy, with special reference to their practical application to 
Free Trade. ‘The President of this League is Mr. Bryant, one of 
our ablest and most trusted publicists ; and its first Vice-President 
is Mr. David Dudley Field, who has performed with such credit 
the chief part of the labour in the codification of the laws of 
the State of New York, and who now represents us in the Social 
Science Congress. 

Free Trade, however, has never been regarded with favour by 
the people who really rule this country, and who now rule it 
more than ever, the freeholders of the late Free States and of 
the northern tier of the late Slave States. The question is 
regarded somewhat thus. The mass of the intelligent people see, 
of course, that most of the premisses from which the Free Traders 
argue are sound, At least I never knew them to be seriously 
disputed here, except in the Tribune, which is as rabid upon the 

question of Protection as it is upon many others, That every 

man has a natural right to sell the product of his labour in 
the best market and to spend the proceeds as he pleases, — 
that a free exchange of the products of labour is one of the first 
desiderata in political economy, —that all taxation, whether direct 
or indirect, for the benefit of special classes is unjust,—that the 
more a nation imports the greater will be the encouragement of 
home industry, because of the employment furnished to those who 
must produce the commodities exported in exchange for those 
which are imported,—that a people will be most enriched in money 
and goods by engaging in those occupations for which it has 
advantages over other peoples,—that exchanges of commodities 
thus produced are beneficial to both parties, —and that, therefore, 
although there is a balance of trade in the sense of a difference of 
value in goods exchanged which may have to be settled by the 
payment of money, there is no such advantageous balance of trade 

as was sought for under the old so-called mercantile system,—and 
that Free trade is natural, simple, and in a certain sense cheap, 
and Protection artificial, complicated, and in a certain sense dear 
—these propositions, and all the corollaries dependent upon 
them, I suppose that few intelligent people here will deny. 
But is not, I think you will ask, to admit all this to admit 
implicitly that Free Trade is the correct economical system, 
especially in a democratic country, where the denial of privilege 
and the freedom of the individual are at the foundation of the 
political system? Not at all, say the Protectionists, the advocates 
of what thirty years ago was called the American system ; and for 
these reasons. ‘The question of natural right is not paramount ; 
we are not living in a state of nature. Free exchange is a great 
desideratum, but not the greatest. Taxation for the benefit of 
special classes is unjust ; but Protection taxes only for the benefit 
of the whole; and whatever benefit special classes derive from it 
on the one hand, or lose by it on the other, is but incidental. 
Large imports make large demands upon home industry for pay- 
ment, and peoples will acquire the greatest material wealth by 
confining themselves to occupations for which they have peculiar 
advantages ; but neither the mere industrious employment of time, 
nor the acquirement of material wealth, is the first aim of our 
system of political economy. The Chinese are industrious, 
so are British farm labourers, colliers, and cutlers; and China 
gets all the silver in the world, while Great Britain in- 
creases her enormous wealth year by year. We seek some- 
thing more than such industry and such wealth. Free trade is. 
simple ; so is despotism. No system so simple as “Do this, and 
he doeth it,” but we prefer constitutional government, though it 
be complicated. Free ‘Trade is cheap in a certain sense; so des- 
potism might be; excessive expenditure is not essential to its 
perfect working, while the constitutional government that we 
prefer necessarily involves large expenses, aud opens the door to. 
great corruption. ‘They would not of course compare Free ‘Trade 
with despotism, but merely set off the simplicity and cheapness of 
the one against the simplicity and cheapness of the other. To 
the odd point so strongly urged by the Free Traders, that to 
make a man, in consequence of a mere statute, pay a dollar anda 
half for that which he could otherwise get for one dollar, when 
the excess goes but in part into the common treasury, is tyranny, 
robbery ; they reply that Government, whether local or national, is: 
continually interfering, tyrannizing, robbing in that manner ;. 
that there can be no more manifest right than that of a man 
to drive his own horse and cart, his own coach, and carry 
what and whom he pleases, or to carry the letters of his 
friends and acquaintances about and deliver them; but 

that Government interferes here, and vexes him with licenses, 

and fees, and taxes, which those who employ him have really 
to pay; and, moreover, that it says positively that he shall 

not, upon any terms, become a postmaster or mail-carrier, 
except as its servant; and that the money extorted from the 
people by these means, although paid directly to the Government, 
is needed by the Government only to pay privileged individuals, 
who are protected against a competition which might otherwise 
much cheapen and much better all these services; but neverthe- 
less that Government thus interferes with natural right and exacts 
money for a very good reason. The fact which Free Traders set 
forth as so strongly supporting their system, that ‘labour is best 
rewarded, other things being equal, in the freest commercial com- 
munities,” they do not deny or call in question; but they vehe- 
mently assert that in our case it is not applicable, for the very 

good reason that the other things are not equal, but that Free T: rade 

would deprive us of the benefit of our natural advantages of soil, 

climate, mineral wealth, and mechanical ingenuity, by reason of 

an artificial inequality, the consequence of a false, oppressive, and 

artificial state of society in Europe. The other fact presented 
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with equal confidence by the Free Traders, that since the preva- 

lence of Free Trade in the principal countries of Europe production 

and commerce have both increased, they set aside as not conclusive. 

because within that time production of every kind has greatly 

increased in all highly civilized and commercial countries ;—that 

with Protection our productions have increased enormously, not 

only our manufactured products, but our grain, cotton, and gold. 

It is a case of post hoc non ergo propter hoc. And to the question 

whether advantages, of whatever kind, secured by taxation of all, 
to bring the profits of certain branches of business up to the general 

standard of profits are wise, they again reply that the question is 
not merely what is profitable in the way of money, goods, and 

chattels. 
Briefly the question here is this. Is it better, on the whole, for 

the country, as a whole, to have Protection or Free Trade? 
That is, putting the question to an individual, is it better for you 

to get your clothes and tools cheaper with Free Trade, or to be 
the citizen of a country in which manufacturing is encouraged, 
but in which the price of clothes and tools is dearer by reason of 
Protection? ‘The answer thus far has been that it is better to pay 

more for clothes and tools and to have Protection. Under 
existing circumstances, the world over, the use of our mere natural 
advantages, without protection against the artificial conditions 

of other nations, would reduce us to the production of mere raw 
materials,—cotton, grain, tobacco, sugar, wool, beef, and pork. 
Now, the condition of people who are mere producers of raw 
materials is one to which we do not wish to consign ourselves. 
Without going out of our own country, we find a warning and an 
example upon that subject in the condition of the old Slave States. 
Yet farther, we do not see in the condition of the peoples whose 
interest now lies in the direction of Free Trade anything to 
tempt us to follow their example. We, as a people, seek some- 
thing better, or at least something other, than to get all we can 
and keep all we get. As individuals, we do that in at least a 
sufficient degree for thrift; but our national policy shall be such 
as will elevate the masses of our people. We wish to widen their 
intellectual life, to give them variety of interests and diversity of 
employment. This we cannot do if we allow ourselves to be 
driven as a nation into the coarse agricultural occupation of pro- 
ducing raw material to feed the mouths and the mills of Europe; 
and into this we should be driven, unless we were protected in some 
degree at least against the pauper labour of Europe. We know 
that as individuals we shall always buy the best that we can 
get for the lowest price; but when we are legislating, we are ready 
to protect our larger interests against our little needs and cravings. 
We seek this, and also to bring the producer and the consumer as 
nearly as possible together, so that the carrier and the middleman 
may absorb as little as may be of the fruits of our labour. We 
would not only not have all the farms here and all the mills in 
Europe, but we would not have all the one in New England and 

Pennsylvania, and all the other in the West and South; we 
would see them as nearly as possible side by side all over our 
country. The people who think thus,—not merely the professional 
thinkers, the writers and the speakers,—but the reading masses 
all over the country, the territorial democracy, have a great respect 
for that varied life and that independence of other communities 
which is given by diversity of occupation. ‘The impression pro- 
duced upon them by the march of the 8th Massachusetts Regiment 
to Washington at the outbreak of the rebellion, when men 
stepped out of the ranks by dozens to repair engines and to run 
them, to repair railways, and to work steamers, is one that all Mr. 
Cobden’s speeches and all Mr. Mill's books could not do away. 
They believe that if it had not been for Protection, and our conse- 
quent ability to manufacture what we needed, the rebellion would 
have prevailed ; and they think that they know that the Tredegar 
Works, near Richmond, were worth more to the rebels than all the 
arms they got through the blockade from Europe. They are 
accustomed to see their sons, who are artizans, own the houses 
they live in, houses neatly and prettily furnished, and graced with 
books ; and this not at the West, but in old towns, where land is 
as dear and living as high as it is in corresponding places in 
England. They see these sons thrive, and become themselves men 
of business, perhaps owners of mills and forges. They believe that 
this could not be done without Protection ; they are confirmed in 
this belief by the effect in Cornwall of the recent discovery of tin 
in the East Indies; and therefore they are willing to pay more for 
the axe, aud the plough, and for the railway journey, that our 
mines, and forges, and factories may not be closed. 

It is worthy of note that the Republican party, which was made 
up of Free-Soil Whigs and Free-Soil Democrats, who united 
against the encroachments of slavery, is sharply divided upon this 

question. The former are Protectionists, the latter Free Traders. 
The former also are the Radical, and the latter the Constitutional 
Republicans ; they do not affect Conservatism, either the name or 
the thing. It was not the former who elected Mr. Lincoln and 
Mr. Johnson in 1864, as some writers in England seem to suppose. 
The Radicals were then strongly against Mr. Lincoln, as Mr. 
Greeley has recently confessed for himself, and as I know from 
personal intercourse with them. They thought him too scrupulous, 
and called him imbecile, although finally they voted for him. 
Now the Free-Soil Democratic wing of the Republicans advocates 
Free Trade and opposes the policy of the Radicals in Congress on 
the same ground—which is with them a cardinal principle—a close 
limitation of the functions of Government. ‘The Free-Soil Whigs 
would have had Government aid internal improvement, and foster 
commerce, literature, and the arts. The Free-Soil Democrats 
denied its right, particularly the right of the ‘‘ General Govern- 
ment,” under our Constitution, to do anything of this kind, or to 
interfere for the amelioration of the condition of any particular 
class or community. One of the declared cardinal principles of 
the Free Trade League is that “the less Government is felt and 
seen the better for all concerned,” and but the other day the Free- 
Soil Evening Post, edited by Mr. Bryant, President of the League, 
asked, ‘“‘ Has Government (whose only instrument is force) any 
right to surpass its narrow legitimate function of enforcing justice 
and maintaining the liberty of each, limited alone by the like 
liberty of all?” ‘The difference between the two branches of the 
Republican party on this point is vital and irreconcilable. The 
discussions are constant and acrimonious. The Radicals, like the 
Whigs, would have Government an active influence, an informing 
force, and therefore they are Protectionists. ‘The Free-Soil Demo- 
crats would have it as nearly as possible a police officer or sheriff ; 
they believe that “that is the best government which governs 
least ;” this, in their eyes, is the very essence of democracy ; and 
therefore chiefly they are Free Traders. A YANKEE. 

WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH IRELAND ? 

(To tHE Eprror oF THE ‘ SPECTATOR.”] 

Srr,—Like most of the measures brought forward either by the 
Irish or their flatterers, Mr. Bright’s resolves itself into a scheme 
for thrusting the Irish hand into the British pocket ; for British 
we imay truly call it, since, while the silver and copper may belong 
to Ireland, the gold and bank-notes are furnished by England 
and Scotland. 

Nevertheless, although an English tax-payer, I, for one, would 
consent to this oft-repeated process, if I believed that it would 
materially aid in removing the evils under which Ireland labours, 
render the people happy and contented, and make the Union, 
which has existed so long in name, real and cordial. But I have 
no such belief ; on the contrary, I regard Mr. Bright’s scheme as 
rotten to the foundation, and calculated only to raise expectations 
which would be sure to be followed by angry disappointment ; in 
other words, that it is calculated to increase the very evils it is 
intended to cure. 

If the plan were good, why should not the very landowners on 
whom it is proposed to act adopt it? ‘The mere possession of land 
in Ireland can have no charm for an Englishman, knowing, as he 
does full well, that if he should visit his estate, his pleasure may 
be cut short by a cowardly and murderous shot from behind a 
wall. All that he can wish, so far as personal interest goes, is to 

make the most of his property ; and if that could be done, as Mr. 
Bright proposes, by letting it for a higher rent (such rent to be 
really paid) to the present tenants, for a number of years, with a 
view to these tenants ultimately becoming the owners, we may 
be sure that he would only be too glad to do so. Moreover, if, 
by thus acting, they clearly saw their way to conferring a large 
benefit on their fellow-creatures, many of the landowners, we 

may feel certain, would adopt the plan, even at a considerable 

sacrifice. One of the number, the present Premier, by long- 

continued action on the occasion of the cotton famine in 

Lancashire, showed that he was ready to devote both his 

time and his purse to the relief of distress; and what he 

would do for those who had no immediate claim upon him, 

he would surely effect for his own tenants. And there can 

be little doubt that Earl Fitzwilliam and several other great 

owners of Irish property would be ready to take a similar course. 

But these noblemen, and every other person of intelligence and 

candour, must feel that the great difficulty lies in the general 

character of the tenants themselves, and in the great doubt 

whether, if the bargain were struck, it would, on the tenants’ side, 

be kept. 
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That a mere expenditure of money, however lavish, would do 
but little for Ireland, or soften the popular rancour, is shown by the 
result of the ‘‘loan” of eight millions sterling at the time of the 
famine in °46; for this munificent gift, instead of producing 
feelings of gratitude and affection, led, as we remember, to 
charges of the money having been employed in the work of 
proselytism ; as if the people of this country cared one rush about 
the religious professions of the Irish, if only their conduct would 
be Christian-like and good. 

While our ancestors committed a great wrong in attacking and 
conquering Ireland—a sin which has been visited not only unto 
their third or fourth, but unto their twentieth or thirtieth 
generation—it is clear that very much of the present lamentable 
state of that country is due to the people themselves. Had 
Strongbow and his handful of followers been resisted with one- 
tenth part of the courage and united action with which, on the 
glorious field of Bannockburn, the Scots defeated Edward and his 

host, the conquest never would have been made, or, if made, would 
soon have been brought to an end; but then, as now, the chief 
enemies of the Irish were in their own ranks. 
What can be done by any course not requiring a long lapse of 

time, with a people who are willing to follow the lead of men who 
preach Fenianism, the folly of which is only exceeded by its 
villany ? What can be hoped of those who take counsel from 
such arch-scoundrels as Stephens and Roberts, whose only right- 
ful act has been mutual denunciation ?—or of the runaway convict 
Mitchell, the violent declaimer about liberty in Ireland, and the 
equally fierce upholder of slavery in America? Or what can we 
hope of those who lately permitted the fiend-like attack, by some 
of their countrymen, on the helpless negroes in New York? 

While pointing, however, to the crimes and follies unhappily so 
prevalent among the Irish, let us not forget that noble band who, 
after their arrival in a distant country have worked to raise money 
for their relatives, to help them also to cross the broad ocean, where 
they may more readily earn a comfortable subsistence. How far 
the members of this band are also Fenians I know not, though I 
trust either not at all or only to a small extent ; and we may feel 
quite sure that where they are so they are among the benighted 
followers, and are, in no instance, to be found among the sharper- 
witted and unscrupulous leaders. 

But how are we to get out of our difficulties and deal with this 
infatuated people? In my opinion, even at this late hour, it will 
be best to undo, as far as in us lies, the English share of the 
original wrong ; and if, after full and solemn inquiry, it be found 
to be the general desire of the Irish nation, to break the connection 
with Great Britain, then to permit and even insist on the severance, 
in like manner as, in the present advanced state of public opinion, 
we should do with one of the colonies. 

There can be little doubt that many of the Irish, especially 
among the holders of property, however small, who, now that no 
practical result is likely to follow, loudly condemn the English 
connection, would hold a different language if called on to record 
a vote which might assist in bringing that connection to an end. 
But be that as it may, I would say, let a Royal Commission be 
appointed, with instructions to take and record the votes of every 
class of society in Ireland, and, with due allowance for the vary- 
ing weight that should be given to the votes, according to each 
person’s status, let the result be summarized and reported, and 
then, if it be in favour of separation, I, for one, should wish that 
separation to be made. 

Whatever the issue, whether separation or continued union, we 
should by thus proceeding perform an act which the whole world 
would recognize as a great deed of justice, and which, like the 
cession of the Ionian Islands, would afford a far more convincing 
proof of our being now superior to the lust for territory, and of 

our wish to see every people ruled by a government of its own 
choice, than thousands of protestations. 

But supposing separation to follow, what would be the course of 
events? Most of the holders of movable property would, it is 
likely, before the day of separation arrived, remove that property 
elsewhere; but the owners of land would probably, for a time, 
derive from their Irish estates little or no rent. Meanwhile, sharp 
distress would begin to arise, and the question of government 
would have to be settled, a question that would admit of only two 
solutions—a native government, or one by foreigners. If foreign, 
what country ? The answer is plain—France or the United States. 
But would either of these accept the office? Not the present 
sagacious ruler of France, we may feel assured, whatever might be 
the feeling in America. But of one thing there can be no doubt, 
that the connection, if formed, instead of being an increase of 
wealth and power, would be a source of poverty and weakness, 

though, as it would not be begun in crime, it might not prove the 
almost unmitigated curse it has been to us. 

If, however, Ireland under foreign rule should, in truth, become 
prosperous and happy, there is, in my opinion, no reason why 
England should not rejoice at the change, or why we should be 
apprehensive of disturbance to our own peace. For fifty years we 
have had no war with a powerful neighbour nearer to us than 

Ireland, nor, for the same time, have we been at war with those 

who, on the borders of Canada, come into still closer contact with 
us, while any attack from Ireland would have to be carried on at 
a distance from the centre of operation and at an immense expense, 
and on a people better prepared than ever to resist aggression. 

Sooner or later, we may be sure, any foreign country that might 
undertake the task of governing Ireland would become weary of 
the trouble and cost, and would throw it up; and thus the Irish 
would be driven to try their own hands at government. But does 
any one believe, fora moment, that, whatever form they might 
adopt, they would, in their present state of ignorance and want 
of power of combination and self-control, succeed ? He who does 
must be of a very sanguine temperament. But if anarchy and 
misery ensue, as they assuredly would, what next would follow ? 
A gradually formed but at length general and earnest desire to 
renew the old connection; and if the people of this country 
should be satisfied that, after the dearly bought but, I fear, neces- 
sary experience, the Union could again be renewed without the 
constant harassment to which we are now exposed, they would, 
no doubt, cheerfully receive the Irish back, and be prepared, with 
them, to turn over a new page of history, and to bury the past in 
eternal oblivion.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

November 7, 1866. r. Bi 

[We publish this letter, with every sentence of which we dis- 

agree heartily, as a political curiosity. There is, then, one 
Englishman familiar with politics who would repeal the Union.— 
Ep. Spectator.] 

RITUALISM. 

[To tae Epiror oF THE “ SPECTATOR.” ] 

Srr,—You gave us the other day a chapter on Ritualism. I went 

last Sunday to St. Alban’s, Holborn, to witness for once the cele- 
bration of mass in the Church of England, and give you my 
impressions. 

Of the noble church itself, and of the service to the close of 
Morning Prayer, as well as of the general bearing of the congre- 
gation, their full response, devout and hearty utterance of chant 
and creed, one can only speak in praise. The arrangement of 
men and women worshippers on opposite sides of the nave, is open 
to the grave objection that it separates families. It has, however, 
one recommendation—it strikes at the root of the family-pew 
system. 

After Morning Prayer, a short interval, during which the 
clergy retire, marks the commencement of a new service. The 
candles are lighted on the altar, and preparations made for the 
celebration of the Eucharist. Now the clergy reappear, clad in 
the sacrificing vestments so new to this, as to all previous genera- 
tions of Protestant Churchmen. The rite of offering incense, 
totally unknown to the Prayer Book, is now performed with great 
solemnity, and is followed by the reading of the ‘Ten Command- 
ments, with rather an odd effect. In fact the want of fit between 
the authorized Liturgy and the new interpolations strikes one 
throughout. But this is no fault of the Ritualists, who would 
remove it willingly, if they could. 

After the Nicene Creed, finely emphasized and chanted, comes 
the sermon, and then proceeds, without break, the offertory and 
pre-Communion service. The congregation, whether intending 
to communicate or not, remain to witness the celebration. Now 

fresh clouds of incense ascend, and we approach the critical mo- 
ment of consecration. ‘‘ Soon,” said the preacher a few Sundays 
back, ‘‘ will Christ be upon His altar,”—nor is any worshipper left 
in doubt as to the moment of Hisarrival. ‘The celebrant, standing 
with his back to the people (the assisting priests on lower steps 
behind him), when he comes to the words in the consecration 
prayer, ‘‘ This is my Body,” bows himself forward upon the altar 
to perform the act, and instantly on its completion falls with the 
others low on his knees beneath the altar in silent adoration ; 
then rising, with his back still turned, he lifts the consecrated 
element above his head, so as to be seen and adored by the whole 
congregation. ‘The same ceremony is repeated at the consecra- 

tion of the Cup. 
Thus is conveyed more effectively by far than could be done by 

direct statements, the doctrine of a change in the substance of the 
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elements by consecration, of a local and supernatural presence of 

Christ upon His altar, immediate on the priestly act. When you 

poured scorn the other day upon the postures and vestments of the 

Ritualists, and contrasted their fuss about such outward matters 

with the comparative indifference to them of Romanists, you 

seemed to me to overlook the different positions of the two ;—the 

latter, members of a Church which authoritatively teaches Tran- 

substantiation and the sacrifice of the Mass; the Ritualists, on 

the contrary, endeavouring to convey this doctrine to the members 

of a Church which has never held it, and doing this, I believe, 

most effectively by means of symbol and ceremonial. 

A few words as to the sermon, preached with artificial emphasis 

and awkward action, but not wanting in ability. The subject was 

‘ Sanctity ” (in reference to the festival of All Saints), which the 
preacher asserted to be something far beyond morality, and 
described as a “sublime extravagance.” At the close of his 
sermon he made an attempt to disarm hostile criticism of the new 
Ritual observances. ‘* Many who were present,” he said, “* might 

be saying to themselves, ‘ We have not much in common with 

these men.’ A great mistake; have we not all alike,” he asked, 
‘a God to glorify, a soul to save?” and so on. For the hostile 
critics, he charitably assumed, were also ‘‘on the side of Jesus.” 

And then, alluding to the saints in heaven, “ How small, he 

reminded us, in their eyes, may appear many of the controversies 
which divide us here.” 
Now, this was a kind of appeal which it struck me that liberal 

Churchmen are especially bound to consider. We contend for a 
wide latitude within the pale of the National Church, both in 

doctrine and practice. Can we so extend this as to include the 
Ritualists? Much may be urged in favour of so doing. Many 
of the Ritualists are able, pious, and devoted men. ‘The 
objections to their practices do not generally arise from their 
own congregations. Many of the laity are favourable to them. 
What are called ‘‘ High doctrines ” as to the Priesthood and Sacra- 
ment, of which theirs are a fuller development, have always been 
held by a party in the Church of England. Great differences of 
view as to the nature of the Lord’s Supper and the degree of 
mystery attaching to it have prevailed even among Protestants. 
Is it consistent, in those who approved of the late judgment of 
the Court of Appeal, which left certain great questions open, to 
desire that others, now claimed as open, should be authoritatively 
closed ? 
On the other side, it may be urged, first, that the questions left 

open by the Privy Council were so left on the express ground that 
the formularies of the Church had not decided them, whereas, in 
regard to the doctrine and practice specially advocated by the 
Ritualists, those formularies have distinctly pronounced against 
them, both negatively, in the Liturgy, and positively, in the 
‘Twenty-Eighth Article. 

Secondly, while recognizing daily more and more the bonds of 
Christian life and worship which lie beneath diversities of doctrine 
and of ceremonial, we cannot but acknowledge, in the words of an 
article in your number of June 2, 1866, that ‘‘ gulfs are created 
between one Church and another, by the necessity for some 
spiritual assumption going to the root of worship, which those who 
do not admit that assumption cannot concede. Thus,” you con- 
tinue, “‘ we cannot worship with Rome, not because we differ in 
doctrine, but because the whole worship of Rome is founded 
upon the assumption that a certain order of men can summon God 
to their altar and dismiss Him at pleasure—in other words, on a 
fuct which we do not believe, and cannot accept.” 

Now, surely the assumption of the Ritualists on this point is 
the same substantially with that of Rome. ‘The wonder to my 
mind is that men who enter fully into the ceremonial which I 
witnessed on Sunday, can regard the ordinary administration of 
the Lord’s Supper in our Church as other than irreverent and 
profane. 

Lastly, the existence of extreme diversities of ritual is, even 
more than of doctrine, inconsistent with the maintenance of a 

distinctive National Church. It is this conviction, perhaps, more 
than any other, which is moving the minds of Churchmen against 
the Ritualists, and will ultimately lead to an authoritative inter- 

ference with them. They would not object probably to a Free 
Church, and do not mind playing into the hands of the Liberation 
Society. But it has not come to that yet. On the other hand, 
you will never have an Act of Parliament to decide in what sense 
the clergymen of the Church of England are “ priests.” ‘That 
might have been very desirable at the time of the Reformation, 

but the days for it are gone by. It is a very important question, 
nevertheless.—Yours, &c., H. F. M. 

November 7, 1866. 

THE SO-CALLED ATHANASIAN CREED. 

(fo tue Eprror or tue “ Specrator.”] 
Srr,—May I intrude once again, and ask your correspondent 
““M. D.,” and others who think and feel with him, not to wait at 
this juncture for vestry meetings—so far as the diocese of London 
is concerned, there will scarcely be any held this side of Christmas 
—but at once, now the subject is taking deep hold of the public 
mind, strengthen the agitation by obtaining in each district or 
congregation a number of signatures to a document, and get it 
laid before the Bishop of London at his forthcoming visitation ? 
These London visitations generally give the key-note to ecclesiasti- 
cal topics for some time to come, and the important influence for 
good or evil is not circumscribed to London’s jurisdiction, but by 
the wings of the press its influence penetrates every parish. We 
have had in the past so many evidences of the Bishop's desire to 
make the Church and its services adapted to the people’s benefit, 
that when he has had submitted to him a general expression of 
feeling in this direction, we may hope he will not fail to do his 
part in the matter. In the last number of the Church Times the 
editor and a correspondent complain of the number of clergymen 
who omitted to read this said Creed on Sunday week, and suggests 
that cases of similar breaches may be recorded in their columns. 
I hope the number will increase, and those like ‘‘M. D.,” when they 
happen to be present when it is read, will keep their seats, and 
refrain from publicly acknowledging it. Many thanks, Mr. Editor, 
for the great service you have rendered towards the accomplish- 
ment of the desired end. W. Arpruorr. 

Bishopsgate, November 5, 1866. 

THE POET AND THE PEOPLE. 

You care not for the splendour and the passion, 
‘The march of music and the glow of speech, 

Would rest, not strive, content with this world’s fashion, 
To heights beyond your reach. 

‘* Some must do Earth’s real work : we fain would do it; 
Be dull and humble some, not soar and shine: 

What part have we with painter or with poet,— 
Things earthly with divine ? ” 

So ‘tis to-day, so yesterday ; to-morrow 
The same fool's fable will be sung again : 

You dream not that the Artist’s school is Sorrow, 
‘The Poet’s teacher Pain. 

Tis you who gape at heaven, scorn earth below it ,— 
Your human nature narrowed to a span : 

Heaven cannot teach you, if Earth fail to show it, 
The majesty of Man. 

The soaring bird stoops lowest ; base things and noble 
The seer sees each and all with human eyes, 

Cuts deeper through life’s rock, intent to double 
The striving and the prize. 

You choke life’s meaning out, love, tears, and laughter, 
With vague mad visions of some cold Ideal : 

He, looking, trusts or doubts the dread Hereafter, 
But knows that Now is real. 

You call his life ‘ calm,’ spent in ‘Truth’s high quarrel, 
His songs ‘ sweet,’ that in blood and pain were born : 

You think not of the brows beneath your laurel 
Red-bleeding from the thorn. 

You give him praise for some strange star, some comet 
Across your skies, of alien birth and breath— 

God gives him life to plunge into and plumb it 
Eveu to the dregs of death. 

Aye, gives him, over all, his bliss, to know it, 
And, under all, his gulfs of pain to span,— 

Not more ‘ divine,’ but most supremely Poet, 
When most intensely Man. 

Laileybury College, November 6. 

BOOKS. 
—o——— 

MR. MANSEL’S REPLY TO MR. MILL." 

Tus is a very sharp reply by Mr. Mansel to Mr. Mill's very sharp 

criticism upon Hamilton and himself. Agreeing with neither 

party in the controversy, neither with Mr. Mill's sensational 

scepticism, nor with Mr. Mansel’s speculative scepticism, our chief 

interest in the discussion has always lain on the religious side of 

the dispute, namely, with regard to Mr. Mansel’s assertion that 

God is both unknown and unknowable by man, and that revela- 

tion consists rather in a distinct apprehension of the impenetrable 

* The Philosophy of the Conditioned, comprising some Re marks on Sir William 

Hamilton's Philosophy, and on Mr. J.8S. Mill's Examination of that Philosophy. By 

H. L, Mansel, B.D. London: Strahan. 1806. 
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veil which covers tlie life of God, and in the declaration of a few 
‘‘regulative ” truths which we may reasonably conjecture to be 
authentic messages from behind it, rather than in the display of 
His true character and nature to us, in however inadequate a 
degree. Mr. Mill’s refutation of this view, although proceeding 
on the principle of a hypothetical rather than a declared faith, 
seems to us one of the very finest passages in philosophical litera- 
ture, and we regard this little book of Mr. Mansel’s, though 
victorious in some minor points, asa complete failure in its attempt 
to reply to it. Those who take any interest in the controversy may 
remember the nature of Mr. Mansel’s argument that we can reach 
no speculative truth in religion, on the ground that God is infinite, 
and a finite mind cannot take in even a sufficient part of the in- 
finite to admit of anything but an infinite distortion of the reality ; 
and they may remember his inference that God’s goodness may 
be and probably is something different in kind from human good- 
ness, and must be so far different that we have no right to gauge 
the revealed moral law of the Bible by any conscience of ours. 
To this, Mr. Mill, after discussing the supposed theoreticul diffi- 
culty, had eloquently replied :— 

“ Tf, instead of the glad tidings that there exists a Being in whom all 
the excellences which the highest human mind can conceive, exist in a 
degreo inconceivable to us, I am informed that the world is ruled by a 
Being whose attributes are infinite, but what they are we cannot learn, 
nor what aro the principles of his government, except that ‘the highest 
human morality which we are capable of conceiving ’ does not sanction 
them; convince me of it, and I will bear my fate as I may. But when 
I am told that I must believe this, and at the same time call this being 
by the names which express and affirm the highest human morality, I 
say in plain terms that I will not. Whatever power such a being may 
have over me, there is one thing which he shall not do; he shall not 
compel me to worship him. I will call no being good, who is not what 
I moan when I apply that epithet to my fellow-creatures; and if such a 
being can sentence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will go.” 

Mr. Mansel’s rejoinder to this is very feeble,—consisting chiefly 
in showing that even if God’s goodness be essentially the same as 
man’s, yet by the very fact of His infinite difference in power, 
and providence, and knowledge, the conditions of action must be 
entirely changed. Doubtless; but this is nothing to the point, 
because, first, the practical controversy is not as to what is good in 
God, but as to what is good in man, in cases where our consciences, 
given by Him, are at issue with commands claiming, and only 
claiming, to come from Him on uncertain historical evidence. 
Can the latter override the former? And, secondly, to maintain 
that there is essential identity between the divine goodness 
and human goodness, with only such variations as belong to 
our respective powers and positions, is in fact a complete 
abandonment by Mr. Mansel of his speculative theory, which, 
resting on the ground that the finite cannot apprehend the infinite, 
requires it to be infinitely improbable that human goodness should 
in essence resemble the divine at all, and maintains that revela- 
tion is not the removal of the veil, but the transmission of a few 
practical moral rules for our conduct from behind it. Therefore, 
when Mr. Mansel tries to combine the advantages of a philosophy 
so modest as to resign all hope of knowing God, so long as men 
are ‘finite’ beings, with the advantages of a faith that professes to 
tell us what He is like, he is playing fast and loose with his own 
notions, and falls an easy prey into Mr. Mill’s hands. 

The truth is that the whole of the philosophy which tries, in 
defiance of revelation, to prove that God is inaccessible to man 
(and which would equally prove, by the way, and has often been 
used to prove, that man is inaccessible to God, for the gulf which 
is supposed to divide metaphysically the finite from the infinite is 
as impassable to one as to the other), rests on the radically false 
assumption, that while we cannot conceive (in the imagination) or 
comprehend (in the understanding), we cannot intellectually even 
apprehend, cannot in any sense know. We maintain, on the other 
hand, that most things, even finite things, as they are called, are in 
this condition, and things finite quite as much as things infinite. 
Who can either conceive or comprehend himself? Who can compre- 
hend how personal identity is consistent with variety of attributes, 
with change of nature, purposes, character? Mr. Mansel main- 
tains that we can have no knowledge where we cannot understand 
the ‘‘how.” He thinks we have knowledge, and not merely a 
faith, that two straight lines cannot enclose a space, because we 
can see, by representing them in imagination, how it is impossible 
they should do so. Well, then, we surely can have no knowledge 
of ourselves? We certainly cannot represent to ourselves how 
the same person unites a number of different characteristics, and 
changes those characteristics from time to time, so that he abhors 
one day the very act he took pride in on another? Mr. Mansel 
makes the impossibility of knowing God to consist in the inability 
to conceive how certain attributes are to be combined in Him :— 

“The reader may now, perhaps, understand the reason of an asser- 
tion which Mr. Mill regards as supremely absurd,—namely, that we 
must believe in the existence of an absolute and infinite Being, though 
unable to conceive the nature of such a Being. To believe in such a 
Being, is simply to believe that God made the world; to declare the 
nature of such a Being inconceivable, is simply to say that we do not 
know how the world was made. If we believe that God made the 
world, we must believe that there was a time when the world was not, 
and when God alone oxisted, out of relation to any other being. But 
the mode of that sole existence we are unable to conceive, nor in what 
manner the first act took place by which the absolute and self-existent 
gave existence to the relative and dependent. ‘The contradictions,’ 

says Mr. Mill, ‘ which Mr. Mansel asserts to be involved in the notions, 
do not follow from an imperfect mode of apprehending the Infinite and 
the Absolute, but lio in tho definitions of them, in the meaning of the 
words themselves.’ They do no such thing: the meaning of the words 
is perfectly intelligible, and is exactly what is expressed by their defi- 
nitions: the contradictions arise from the attempt to combine the 
attributes expressed by the words in one representation with others, so 
as to form a positive object of consciousness. Where is the incon- 
gruity of saying, ‘I believe that a being exists possessing certain 
attributes, though I am unable in my present state of knowledge to 
conceive the manner of that existence?’ ” 

If that be the only difficulty, it applies equally to the knowledge 
of man. We are entirely unable to conceive how our free-will ig 
to be combined with the law of causation or creatioa to which we 
assign the origin of our free wills. If there is no knowledge where 
there is no imagining and comprehending power, there is very little 
indeed either of finite personality, so called, or infinite personality 
of which there is knowledge. But apprehension is quite con- 
sistent with inability to comprehend, to grasp the whole, and still 
more with inability to conceive and imagine it. The so-called 
contradictions (or antinomies) which Kant, Mr. Mansel, and Sir 
W. Hamilton make so much of, are, we believe, never real con- 
tradictions at all, but mere failures to comprehend, to hold 
completely in our grasp, realities that we cannot compass, but 
nevertheless can apprehend. ‘Take Mr. Mansel’s assertion about 
metaphysical infinity (which he is quite at issue with Kant, by 
the way, in contrasting with mathematical infinity, Kant ex- 
pressly identifying the two;—see foot-note to the proof of the thesis 
that the world has a beginning in time in the Reine Vernunft) in 
his attempted refutation of Mr. de Morgan :— 

“‘One of the ablest mathematicians, and the most persevering Hamil- 
tono-mastix of the day, maintains the applicability of the metaphysical 
notion of infinity to mathematical magnitudes ; but with an assumption 
which unintentionally vindicates Hamilton’s position more fully than 
could have been done by a professed disciple. ‘I sball assume,’ says 
Professor de Morgan, in a paper recently printed among the Jransac- 
tions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, ‘the notion of infinity and 
of its reciprocal infinitesimal: that a line can be conceived infinite, 
and therefore having points at an infinite distance. Image apart, 
which we cannot have, it seems to me clear that a line of infinite length 
without points at an infinite distance is a contradiction.’ Now, it is 
easy to show, by mere reasoning, without any image, that this assump- 
tion is equally a contradiction. For if space is finite, every line in 
space must be finite also; and if space is infinite, every point in space 
must have infinite space beyond it in every direction, and therefore can- 
not be at the greatest possible distance from another point. Or thus: 
Any two points in space are the extremities of the line connecting them ; 
but an infinite line has no extromities ; therefore no two points in space 
can be connected together by an infinite line.” 

Mr. Mansel does not really show in the least the contradiction that 
he asserts that he shows. Ile virtually assumes what is not true, 
—that all infinitudes are equal. In his first proof he is quite wrong 
in speaking of infinite distance as a maximum distance, as Kant, 
who knew more mathematics as well as metaphysics than Mr. 
Mansel, admits. (‘‘The idea of an infinite whole,” says Kant, “ is 
not the idea of a maximum ; but you only express by it, its relation 
to a unit to be assumed at pleasure, in respect to which it is 
greater than any number of that unit.”) In point of fact, 
it is easy to assign an infinite distance between two points 
which shall be infinitely smaller than some other infinite dis- 
tance, and that, again, infinitely smaller than another infini- 

tude, and so on ad infinitum. If A is distant from B only one- 
fifth of the distance of B from C, and B from C only one-fifth of 
the distance of B from D, the relative distances would remain the 

same, whatever the actual distance of A from B. And this would 
obviously be equally true, if it were one-millionth or one-billionth, 
instead of one-fifth. A might be a billion miles from B, and yet 
only one-billionth part of the distance of B from C, and B, again, 
from C only one-billionth part of the distance of CfromD. How 
can you deny, then, that A might be at an infinite distance from B, 
and yet infinitely nearer to B than B to C, and B infinitely nearer 
to C than C to D, though infinitely farther from C than B from 
A? And in point of fact, mathematics cannot do without the 
assumptioa of such relative infinitudes even among infinitudes. 
Mr. Mansel’s second form of proof is as bad as his first. To assume 
that an infinite line can have no extremities is wholly gratuitous. 
All we know of an infinite line is, that it can never be exhausted by 
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any finite multiplication of a finite line. 
i 

represent to ourselves infinitude with at least one extremity beyond 

our reach, while the other extremity, and as much of the line as we 

can measure forwards, is within our reach. It is easier (for us, taking 

our analogy from the flight of time) to conceive an infinity stretch- 

ing immeasurably from a fixed point, than to think of one bounded 

between two fixed points with an infinite midille or intermediate 

length. But the last idea is absolutely as logical and as devoid of 

any latent contradiction as the first. ii wo points, with the sepa- 

rating line infinite, are every bit as much within the limits of both 

comprehension and imagination, as a line made by one point 

flowing on infinitely. “ Extremity” no doubt implies an end, 

but it does not imply that we could reach it in any finite time, or 

by the reduplication of any finite measure, and that is all that is im- 

plied in infinitude. Take two points, even close together, and sup- 

pose the curve which joins them to go an infinite number of times 

round the earth, like an infinite thread round a bobbin, and we 

have the general conception of an infinite line between two given 

extremities. Even Kant’s assertion that an expired eternity in- 

yolves a contradiction seems to us altogether false. All we mean 

by eternity is that which is not measurable by any finite number of 

finite times. No doubt if we try to conceive a beginning at all, we 
date it millions of years, or billions of billions of years, back, and 

then the expired billions and billions of years are not an expired 

eternity. But though we admit, of course, that by measuring 

either forward or backward for billions and billions of years, we 

shall never reach an eternity, we may still speak correctly of an 
expired eternity. When we say an eternity can “ never” expire, 
we are really dating the flight of eternity by time, for “‘ never ” 
only means ‘in no finite time,” and it is of course a contradiction 

in terms to suppose that an eternity can elapse in any finite time. 
But the whole difficulty of an expired eternity is centred in the difli- 

culty of conceiving any Being without a beginning. If there is any 
Being without a beginning the expired eternity is assumed at once, 
nor can we point to any principle of reason which contradicts this 
assumption. All we can say is that we cannot conceive the lapse 
of an eternity from any specific date, because we can only add 
years to years, finite times to finite times. But because we cannot 
even in imagination construct an eternity from a fixed date in 
time, we have no intellectual justification for denying that for any 
uncreated being an eternity has already run out. We can only 
say that we can’t even approximate to the comprehension of it. 
There is no contradiction, however, unless we begin to time eternity ; 
and then the contradiction lies in our own bad logic, not in the 

matter itself. 
The same criticism applies to Mr. Mansel’s mode of dealing with 

the moral attributes of God. We cannot comprehend or exhaust 
Him. We find how unable we are in every direction to grasp 
Him, as Mr. Mansel says, ‘‘ in any act of conception.” ‘Therefore, 
he reasons, we cannot know Him at all, but only obtain a certain 
tolerably confident conviction that certain predicates may be 
analogically applied to the ‘‘ Unknown and Unknowable,” with 
less moral error than would be involved in not thinking about 
Him or finding any predicates proper to apply to Him at all. 
Mr. Mansel tells us expressly many times that we have no direct 
knowledge of God, and in one place that what we can know are 
only certain propositions about Him (as we might make more or 
less true propositions about the central fire which we have never 
seen, but only by using analogies and inference) ; that the imme- 
diate object of faith is not a person, but a proposition :— 

“Mr. Mill endeavours,” says Mr. Mansel, “to overthrow this 
distinction between knowledge and belief, by means of Hamilton's 
own theory of consciousness. Hamilton maintains that we cannot be 
conscious of a mental operation without being conscious of its object. 
On this Mr. Mill retorts that if, as Hamilton admits, we are conscious of 
a belief in the Infinite and the Absolute, we must be conscious of the 
Infinite and Absolute themselves; and such consciousness is knowledge. 
The fallacy of this retort is transparent. The immediate object of belief 
is « proposition which I hold to be true, not a thing apprehended in an act 
of conception. I believe in an infinite God; i e., I believe that God is 
infinite ; I believe that the attributes which I ascribe to God exist in 
Him in an infinite degree. Now, to believe this proposition, I must, of 
course, be conscious of its meaning ; but Iam not therefore conscious of 
the Infinite God as an object of conception; for this would require, 
further, an apprehension of the manner in which these infinite attributes 
coexist so as to form one object.” 

If the italicized assertion be true, faith gets at God only through a 
string of intellectual judgments, and is not a living act connecting 

the human soul with the divine spirit, but a theoretic inference 
about an inaccessible being. Mr. Mansel would not, we suppose, 
say that when a child talks of believing in a good father, it 
means ‘believing that its father is good ;” it means a great deal 
more, —leaning on, trusting in, a good living guidance. And that 
is the primary form of the child’s faith, the theoretic conviction 

True, we find it easier to | that he is good, being only a flake of abstraction which (as it were) 

peels off that living trust much later. Now, why are we to be 
_ denied this same living tie with God, this living apprehension of 
His goodness, only because that goodness has a vague term affixed 
to it called ‘‘ infinite,” which debars us from supposing that we can 
compass or comprehend it ? We maintain, on the other hand, that 
just as we learn suddenly in mathematics, in our study of finite 
magnitudes, that we are actually in contact, almost before knowing 
it, with infinite magnitudes following the same laws,—so we learn 
in ethics, while studying human right, that we are in contact, almost 
before knowing it, with laws applying equally to the divine as to 
human nature. We have no more reason to believe that divine 
love or divine justice is something different in kind from human 
love and human justice, than that the laws affecting infinite 
magnitude are something different in kind from those affecting 
finite magnitudes. 

We have, as we believe, direct knowledge of the infinite in both 
cases, though imperfect knowledge,—apprehension, not compre- 
hension,—knowledge which has in it germs capable of infinite ex- 
pansion, but still knowledge, and not mere analogical conjecture. 
Certainly, if the divine mind be not in direct communion with the 
human conscience, the supernatural message the value of which Mr. 
Mansel wants to enhance by elevating it to the highest authority 
we have concerning (rod, is a deception. But if it be in direct 
communion, our apprehension of infinite goodness must be direct, 
and not analogical ;—or, to use Mr. Mansel’s technical language, 
must be ‘‘ speculative,” and not merely regulative. We know the 
divine nature whenever we obey it as divine, though we do not 
know and cannot exhaust “ its length and breadth and depth and 
height.” 

On the whole, Mr. Mansel has not answered, and we believe 
cannot answer, Mr. Mill’s moral criticism. On some of the more 
minute and technical points of Sir W. Hamilton’s metaphysics, 
he appears to have shown that Mr. Mill has misapprehended Sir 
W. Hamilton, and that he himself understands his master better. 

THE RACE FOR WEALTH.* 

Ir is difficult sometimes to look at a picture plausibly clever, 
attracting attention almost magnetically by force of its deep- 
toned colouring, yet false in its tendency, and calmly criticize 
alone the faults of drawing. Some one has well said no artist 
can put more into a head than he has in his own, and s0, in 
looking at some picture, we may perceive instinctively that the 
thought which conceived is more untrue than the hand which 
executed it. 

We think it is so in the volumes before us. With the plausible 
cleverness which can at least caricature, if it fails in sketching ; 
full of the bitterness which is not strength, but to many minds 
perhaps its sufficient counterfeit ; of the cynicism which jars like 
a false note through all the chords of life, it is life looked at 
through the smoke of fires of whose origin we know nothing, 
but which makes the eyes smart, and the pen give, however 
honestly, a false report of the scenes on which those eyes are 
looking. It is at all times difficult to trace the exact province of 
fiction, and we are by no means inclined to look with special 
tolerance on the books whose heroes and heroines are mere 
exponents of the novelist’s pet theories. Clearly one part at 
least of his business is to hold up a glass to human nature, and 
we have no right to complain if he chooses that fools and villains 
shall see themselves therein, nor perhaps any right to be annoyed, 
if his puppets seem to us grotesque, overdrawn, or unnatural. The 
drama may revolt us, and be none the less truly dramatic, but if the 
dramatist steps before the curtain to lecture the audience and chal- 
lenge the value of their most deeply rooted convictions, he surely has 
no right to grumble if the gauntlet he thus flings down be taken up. 
Now, in this last novel of Mrs. Riddell’s, this is the attitude the 
authoress assumes. At every second or third page she drops her 
story to lecture her audience, and in our judgment to make state- 
ments we believe utterly hollow, yet mischievous in their plausi- 
bility. The outline of the story is soon sketched. Lawrence 
Barbour, son of a proud but ruined country gentleman, sick of the 
perpetual combination of pride and poverty which meets him in 
his own home, disinclined for the gentlemanly poverty implied 
in an ensigney or the worse struggles of clerical life, chooses 
wealth as the goal of his ambition, and the business of a distant 
connection in East London as the shortest road toit. ‘The business 
thus entered is supposed to be that of a manufacturing chemist, 
really that of a manufacturing grocer. ‘ Nutmegs that had 

never seen a foreign shore, coffee-berries that had never grown on 

* The Race for Wealth. By Mrs, J. H. Riddell. London: Tinsley Brothers. 1066 
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a tree, arrowroot extracted from potatoes, rhubarb useless as a 

medicine, peppercorns made out of molasses and pea flour,—these 
were a few of the articles manufactured in Distaff Yard, and 

distributed thence through the length and breadth of England.” 
The heads of this most reputable business are well drawn. Mr. 
Perkins, the man with a clear brain, kindly nature, and some 
conscience where business was not actually concerned, with his 
vulgar wife and still more vulgar children always dragging him 
down, is recognizable, even if slightly caricatured. Mr. Sondes, 
the other partner, living two distinct lives—one’ for his business, 
the other for his little niece, Olivine—the good heroine of the story, 
is even better described; but before Lawrence Barbour makes 

their acquaintance, Mallingford End, his father’s place in the 
country, has been let to a Mr. Alwyn, a clever speculator, and 
one of the nouveaux riches. His daughter, Etta, is ‘ill-tempered, 
hypocritical, unfeeling, cruel, but at the same time beautiful and 

fascinating exceedingly.” In defiance of all laws of physiognomy, 
the specially wicked creations of most modern novelists show that 

they are orthodox at least in their belief that Satan is never 
so like himself as when he transforms himself into an angel of light. 
This girl is the evil genius of thestory. Lawrence, though vowing 
to devote himself to East London, and bitterly scorning the pos- 
sessors of the wealth he envies, yet determines to scan them from 
some vantage-post in Hyde Park. ‘The Alwyns are in town, Miss 
Alwyn, whom Lawrence has seen at Mallingford, and ‘‘ despises in 
his heart,” is riding in the Row and is thrown. Lawrence saves her, 
sustaining injuries in the attempt which ruin his own health for 
ever; and at this poiut we are met by one of the authoress’s bitter 
invectives against society andthe world, whatever those much abused 
words may happen to mean. ‘ It is a hard thing,” she says, *“ for 
a wealthy man to be struck down suddenly from strength to weak- 
ness, and when my lord gets his fingers blown off his hand, or 
loses the sight of oue of his eyes, or is thrown in hunting, and 
crippled to the extent of never being able to waltz again, the 
world is lavish enough of its sympathy and commiseration. Society 
speaks of the man softly and in whispers, and throws a certain ro- 
mance over him, and compassionates the accident which has injured 
his health, or impaired his good looks, or prevents his killing part- 
ridges, or bearing away the brush, with inuch kindness and persis- 
tency. Poor Lord Adonis, and poor Sir Charles Stalwart, and poor 
Mr. Millionaire, and that dear deformed boy, the Earl of Mammon’s 
son! Are these people not pitied ?” &c. ‘* But the world is not 
tender to its workers ; fortunately, perchance, for them ; because no 
man ever works so well as he who, thrusting his fist in the face of 

the world, denouncing its shams, cursing its hypocrisies, despis- 
ing its soft words. . . . strips himself for the conflict, trusting in 
nothing save the assistance of his Maker and the strength of his 
own right arm,” &c., through another page anda half; and then, 
* Behold the application—carriages, sympathy, earnest inquiries 
for the young lady who was not hurt—for the young lady who, 
had she been hurt, was daughter to so rich a father that every 

duxury would have been at her command; while, for the worker, 

a lift to the nearest hospital.” Well, of course, all that is very 
bitter, very cynical, very plausible, but is it true? It is just be- 
cause we believe it to be a piece of the false sentimentality which 

is more and more serving to lengthen the winter of our discontent, 
and more and more paralyzing the living sympathies which are 
at the very root of all true work, that we think it worth while 
to notice it at all. What is this omnipotent ‘ world,” with 
its condolence, this ‘society,’ so exalted on its pedestal, so 

lavish of its kind inquiries, but the small surroundings of 
each man’s life, which revolve round him?—and the friend of 

the hour who helps Lawrence Barbour—‘‘ worker”—to the 
hospital is probably as true in his sympathy as Sir Somebody 
Somebody who helps the heiress to a carriage. ‘The skill 
which cures him is as great as the other case could have hal, 

and the friends who cluster round the injured man’s hospital bed, 
the Perkinses, and Joneses, and Smiths, of East London, are as truly 
anxious in their care, as much his relatives, his society, his world, 
as if they crowded in from Belgravia. It is an evil thing to suffer 
without sympathy, but it isnot on the world’s workers that that evil 
falls ; they are too closely bound to their fellows. It is rather 
they ‘“‘ who can lie in bed or sit at home in easy chairs, with 
cushions to their backs, with cau-de-Cologne to their heads,” who 

get the pity which is not sympathy, and suffer from the bitter 
mental loneliness such a lot almost inevitably brings. There are 
problems enough yet unsolved in the world, evils enough yet un- 
cured, without arraigning Providence for imaginary ones, the 
shallow sophisms of a diseased min]. This is the colouring of the 
whole picture. Here is another morsel of bitter irony :—‘* OF course 

there is no such thing as prospective jealousy in the world; it is 

human nature, is it not, to smile on the man or woman who ig to 

fill up your place in the world when you are grown old, and 
weary, and obsolete; it is human nature to like those who come 
after you, whose feet will travel the road to success, when your 

limbs are tottering and feeble, whose ears will listen to the throb- 
bings of other men’s hearts when yours are deep and treacherous?” 

&c. “ Isthishuman nature? Ah! reader, is not this rather artificial 
nature, conventional nature—the nature men put on when they 
summon up all their courage?” &c. ‘* Do people like being hung? 

No. Well, there is a time of youth, and popularity, and sunshine for 
most of God's creatures, and after that, the eternity of temporal 
nonentity, and age, and winter gloom.” Again we ask, is all this 
true? ‘These are not words put into the mouth of some hypochon- 

driacal grandsire, maundering by a cold fireside ; they are distinct 
assertions, thrown at us for our reception. We analyze them, and 
they crumble to pieces. Why is winter more eternal than sum- 

mer, cold than sunshine, or how can ‘‘a temporal nonentity” 
be an eternity? Is the love of parents for their children, who, we 
imagine, are the people who generally come after them, conven- 

tional? Is growing old always equivalent to being hung? Our 
author’s notions of the possibility of happiness, however, are 
decidedly limited, for though she has just told us there is a time of 
youth, and popularity, and sunshine for most of God’s creatures, 
we find the last two gifts are never bestowed on clever people till 

they reach old age, or rather, the eternity of temporal nonentity ; 

for a little while before she writes, ‘**Sweet youth! innocent youth! 
guileless youth! trusting youth! ingenuous youth!’ exclaim our 
poets, and rhapsodize accordingly, but it never enters into the head 
of even the most practical of writers to say there is anything 
charming about youth if it be clever.” And apparently the youth 
‘‘pressing onward to distinction” must be content to pursue his way 
in solitude, ‘‘ thinking the world perhaps as hard and cold as the 
world thinks him disagrezable and concsitel.” Rather hard upon 

him, considering the kind of eternity which lies before him when 
youth is past. But our authoress is above the weakness of consis- 
tency. If *‘ Belles and ladies of fashion are recommended in one 
page to fall back upon the graces of simplicity or the beauties of 
perfect naturalness,” they are asked in another, ‘‘ Shall we babble 
about nature unadorned? Shall we say a pretty woman is equally 
pretty in any attire? Bah! ‘here are times and places when 
dress is everything. Given a man who has not seen much of 
female society, and see which divinity he falls down and worships— 
the pure and simple or the gorgeous and sensuous, bare-footed 

virtue or vice resplendent with diamonds,” &c. 
But if we return to the story, there are yet graver errors in the 

sketching. Lawrence falls in love with Etta Alwyn, with “the 
girl who in his inmost heart he despised himself for loving,” but 
she refuses him through fear of poverty, and marries, for his 
wealth, a man she dislikes. Lawrence marries Olivine, who 
worships him, but continues to love Ktta, and on her becoming a 
widow forsakes his wife for the woman who “netted him 
with the hair he was wont to laugh at, with the eyes which 

had in them neither a pure nor a holy light, with the hands which 
were so white and treacherous, with the smile which was so sweetly 
cruel, with the rich attire which became her so royally,—for 
the woman who had no compunction for her own sin, no pity for 
the forsaken wife, and who treats Lawrence's offer of marriage 
when his wife would have given him a divorce with ‘‘ contemp- 

tuous scorn,”—a hard, coarse, mercenary nature, which the hero 

understands and despises, yet for whom he has a mad passion, 
against which he strives—well, at all eveuts, unavailingly. And 
because the wife who has trusted him uiterly, aud towards 
whom his whole life has been a lie, is roused from her ordinary 
gentleness to a fit of very timid indignation, we are told, ‘* She 

was Very gweet, she was very pure, she was very innocent, she 
was what a man might desire the mother of his children to be in 

every thought, and word, and deed, but she never could be to 

him what many a worse woman can prove to one she loves in the 

hour of his blackest desp ir, of his deepest need.” We are heartily 

sick of the affectation which is perpetually claiming the kind of 

sympathy for the sinner which means, in plainer English, the 

palliation of the sin; and we enter our protest the more strongly, 

because the authoress of George Geith has done so much better 

things than the Race for Wealth. Lf she would cease to pander to an 

already diseased appetite, get a clearer idea of the value of the 

landmarks she is at present helping to remove, and consider that 

the man who ‘denounces shams and curses bypocrisies ” (manu- 

facturing coffee-berries the while) is a negative character, in com- 

parison with him who recognizes the eternal principles of right and 

wrong, justice and purity, we may yet have from her pen a story 

infinitely worthier than any she has yet giveu us. 
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THREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.* 

Tue only limitation which we should like to put on illustration, is 

that the subject illustrated should be capable of receiving some 

additional force or meaning, some original commentary, from the 

illustrating artist. It is all very well to illustrate Gray’s Elegy 

by drawing beautiful landscapes ad libitum which shall themselves 

please the eye as pictures, but they would be out of place in an 

edition of Gray's Elegy, if of this general nature. We should 

much rather see them as drawings, and not see them interleaved 

with a poem to which they add nothing. If there be any artist 

who has a special genius for delineating that mood of nature in 

which she echoes the tender melancholy of a musing fancy,—if, 

for instance, he could paint 

“ A flower born to blush unseen, 
And waste its sweetness on the desert air,” 

so as to express the gentle regret with which such a mind thinks 

of the solitary life of so much beauty, the bounty lavishly expended 

by nature on scenes where there are none to enjoy,—then a picture 
by such a hand accompanying the verse in question will adda 

meaning and a commentary to the poom. If there be an artist 

who has studied village politics sufficiently to paint a ‘ village 

Hampden,” in whose features and expression Gray’s conception 

receives new meaning and vigour, such a picture is a gain, a real 
gain, to the poem, not an ornament stuck upon it, but a pictorial 

interpretation of it, adding to its poetical power. But in the wealth 

of beautiful illustration which the publishers press upon us year 
by year, and especially just as Christmas is bringing round the 
season of presents, there is a strong inclination to ignore this 
law of illustration,—that illustration, unless it keeps to the func- 
tion of merely expressing the value attaching to the book, like 

the rich borderings of the old missals (a function applicable only to 
great books, books that have greatly influenced the lives of multi- 

tudes), should really illustrate, that is, make clearer or richer the 
text of the writer by adding pictorial to verbal art. 

Let us explain our meaning by the beautifully illustrated 

edition of Miss Jean Ingelow’s poems which lies beside us. ‘There 
are not a few of these illustrations which really translate the 
poems into pictorial effects, such as readers of even vivid imagina- 
tion would not have been able, unhelped by the artist, to con- 
ceive. Take, for instance, Miss Ingelow’s fanciful poem called 
‘¢ Honours,” in parts of which she presents her moods of mind by 
describing, as Gray did, external scenes which seem to answer to 
them. ‘Thus in one verse she says :— 

“My well beloved friend, at noon to-day, 
Over our cliffs a white mist lay unfurled 
So thick, one standing on the brink might say, 
Lo! ‘ here doth end the world.’ ” 

And after painting at some length the changes in the landscape as 
the mist partly cleared away, she goes on to indicate what it repre- 
sented to her mind,— 

*“ Doubt, a blank twilight of the heart, which mars 
All sweetest colours in its dimness same,— 
A soul-mist, through whose rift familiar stars 
Beholding we misname.” 

This white mist which so shrouds and bedims the landscape that 
it makes familiar forms seems strange, and suggests an image 
of that intellectual bewilderment which finds shadows where 
it once found realities, is beautifully given in Mr. 'T. Dalziel’s 
landscape on p. 27. ‘The cliffs are fading away into something as 
ghost-like as the sea into which you can just discern that they are 
stretching,—the sea-gulls are mere flitting apparitions, suggesting 
faint mutabilities, and nothing else ;—the only fault is a far too dis- 
tinctly defined horizon, instead of a blending of sea and sky which 
absolutely interfuses the two, such as a white mist always pro- 
duces, and such as was specially wanted for the thought in Miss 
Ingelow’s poem. But no one can read the verses both before and 

after looking at the illustration, without feeling that the latter 
sensibly adds to the sense of gentle intellectual despondency, 
bewilderment, and mild desolation, which Miss Ingelow with her 
peculiar sweetness pours forth. So Mr. North’s illustrations of the 
poem of “ The Four Bridges,” where the key-note of the story is 
the kind of melancholy on the mind of the reader which the 
absence of all fearful anticipation in the subject of it, produces, 
are really additions to the poem. The picture of 

“T can remember how the taper played 
Over her small hands and her vesture white,— 
How it struck up into the trees, and laid 
Upon their under leaves unwonted light,” 

Re Poems. By Jean Ingelow. With Illustratious by Messrs. Pinwell, Poynter, 
North, Dalziels, Wolf, Houghton, and Small. 

2. Idyllic Pictures. Drawn by Messrs, Barnes, Paul Gray, Pinwell, Houghton, &c. 
London : Casseil, Petter, and Galpin. ° 

, 3. Little Lays for Little Fulk. Selected by Johu S. Watts. Ilustrated, London: 
Rvutleige 

exactly catches the tone of Miss Ingelow’s sweet, soft, velvet, 
pansy-like sentiment. The greyhound sits erect in the half-dark- 
ness at the top of the flight of steps mutely watching the parting, 
the candle throws a full light on the girl’s sad but quiet face, and 
her lover's head is raised with the momentary pang of uncon- 
scious dread, that cannot endure to brave the chances of the 
future. The sad effect of lastuess which Miss Ingelow’s picture 
conveys without the anguish of conscious fear, is very finely 
reproduced in this illustration. In these cases, and in many 
others, something has been painted in which the artist found 

an idea capable of translation into his art. But now take 
the attempt to illustrate the first poem, “ Divided,” which is 
strictly allegorical. A girl and boy at play together find a 
little brook, over which the lad jumps in sport, and then 
they continue walking down its course on opposite sides, as 
the brook widens to a considerable stream, the stream broadens 
into a navigable river, and the river expands into an estuary. Of 
course the idea is the same as that of Mr. Clough’s ‘' qua cursum 
ventus,” the involuntary separation of a divided course of thought 
andfeeling. But we maintain that the poem, which is a beautiful, 
though not a strong one, is not only incapable of proper illustra- 
tion, but is spoiled by it. It is precisely the vagueness in which 
the pictorial conception remains in the poem, the partial failure 
to realize the conception of children walking down opposite 
sides of a genuine river, growing up as they go, and getting 
wider and wider apart as they live on, which renders the 
poem so pleasant and sweet. But when a young lady in a polka, 
or jacket, or something of that kind, and a hat and feather, 
is drawn increasing in dimensions and maturity of figure as the 
river beside which she walks grows wider, signalling to the young 
gentleman in a shooting-jacket on the opposite side as long as she 
keeps him in sight, and looking very forlorn indeed, but by no means 
very poetical, when the river has widened out to a gulf at the end, 
there is something ludicrous imported into the whole poem which 
spoils it. ‘Things intended to be left in shadow are brought out 
into full light, and the allegory is spoiled. ‘This illustrated edition 
of Miss Ingelow's poems contains no doubt many true illustrations, 
but also not a few that are only pretty pictures, and some, as those 
of the poem * Divided,” which paint what is not only incapable of 
being painted, but poetically ruined by the attempt to translate 

words into forms. 

The same may be said of the “ idyllic pictures” of Messrs. 
Barnes, Edwards, &c., only that here the poems being not gene- 
rally very good, the pictures, which often are, may be said to be 
rather suggested by the poems than mere illustrations to them. 
Thus Mr. Houghton’s picture of ‘* Wee Rosie Mary,” suggested by 

the lines :— 
“Love of antic—garbs romantic, 
Making kitty sportful-frantic, 

is very spirited, though the child is uppish, and not fascinating. 

She is trailing a long cloak on the ground, and looking back 
delighted to see the kitten’s excitement in catching it. ‘That is 

a subject in which the picture is much more than the verses, though 
what style the child’s mamima means her hair to be done in, is a 
perplexity to the critic. Again the picture of Izaak Walton :— 

“ Calm and content I see thee, Walton, look, 
With a wise artfuluess,” 

is admirable, full of ‘* wise artfulness” and the shrewd eye for 
nature. Again Miss Edwards's group of children at an open 
window, indulging sad, fleeting recollections for a moment, is 
peculiarly simple and graceful, but the poem seems made for it 
more than it for the poem. But there is no kind of sense in such 
a picture as that of the stout lady in a black velvet mantle and 
showy bonnet, who is supposed to be saying :— 

“ Smile, my little one, smile, my pretty one,— 
Happy in dreamland, rest in peace.” 

especially when the little (but not pretty) one alluded to is 
smiling not ‘‘ in dreamland,” but with her eyes very wide open 
indeed. Even if the subject were one to which a picture 
would add meaning, which it is not, this picture has no beauty 

in it. . 

Children’s poems are almost always capable of good illustration, 
and those to Litile Lays for Little I’olk are capital. ‘The boy pro- 

posing boisterous boys’ games to his sisters, who are all in favour of 
quiet girls’ games, is very graphic. ‘The little wretch has real mis- 

chief about his dictatorial, bullying mouth, as he taunts his sisters 

with their girlishness. Blake's *‘ Lamb” is given with the true expres- 

sion which that mystic artist and poet intended to be put into it, and 

on the whole, there is more distinct gain to each poem in the illus- 

trations of this illustrated child’s book, than in most illustrated 

books of the more ambitious kind. 
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TRANSLATIONS OF THE RIGVEDA.* 

A.TuovuG#H the earlier part of Professor Wilson’s translation of 

the Rigveda has been before the world for a good many years, the 

recent appearance of the fourth volume, and of a second edition 

of the first, affords a favourable opportunity for expressing an 

opinion on the whole work, as far as it has yet been brought out. 

The first continuous version of any considerable portion of this 

Veda was the Latin translation of the first book by the late Pro- 

fessor Rosen, which was published in 1838, along with the original 

text. A French version of the entire Veda, executed by the late 

M. Langlois, followed in 1848. The first three volumes of Professor 

Wilson’s translation were published by the author himself in the 

years 1850-1857; and the fourth has just come out, some years 

after the translator’s death, under the editorship of Mr. E. B. 

Cowell. The first book of the Rigveda has also been more 

recently rendered into German by Professor Benfey, of Git- 

tingen. 

The Rigveda, properly so called, is a collection of 1,017 hymns, 

chiefly in honour of the most ancient Indian gods. They vary in 

length from one to fifty-eight verses, and fill altogether 912 pages 

in Professor Aufrecht’s octavo edition, printed in the Roman charac- 

ter. These hymns, which are composed in various metres, and in 

the oldest extant dialect of the Sanskrit, are proved both by the 
archaic character of their language, by the general simplicity of 

their ideas, and by the representations (so different from those of 

the later Hindu mythology) which they give of the gods to whom 

they are addressed, as well as by the whole tenor of Indian tradi- 

tion, to be the oldest religious books of Hindustan. But we may 

go further, and assert without hesitation that they are also the 

oldest literary monuments of the so-called Indo-European race. 

The most recent of them are generally considered to be several 

centuries older than Homer, and as a thousand hymns could not, 

in that remote age, have been composed within any very brief 

space of time, we may fairly conclude (for this, as well as for other 

reasons) that many of them must date from a still earlier period, 

extending perhaps from 2,000 to 1,500 years before the Christian 

era. These hymnsare of the greatest interest on various grounds ; 

first, on account of the numerous old words and grammatical 

forms, unknown to the later Sanskrit, which they contain; and 

secondly, from the light which they throw on the formation and 

early growth of religious ideas in general, by bringing before 
us, in the amplest detail and in the greatest variety, the naive and 

spontaneous conceptions which their authors were led to form of 
the superior powers, in an age when the imagination was singu- 
larly lively, inventive, and open to all the influences of nature 
and natural phenomena, and before any fixed system of mytho- 
logy existed to shape its creations or limit the range of its 
activity. 

The principal deities mentioned in the Rigveda are Agni (Ignis), 
the god of fire; Indra, the regent of the firmament, who shatters 

the clouds with his thunderbolt, and dispenses rain; Mitra and 
Varuna (’ Ovgayé;), the representatives of day and night ; Sarya, the 
sun; Vayu, the wind; the Maruts, or tempests ; the Asvins, &c. ; 
together with Vishnu and Rudra, who play so prominent a part in 
the later mythology, but occupy a subordinate position in the 
Vedic pantheon. ‘These deities are praised in separate hymns, as 
well as in others addressed to two or more of them conjointly ; 
in which their several attributes, chiefly physical, but sometimes 

also moral, and their various functions and achievements, are 
celebrated, and blessings, almost exclusively of a temporal cha- 

racter, are solicited by the worshippers. ‘The collection also 
embraces a few remains of Indian antiquity, which are not of a 
devotional character, such as the lamentation of a gamester, an 
encomium on liberality, dialogues between mythical personages, 
speculations on the origin of all things, &e. 

It is evidently of great importance that compositions so ancient | 
and otherwise so interesting as these hymns should be correctly ren- | 
dered into English.’ But the difficulties in the way of an adequate | 
translation, arising from the obsoleteness of many of the words, | 
from the frequent ellipses, and from the obscurity of many of the 
allusions, are frequently very great. The hermeneutic aids which 
We possess are considerable, but still very inadequate for our pur- | 
pose. The chief of these helps is the elaborate commentary of Séyana, 
an Indian scholar who lived in the fourteenth century A.D., in | 
which the hymns are minutely explained, verse by verse, and | 

| 
* Rigveda-Sanhitd. A collection of ancient Hindu hymns, &c., &c., the oldest | 

authority for the religious and social institutions of the Hindus. Translated from | 
the original Sanskrit by H. H. Wilson, M.A., F. RS. &c., &c., Boden Professor of | 
Sanskrit in the University of Oxford. London : Allen and Co.; TriibnerandCo. , 

word by word. The explanations given in these scholia are closely 

followed by Professor Wilson, as well as by his predecessor, Pro- 
fessor Rosen. The French version of M. Langlois frequently 
deviates from Siyana, but it is on the whole an extremely inaccu- 
rate and unsatisfactory performance. Professor Benfey’s version 

(extending only to one out of eight books) is the work of a pro- 

found scholar, who departs from the renderings of the Indian 
scholiast whenever he conceives that good philological reasong 
exist for doing so. Professor Wilson was of opinion that Sayana 

was a far better judge of the meaning of the Veda than any 

European scholar can possibly be, but we think he was wrong in 

this belief. Although there is a large number of passages in 
which the signification is too plain to be mistaken, most San- 

skritists are agreed that in many other places the Indian com- 

mentator fails to reproduce the true sense of the hymns. It is 

clear on examination that the meaning of many of the obso- 

lete words which they contain had not been handed down by 

tradition, and that Sfyana, as well as his predecessors, was often 

compelled to resort to etymology for the purpose of discovering 
it. His mode of procedure, however, is but indifferently calcu- 

lated to ensure success. He rarely compares parallel passages 

with the view of finding a meaning of the word or phrase under 

consideration which would suit them all, but for the most part 

confines his attention to the verse before him. The consequence 
is that he often ascribes different senses to the same word 

in different passages, though the context requires the same sense, 

or at least affords no ground for assigning another. It also 
constantly happens that he offers optional explanations of words 

or phrases, a course which shows that he had no certain knowledge 
of the real meaning. Add to this, that living, as Sayana did, 

between two and three thousand years after the composition of 

the Veda, at a time when the religion of the Indians had under- 

gone a long series of modifications and developments, he is often 

misled by the ideas of his own age to put into the hymns a my- 

thological or mystical signification of which the authors never 

dreamt. 

There are thus ample grounds for asserting that a trans- 

lation of these hymns based exclusively on the labours of the 

Indian commentator must often fail to represent with accuracy 

the sense of the originals. Whatever, therefore, may be the merit 

of Professor Wilson’s laborious work, as a careful and generally 

exact reproduction of Sayana’s explanations, and whatever value 

it may possess as a first essay towards an English version of the 

entire Rigveda, it cannot, so far as the more difficult pas- 
sages are concerned, be regarded in any other light than 

as a provisional interpretation, which must soon make way for 

a more scientific performance. These hymns are of far too 

high importance as the earliest extant materials for illustrating 

the remote history of one of the most gifted races of humanity, 

to admit of their being left by philologists without a more satis- 

factory explanation than they have yet received. The first syste- 

maticattempt toimprove upon the renderings of the Indian scholiasts 

was made by Professor Benfey, in his translation and glossary of the 

Sdmaveda, published in 1848. And in the far more extensive and 

copious Sanskrit and German lexicon of Boetlingk and Roth, now 

being published at St. Petersburg, under the auspices of the 

Imperial Russian Academy of Sciences (of which four volumes and 

part of a fifth have appeared), great progress has already been 

made in the interpretation of Vedic words on the principles of 

modern philology, whilst another eminent scholar in this country 

is understood to be labouring diligently in the same field. It was 

necessary that the difficult task of interpreting the Rigveda should 

be preceded by long preparatory studies calculated to fit the 

translators for their work. But the time seems to have arrived 

when several of the best Sanskritists might attempt it with a good 
prospect of success. In fact, a few of the hymns have already 

been admirably rendered by Professor Max Miiller, in his His- 

tory of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, and elsewhere. The task, as 

it appears to us, could be best fulfilled by one who, like the 

accomplished writer just referred to, should combine the skill of a 

practised philologist, with sufficient imaginative power to compre- 

hend and reproduce the thoughts and feelings of mankind in the 

earlier ages of the world. We trust, therefore, that we shall 

by and by receive from the pen of some such competent scholar an 

adequate English translation of the whole Rigveda, or at least 

of all the most important and characteristic hymns which it con- 

tains. 
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Mr. Swinburne’s pamphlet last week (p. 1229, 

line 28), we find that “ Aristotle” appeared by an absurd slip of the pen 
for “ Aristophanes,” in some mention of the latter's comedies. 

We are requested to notice that the novel, Walter Blake's Heroine, said 

to have been withdrawn, was not so. It is still in circulation. 

CURRENT LITERATURE. 

Little Henry and his Bearer. Illustrated. (Houlston and Wright.)— 

This little book is one of the half-dozen or so in existence which 

utterly baffle critics. It is inconceivable that a rather dry story should 

have lived at least forty years, and have been sold to the extent of 

150,000 copies—besides the pirated editions, an immense addition— 

without sterling merit of its own. What that merit is, beyond that of 

stating the Calvinistic creed with some plainness and simplicity, we are 

wholly unable to discover. Children, however, who are not Calvinists, 

read it eagerly, in spite of the Indian words which occur so frequently 

as to require a vocabulary, and of the insufferable priggishness of the 

hero, who talks as if he were an old Methodist, rather than alittle child. 

Children in such cases are the best judges, and we are bound, therefore, 

to pronounce the story good. It is nicely printed, and the illustrations 

with one exception are natural enough. A Hindoo who has become a 

Christian does not therefore pray in a Christian attitude, but in his own 

infinitely more humble one. 

Heber's Hymas, Illustrated. (Sampson Low.)—An exquisitely printed 

edition of these popular hymns, profusely illustrated with borders and 

vignettes by artists of mark. The illustrations strike us as best when 

they are least ambitious, Mr. W. Lawson, for instance, succeeding in 

“Family Affliction,” an English scene, quite intelligible and pathetic, 

while Mr. Selous comparatively fails in his “Christ in the Temple dis- 

puting with the Doctors.” It was bold to challenge comparison with 

a - 
** In a review of the serene child conscious of a wisdom greater than the doctors’, but an 

actress—we mean the feminine termination—with a finger raised thea- 

trically in vehement demonstration, The edition, will, however be very 

wel in the h where Bishop Heber is appreciated, and where it 

is considered fitting that even the drawing-room books should have a 
religious character. 

The Lays of Ancient Rome. Mlustrated. (Longmans.)—The edition 
would be perfect, but for two things. The print is one degree too small, 

so small that it is a work of high art to print clearly from it, and the 

binding, as usual with all fancy binding this year, is inappropriate. 

The gilding on it has a spluttery effect, and we would put it to any first- 

rate binder whether he has any sound argument for giving a book an 

obverse and reverse like a medal. The Lays, however, are better 

bound than most such books, the outline drawings are appropriate and 
clear, and the bordering of the “ Prophecy of Capys,” a panorama of the 

incidents of a Roman triumph, is infinitely more satiafactory than the 

ordinary arabesques. It will bear a strong glass, a great triumph of 

printing. Altogether the edition is a real addition to editions de 

luxe. 

Archie Lovell. By Mrs. Edwards. (Tinsley.)—A very pretty story 
indeed, very well told, with incidents which are both possible and 
natural. The leading figure, a French bred English girl, who, in pure 

ignorance, gets into a sad scrape against the conventions, tells lies, and 

rights herself by a desperate offort to speak the whole truth to her own 

hurt, is most clearly drawn, without a touch of exaggeration, except, per- 

haps, as to her ignorace of the world. A girl running loose about Boulogne 

would hardly be unaware that she must not make clandestine expedi- 

tions to London in company with an admirer. Still Archie is natural, 

and the double nature of such a woman, the surface Bohemianism and 

real respact for the conventionalities, is admirably hit off. To those 
who like the true novel of comedy as it was before sensationalism 

Holman Hunt, and Mr. Selous fails in the central figure. This is not triumphed, we can cordially recommend Archie Lovell. . 

NOTICE.—Contributors are requested to keep a I ENSON, J. W., by Special Appoint- | SPECTACLES. 
ment to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. PF RFECTLY ADAPTED by the copy of their Articles sent to this Journal, as 

VISOMETER. 

MS. 
the Editors cannot undertake to return rejected BES WATCHES, Prize Medal, 1305. 

An INSTRUMENT for rigidly ASCERTAINING the 
FOCAL LENGIH of EACH EYE—these very fre- 

BOOKS RECEIVED. 
Frederick Warne and Co—The Judges of Israel, by 

_— WATCHES, sent safe by post. quently differing—forming the only safe method for 
Suiting Defective Vision with Optical Aid so as to pre- 
serve the blessings of sight to EXTREME OLD AGE. the Rev. H. C. Adams ; Lucy West, or the Orphans of 

Highcliff, by Mrs. H. B. Paull; Peuny Readings ; Nur- 
sery Rhymes. 

ENSON’S CLOCKS, 
Power. 

manufactured by Steam From Parncrpat Sim Davin Brewster. 

“ T have seen and examined Mr. Salom's apparatus for 
ascertaining the focal length of each eye, with the view of 

Houlston and Wright— Charles Lorraine, or the 
Young Soldier, by Mrs. Sherwood; Emma and her ENSON’S SILVER 
Nurse, by Mrs. Cameron; Pleasant Rhymes for Little B Prize Medal, 1862. and =ELECTRO- PLATE. fitting them with suitable spectacles or eye-glasses, and 

there can be no doubt that it is wel! adapted for those Readers, by Josephine; the Story of Little Henry, by 
Mrs. Sherwood. 

G. Routledge and Sons—Johnny Jordan and his Dog, 
— GOLD JEWELLERY, Novel and Artistic. 

urposes.” 
_ Prices most moderate. 

SALOM AND CO, by Mrs. Eiloart; Tom and the Crocodiles, by Anne 
Bowman: Penny Readings, by G. M. Fenn. 

137 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W., The Religious Tract Society—The Sunday at Home ; 
the Leisure Hour, 1866. 

Cassell, Petter, and Co.—Idyllic Pictures ; the Legend 
of Croquemitaine. 

Griffith and Farren—Casimir, the Little Exile, by 
Curoline Peachey; Novks and Corners of English Life, 
ty John Timbs. 

Longman and Co.—The Russian Government in 
Poland, by W. A. Day. 
Chapman and Hall—Wildflower; or, Rights and 

Wrongs. 
Sampson Low and Co.—The Masque at Ludlow and 

Other Romanesques, by the Author of ‘* Mary Powell.” 
Rivington and Co.—A Christian View of Christian 

History, by J. H. Blunt. 
Williams and Norgate—Essays on Symbolism, by H. 

C. Barlow. 
Meonilion and Co.—Catulli Veronensis Liber, by R. 

is. 
Virtue Brotherse—Sir Julian's Wife, by E. J. Worboise. 

READING CASES 

THE SPECTATOR, 
Price 2s each ; 

CASES for BINDING 
Price 2s 6d each. 

May be had by order through any Bookseller or News- 
agent, or at the Office, 1 Wellington street, Strand. 

DUBLIN EXHIBITION, 1865. 

i INAHAN’S LL WHISKY.— 
‘is celebrated old Irish Whisky gained the Dublin Prize Medal. Itis Pure, mild, mellow, delicious, aud yery wholesome. Sold in bottles, 38 8d each, at the retail houses in London, by the agents in the principal — Londen a of, wholesale, at 8 Great Windmill 

: in, W. rve th i ; cork branded “ Kinahan’s LL Whisky. a 

AU-D E-VIE.—This Pure PALE 
4 BRANDY, 18s. per gallon, is very superior to oe importations of Cognac, recommended by the oe Profession, and extensively used iu Hospitals. “s otties, 88s per doz., or in a case 393, railway carriage 

paid, 

HENRY BRETT and CO., Old Furnivai’s Distiller - - ” 
y; flelborm, KC, aud 30 Regent street, S.W. Estab- 

()VERLAND TRUNKS for INDIA.— 
#Hustrated PRICEY LISTS of Overlaud Trunk: og Travelling Boxes, Portmanteaus, Leather Hage, to THRESH i oa te forwarded on application’ 

D NNY, Outti Somerset House, Strand, —_ on 

—_—— ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET. 2d. 

ENSON, Old Bond street and Westbourne 
grove. 

ENSON’S STEAM FACTORY and 
CITY SHOW ROOMS, 58 and 60 Ludgate hill. 

IEBIG’S EXTRACT of MEAT 
(EXTRACTUM CARNIS LIEBIG). 

Caution.—Several sorts of Extract of Meat having 
appeared in the market, LIEBIGS EXTRACT of 
MEAT COMPANY (Limite]), 43 Mark lane, London, give 
notice that theirs is the only extract of meat analyzed and 
guaranteed genuine by Baron Liebig (the Director of the 
scientific department of the Company), and authorized 
by him to be desiguated by the above names. Every 
jar of the Company's Extract bears Baron Liebig's 
certificate. The Trade supplied at wholesale prices. 
According to Baron Liebig's last analysis, this Extract 
contains 13-5 water and 22's phosphates. 

SAUCE.—LEA AND PERRLNS’ 
ORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE. 

This deticious di t, pr d by Con- 
nvisseurs 

“THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE,” 
is prepared solely by Lea and Peratns. 

The public are respectfully cautioned against worthless 
imitations, and should see that Lea and Perains’ 
names are Ou wrapper, lubel, bottle, and stopper. 

ASK FOR “LEA AND PERRINS'" SAUCE. 

Sold Wholesale fur Export, and by the Proprietors, 
Worcester; Messrs. CKUSSE and BLACKWELL; 
Messrs. BARcLay and Sons, Lonion, &c., &., and by 
Grocers and Vilmen universally. 

‘betty WHITE'S ORIENPAL 
PICKLE, CURRY, ot MULLIGATAWNY 

Curry Powder, and Curry Sauce, may be obtaiued from 
all Sauce Vendors, aud Whulesale of 

CROSSE and BLACKW¢«LL, Purveyors to the Queen, 
Soho square, London. 

. ‘THE "SAUCE. (Dr. SOUTHWOOD 
SMITH'S DIGESIIVE.)—Delicious with every 

kuown Dish. Wholesale aud Export by A. 8. Stocker, 6 
Lamb's Conduit street; Barclay aud Sous, Batty and 
Co., London; aud George Edmonds, Crown Chamoders , 
Liverpool. Retailed everywhere. Ask for “ fue" Sauce. 

primase’ PRIZE MEDAL PARAF- 
FINE CANDLES. (The Uriginal) Is 8d per |b. 

FIELDS’ PATENT SELF-FITTING 
CANDLES, in all sizes. From 1s per Ib. upwards. To 
be had of all dealers. 

and 93 PRINCES STREE?, EDINBURGH. 

ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT. 
ONE PENNY per Square Foot. 

ROGGON and CO., Manufacturers, 
{31 New Ear! street, } London, B.C. 
34 Bread street, 
59 Georce SquaRe, GLAsGow. 
2 Gorke Piazzas, Liverpoo. 

IMPERIAL TOBACCO MANUFACTORIES 
OF THE 

FRENCH GOVERNMENT. 
— — 

GENUINE CIGARS SUPPLIED AT LOWEST 
PRICES. 

The French Penny “ Bordeaux” and the Three- 
penny “Havannah” specially recommended. 

Orders of £1 sent free on receipt of remittance. 

109 Strand, W.C. R SMITH, Manager. 

P EPSINE. —MORSON’S PEPSINE 
WINE.—MORSON'S PEPSINE LOZENGES are 

perfectly palatable forms for administering this popular 
remedy for weak digestivn. 

Manufactured by T. MORSON and SON, 31, 33, 124 
Southampton row, Russell square, Loudo.,W. J. Pepsine 
Wine in bottles at 3s, 53, aud lus each. Lozeuges in 
boxes at 2s 6d aad 4s 6d each. Pepsiue Giodules in 
bottles, at 2s, 3s 6d, and Us 6d each. 

STARCH MANUFACTURERS 
TO H.R.M. THE PRINCESS OF WALES. 

G LENFIELD STARCH. 
AWARDED THE PRIZE MEDAL, 1862, 

This unrivalled Starch is 

USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY, 

and pronounced by Her Majesty's Lauudress to be 

THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED. 

Her Majesty's Lace Dresser declares it to be 
THE BEST SHE HAS TRIED; 

aud the above award by some of the most eminent 
scieutilic men of the age 

CONFIRMS ITS SUPERIORITY. 

WOTHERSPUON aud CO., Glisgow and Loudon. 

ELICATE and CLEAR CUOM- 
PLEXIONS, witn a delightful and lasting fra- 

grauce, by using the celebrated UNIT Av sakVICE 
SUAP TAGBLILS, 4d and 64 each. Muufactured by 

J.C. and J. FIELD, Upper Marsh, Lambeth. 
Order of your Chemist, Grocer, or Cusuiler. 
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Tr HE AGRA BANK (Limited). 
To te incorporated under the Companies’ Act, 

1862, for the purpose of carrying on tLe business of the 
Old Agra and United Service Bank. 
Capital—£1,000,000 sterling, of which £490,000, in 

10,000 shares of £10 euch, to be fully paid up, are now 
offered for subscription. These are the shares described 
as “A” sl} ares in the accompanying statement. 

Upwards of one-half of these shares have been already 
agreed to be subscribed. 

Depcsit ou application ......+6 
Payment on allotinent.... 
Payment on 15th July, 1367 
Payment on 15th January, 1868.... 4 ” 

With power to pay up in full at any of these periods, 
dividends being a!lowed on all payments pro rata. 

DIRECTORS, 
Chairman—JAMES THOMSON, Es4., Chairman of the 

Madr«s and Kast India Irrigation Company. 
James Spicer, Esq. (Messrs. J. Spicer and Sons), Vice- 

President and Trustee of the Equitable Assurance 
Society. 

Robert Slater, Esq. (of the late firm of Morrison, Dillon, 
and Co.), Director of the Fore-street Warehouse Com- 
pany, 

Joln Stewart, Esq., Director of the Imperial Ottoman 
ank. 

J. Carringion Palmer, Esq. (Messrs. M‘Killop, Stewart, 
and Co.) 

Colonel the Hon, H. B. Dalzell, late Bengal Artillery. 
Banke1s—Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Currie, and Co. 

Manager—Macintosh Balfour, Esq. 
Solicitors—Messrs. Ashurst, Morris, and Co. 

Auditors—David Chadwick, Esq., and a second Auditor 
to be appointed. 

The objrcts of the Bank are—To take over the assets 
and liabilities of the Agra and Masterman’s Bank 
(Limited), and liquidate the same as a working bank, 
and to continue that portion of the business formerly 
carried on by the Agra and United Service Bank 
(Limited). 

The preposed plan for this purpose is explained in 
the staten ent which has been already circulated, and 
which, at a numerously attended meeting of the share- 
holders of the Agra and Masterman’s Bank (Limited), 
held at the London Tavern, ou the 18th October, 1866, 
was unanimously and cordially adopted, and a commit- 
tee of shar@holders appointed to “ carry out the neces- 
sary arrangements to give effect to the proposal, with 
power to muke such modifications therein as the com- 
mittee may find necessary.” 
A coyy of that statement, with the modifications 

therein already agreed to by the committee, can be ob- 
tained on »pplication as at foot. 

The committee have nominated the six above-named 
Directors, and it is intended to add not exceeding three 
additional Directors, to be selected by the Buard from 
the subseribers to the new capitsl, making the number 
of originel Directors not exceeding nine, but with power 
to incresse afterwards, if found desirable. 
The business which it is proposed to carry on has been 

tested by the experience of the past to be both safe and 
profitable. From the establishment of the Agra and 
United Service Bank in 1833, up to the end of 1863, 
when it clanged its name and entered upon an extended 
field of operations, it proved itself a growing and un- 
checked success, and during the years 1362 and 1863 re- 
spectively, paid to its shareholders clear net dividends of 
18 and 20 yer cent. 
The advantages which the proprietors of the shares 

now offered will reccive are— 
(1.) TLe benefit of an old-established and profitable 

business, without any payment for goodwill. 
(2.) They will have a preference dividend out of pro- 

fits for two years of 10 per cent. per annum on their 
paid-up c»pital. 

(3.) They will bave the option at onee, or at any of 
the before-named periods, of paying up the whole 
amount of £10 per share, dividends being allowed on 
all payme:ts pro rata The liwbility on the shares will 
theretore be actually, and not nominally, limited. 

‘The sul seription-list will be closed for London on the 
12th, aud jor the country on the 15th day of November, 
18.6, and »pplications wili be considered in the order of 
their receipt. 

Forms «f application and further particulars may be 
obtained on application to Messrs. Chadwick, Adamson, 
M'Kenua, and Co., 40, Old Broad-street, London, E.C.; 

£1 per share. 
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or to the ‘*Shareholders’ Committee,” No. 35 Nicholas | 
lane, Lombard street, London. 

RIENTAL BANK CORPORATION, 
Incorporated by Royal Charter, 30th August 

1851. Paid-up capital, 41,500,000; reserve fund, 
£444,000, 

Court OF DrREcrTorRs. 
Chairman—HARRY GEORGE GORDON, Esq. 

Deputy-Chairman—WILLIAM SCOT! BINNY, Esq. 
James Blyth, Esq. Lestock Robert Reid, bsq. 
Duncan James Kay, | Patrick F. Robertson, Ksq., 
Esq. M.P. 

Alexander Mackenzie, Esq | James Walker, Esq. 
Chief Manager—Charles J. F. Stuart, Esq. 

Bankers—The Bank of England; the Union Bank of 
London. 

The Corpceration grant drafts and negotiate or collect 
bills payabie at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Pondicherry, 
Ceylon, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Singapore, 
Mauritius, Melbourne, and Sydney, on terms which may 
be ascertained at their office. They also issue circular 
notes for tle use of travellers by the overland route. 

They undertake the agency of parties connected with 
India, the purchase and sale of Indian securities, the 
safe cust: dy of Indian Government paper, the receipt o! 
interest, « ividends, pay, pensions, &c., and the effecting 
of remitt noes between the above-named dependencies. 

They al: o receive deposits of £1U0 and upwards, re- 
payable at 10 days’ notice, and also for longer periods, 
the terms for which may be ascertained on application 
at their ofiice. 

Office hours, 10 to 3; Saturdays, 10 to 2. 
Threadueecdle street, London, 1366, 

QouTs AUSTRALIAN BANKING 
COMPANY. 

Incorporated by Royal Charter. 

Business is conducted direct with South Australia 
and by Agency with the other Australian Colonies upon 
current terms, 

WILLIAM PURDY, Manager. 

London, 54 Old Broad street, E.C. 

I J. and D. NICOLL, Tailors to the | 
@ Queen, Royal Family, and the Courts of Europe. 

Messrs. NICOL! have for inspection the following 
specialities for the season :—~ 

HUNTING COATS of Scarlet Milled Cloth; elso of 
Milled and Treble Waterproof Devon and Melton Cloths. 

OVERCOATS for DRIVING of Milled and Treble 
Devon and Melton Waterproof Cloths, These Coats 
are made with double-stitched edges and seams, in a new 
form, with great style and neatness. 

WATERPROOF DRIVING APRONS of Milled and 
Treble Devon Cloths, very handsomely finished, and 
lined either with Cloth or Fur. 

OVERCOATS for the PROMENADE or Demi-Dress 
of light, warm, fine, soft Cloths, lined throughout with 
Silk qui'ted in Swans’ down. 

OVERCOATS, WRAPPERS for Evening or Travel- 
ling, of Waterproof-Milled Pilot and Cheviot C oths. 

REEFING JACKETS of their CELEBRATED 
Waterproof PORTSMOUTH PILOTS. 

HUNTING BREECHES, Riding and Walking 
Trousers of Buckskin, and Angolas ia great variety. 

MORNING and EVENING SUITS for DRESS, or 
other special purposes. 

OVERCOATS of WATERPROOF TWEED, ONE 
GUINEA. Overcoats of Milled Melton, or Pilot Cloth, 
two, three, or four Guineas, For every article one 
fixed and moderate price is uniformly charged for cash 
payments. In each department garments are kept 
ready for immediate use, or made to order at a few 
hours’ notice. 

H. J. and D. NICOLL, 114 to 120 Regent street; 
22 Cornhill, London; 10 Mosley street, Mauchester ; and 
50 Bold street, Liverpool. 

H J. and D. NICOLL, Tailors to the 
@ Queen, Royal Family, and the Courts of Europe. 

Messrs. NICOLL have for inspection specialities for 
the season for Ladies. 
Jackets, Coats, Overcoats, &c., &e. 
Parade Jackets, trimmed & la Militaire. 
Parade Frock Coats, ditto ditto. 
House Jackets. 
Marine Cloaks of Waterproof Tweed and Melton Cloths. 
The New Cape-Hooded Killarney Cloak, ditto. 
Linsey Jackets and Skirts. 
Waterproof ‘I'weed Cloaks, One Guinea, 
Patent Velvet Jackets and Skirts. 
The New Marine Cloth Jacket and Skirts, 
Real Fur-Seal Jackets. 
Riding Habits, &., &c. 

H. J. and D. NICOLL, 114 to 120 Regent street ; 22 
Cornhill, London; 10 Mosley street, Manchester; 50 
Bold street, Liverpool. 

II J. and D. NICOLL, Tailors to the 
@ Queen, Royal Family, and the Courts of Kurope. 

Messrs. NICOLL have for inspection specialities for 
the season for Young Gentlemen's Dress. 

Negligé Suits ..........£1 11 6 to £3 3 
Dress SuitS «....-..0-6 212 6 44 

cooo 

2 12 
Knickerbocker Suits .... 1 1 0 2 2 
Highland Dress .....0.. 2 2 0 10 10 

OverCoats ...+ +000 015 6 20 ee sccese 2 2 

Portsmouth Pilot Reefing Jackets, 25s, accord- 
ing to size, 

Hats, Caps, Shirte, Hosiery, &c., adapted for 
each suit, 

H. J. and D. NICOLL. 114 to 120 Regent street; 22 
Cornhill, Loudon; 10 Mosley street, Manchester; and 
50 Bold street, Liverpool. 

THE ONLY STOVE WITHOUT a 
FLUE.—NASH and JOYCE'S PATENT, for | 

WARMING HALLS, SHOPS, GREENHOUSES, &e. 
These Stoves bura without atteution or repleuishing | 
twelve to twenty-four hours. rom 1236deach. Patent 
fuel, 4s 6d per bag. 

MINCING, SAUSAGE FILLING, and MASTICA- 
TOR for the Dinner Table, 1)s 6d each. 

CHEAP FIRES,—One-third is saved in the consump- 
tion of Fuel, by using 8S. NASH’/S IMPROVED PATENT 
FIRE-BALLS; each Ball stamped with name and 
warranted. Oue packet of four used in the fire every day 
all Winter costs One Shilling. 

BALL'S PORTABLE OVENS, from 43 61 each. 
Suspended in front of any fire by bottle-jack or cord, 
bakes Bread, Cakes, Pies, &c.,in a much more equal 
manner than any other Oven. Prospectus with diree- 
tions, 8S. NASI1, Jronmonger, 253 Oxford street, and 119 

Newgate street, London. 

—The Medical Profession for Thirty Years have 
approved of this pure solution of Magnesia as the best 
remedy for acidity of the stomach, headache, heartburn, 
gout, and indigestion, aud as a mild aperieut it is 
especially adapted for ladies and childrea. 

Prepared by DINNEFORD and CO., Chemists, &c., 
172 New Bond street, London; and sold throughout 
the world by all respectable Chemists, 

CAUTION.—See that ** Dinneford and Co.’’ 
each bottle aud red label over tae cork. 

T= INVIGORATIVE NERVINE 
KSSENCE.—Lue most scientitically prepared and 

most powerfully nutritive cordial ever introduved ; re- 
tores to their normal coudition all the secretions, on the 

integrity of which perfect heal:h depends. It is a speciti 
for uebility of all kiuds, aud trom iis containing, awong 
other ingredients, pepsiue and phosphave of soda, will 
prove highly beneficial to the nervous and dyspeptic. 
Price 8s. per bottle, or four quantities in one for 22s, 
Sole agents, Messrs. Baumyarteu aud Co., 620 Oxford 
Street, W.C., and 8 Cullum street, Fenchurch street, 
£.C., Loudon, 

is on 

Bap eee COLDS, ASTHMA, and 
IN®rLUENZA are speedily cured by the use of 

SVENCERS PULMONIC ELIXIR. 

Prepared with great care by lf. ROBERTS and CO., 
8 Craue court, Fleet street, Loudon; aud sold by all 

|} ling Silver and 
INNEFORD’S FLUID MAGNESIA. | 

medicine Vendors iu bottles at 13s 1}d aud 2s Yd each. 

Just published, 2d; sent by the Author for3 stamps. 

GLINESS and BEAUTY; being a 
Pamphlet descriptive of articles and means used 

for improving the appearance. By ALEX. ROSS, 94 
High Holborn, London. s 

GPAN ISH FLY is the acting ingredient 
in ALEX. ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL, which 

speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 33 64 
53 6d, and 10s 61.; sent by post for 54, 84, and 114 
stamps. ALEX. ROSS, 248 High Holborn, London, aug 
all Chemists. ‘ 

ONDERFUL DISCOVERY.—Corns 
cured in ons day, by using ALEX. ROSS’s 

CHIROPO. This preparation gradually dissolves the 
Corn in a few hours, removing the very root. Price 43 + 
sent by post for 6) stamps. 248 High Holborn, London, 
and all Chemists. 4 

FAAIR-CURLING FLUID, 248 High 
Holborn, London.—ALEX. ROSS'S CURLING 

FLUID curls Ladies’ or Gentlemen's Hair immediately 
it is applied. Sold at 3s 6d, 5s 64, and 1s 6d; sent free 
for 54, 84,and 144 stamps. Had of all Chemists, 
fs testa tienen en 3 a RC 

REY HAIR, 248 High Holborn, 
London.—ALEX. ROSS'S HAIR DYE produces 

a perfect colour immeliately it is used. It is perma- 
nent, and perfectly naturalin efe:t. Price 33 6d, 53 6d, 
and 10s 6d; sent by post for 54, 8f, and 144 stamps; 
and all Chemists. 

L AIR DESTROYER. — 248 High 
Holborn, London.—ALEX. ROSs'Ss DEPIL4A- 

TORY removes saperfluous hair from the face, neck, 
and arms, without effect to the skin. Price 38 6d, 5s 6d, 
and 10s 6d; seut for 54, 84, and 1i4 stamps. Had of 
all Cuemists. 

Pritts REMOVER.—AI! Diseases of 
the Skin are improved by one dose of ALEX. 

ROSS’S VEGETABLE SKIN PILL. They remove 
redness, sallowness, &c. 23 91 and 7s 6d; or post for 40 
and 100 stamps. ALEX. ROSS, 218 High Holboro, 
London, and all Chemists. 

LEX. ROSS'S ENAMEL (as used by 
Madame VESIRIS). All Imperfections of the 

Skin are hidden by its use, and a transcendent beauty 
produced to the face. Price 10s 6d, sent for stamps. 
248 High Holborn, Londou, and all Chemists. 

I As COLOUR WASH.—By washing 
the head with this beautifully perfumed Wash, 

in seven or ten days the hair assumes its original colopr, 
and remains so byan occasional using. 10s 6d, sent for 

stamps. ALEX, ROSS, 248 High Holborn, London, 
and all Chemists. 

== DERS, STOVES, FIRE-IRONS, 
and CHIMNEY-PIECES.—Buyers of the ahove 

are requested, before finally deciding, to visit WIL- 
LIAM 8. BURTON'S SHOW-ROOMS. They contain 
such an assortment of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGKS, 
CHIMNEY-PIECES, FIRE-IRONS, and GENERAL 
IRON MONGERY as cannot be approached elsewhere, 
either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or exquisite- 
ness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with ormolu or- 
niments, £3 8s to £33 10s; bronzed fenders, with 
standards, 7s to £5 12s; steel fenders, £3 33 to £11; 
ditto, with ricoh ormolu ornaments, from £3 33 to £25; 
chimney-pieces, from £1 88 to £100; fire-irons, from 
33 3d the set to £4 4s. The BURTON and all other 
PATENT STOVES, with radiating hearth-plates, 

ee CANDELABRA, BRONZES, 
and LAMPS.—WILLIAM 8. BURTON invites 

inspection of his Stock of these, displayed in two large 
Show Rooms. Each article is of guaranteed quality, and 
some are objects of pure Vertu, the productions of the 
first manufacturers of Paris, from whom William 8S. 
Burton imports them direct. 
Clocks from ..+....+ oe. 73 Gd to £45 Os 0d. 
Candelabr:, from . 153 6d to £16 10s Od per pair- 
Bronzes, from .......0.. 183 Od to £16 16s 0d. 
Lamps, moderateur, from 63 01 to £9 0s Od, 

Pure Colza Oil ........+. 43 per gallon. 

\ ILLIAM S. BURTON, GENERAL 
FURNISHING [RONMONGER by appoint- 

ment to H.R.H. the Prinse of Wales, sends a CATA- 
LOGUE gratis and post paid. It contains upwards 
of 600 Illustrations of his unrivalled Stock of Stor- 

Electro Plate, Nickel Silver antl 
Britannia Meta! Goods, Dish Covers, Hut-water Dishes, 

Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimuey-pieces, Kitchen 
Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays, Urns and 
Kettles, Clocks, Table Culery, Baths, Toilet Ware, 
Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads, Bedding, Bed-room 
Cabinet Furniture, &., with Lists of Prices, and Plans 
of the Twenty large Suow-ro oms, at 39 Uxtord street, 
W.; 1, 14,2, 3, and 4 Now.nin street; 4, 5, aud 6 Perrys 
place ; and 1 Newman yard, London. 

Mr. EPHRAIM MOSELY can only be consulted in 
London, at Lis residence, 9 Grosvenor street, Grosvenor 

square. 

ARTIFICIAL TEETH. Important improvement, and 
great reduction in prices. 

h R. EPHRAIM MOSELY, 
4 SURGEON-DENTISL, 9 Grosvenor street, Gros- 

veuor square. Sule inventor aud exclusive pateutee of 

Artificial Teeth on @ soft, elastic, chemicaily prepared 
india-rubber gum. No wires or uusigitly fastenings 
are required; they are more natural, duravle, and cou 
fortable than any yet introduced, and are about the 
specitic gravity of cork, thus Combiniag lightaess aad 
durability beyond any yet produced. They are self- 
adhesive, render support to tue adjoining teeth, are 
fitted ona perfectly painless principle, and supplied at 
charges within the reach of all. si 

Clergymen, Leeturers, aud Public Speakers will fial 
this system particularly adapted to their wants; It 6). 
bines complete enunciatiou and perfect mastication. 

Consultation free. 

| Observe.—No connection with any one of the same nance 
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ETALLIC SPRING MATTRASSES 
| (Verrichio’s Patent).—These Mattrasses are 

highly approved by the Medical Profession, and are the 

cleanest, healthiest. best, and cheapest ever ——- 

JACKSON and GRAHAM have arranged —=— 

Patentee for the exclusive right to manufacture ~—— 

Mattrasses, and beg to inform the public they can be 

snpplied direct from the Bedding Department of their 

Establishment, 29 Oxford street, or from the under- 

mentior ed firms in the Country :— 

ABERDEEN Messrs Allan and Sons 

ALDERSHOT ....-+++ .Mr White 

AG Ra 

ayn we a _.seeeMessrs John Reid and Co 

3 veeeeee Mr F. Butler 

BAT = ; = eos : Mess: s Stokes, Bryant, and Co 

BEDFORD .. -Mr Butcher 

BELFAST....---+-+-+-Messrs N. A. Campbell and Co 

,ERWICK Purves and Sons 

BIDEFORD ..-. Langbridge & Hutchins 

BRADFORD ...-- Pratt and Prince 

BRIGHTON ..--++--Mr Hannay 

BRISTOL ....++++-+-. Messrs C. and W. Trapnell 

BURY ST. EDMUND'SMr Bullen 

BIL.ANDFORD » Croom 

BOURNEMOUTH ...- Ditto ° 

CAM! RIDGE own Bulstrode 

CANTERBURY ..--++ » Gilhan 

‘LMSFORD .....-+_5» Tyler 
CaELm a Messrs Beckett Brothers TER .-..-- 
guiciik: TER oe » Wright and Son 
CARDIFF ....+.+++++-Mr D. Lewis 

. Messrs Carmichael and Co 
Spencer and Co 
Debenham and Freebody 
Batey and Sons 
Woollatt and Foster 

CORK os... 
COVENTRY..«-+ 
CHELIFNHAM «ce 
CARLISLE ..cecceess 
ERBY... ’ 

DONCASTE panete oe bg Mawe and Son 

DORCHESTER ....-- Mr Treves 
,, G. Flashman 

..- Messrs Wm. Fry and Co 
DUNDEE.......00e0+2 Wilson and Son 
DURHAM........+...Mr W. Robson 
DUMFRIES.....-..++ » Gregon 
EASTBOURNE ......_» 8. Bretton 
EDINBURGH,...--..Messrs R. Whytock and Co 
EXETER ....00..-++. » Brock and Co 
FALMOUTH ......-. »» Olverand Son 
GLASGOW ..ceoe--- op Wylie and Lockhead 
HASTINGS ......-...Mr Lanc ister 
HUDDERSFIELD .. , Atkinson 
HENLEYon THAMES ,, Scott 
ISLE of WIGHT . »» Riddett, Ryde 
JERSEY ..00+++.++ «Messrs De Gruchy and Sons 
INVERNESS ......++__ 9 _ Maciver and Young 
KIDDERMINSTER .. Mr Alleock 
LEEDS ......++++.--. Messrs Roudhouse and Sons 
LEICESTER Spencer and Sons 
LEWES.... Browne and Crosskey 
LIMERICK «.....++-+ 9 +Cavnock, Tait, and Co 
LIVERPOOL ......- + »  Dowler and Gradwell 
LONGTON ....... Carryer Brothers 
MANCHESTER .... Kendal, Milne, and Co 
MARGATE .... Gray and Co 
MONTROSE ........ 9 Japp 
N'CASTLE on TYNE ,, Sopwith and Co 
NORTHAMPTON .... ,, Phipps and Son 
NOTTINGHAM...06+. 4, Jones and Manfull 
NORWIOH ....+++.++ y Robertson and Sons 
NEWMARKET ... Newman 
OXFORD .....-.+e00+ ,, Baker 
PENZANCE ........ ,, Bennett 

Imrie 
ssrs Popham, Radford, & Co 

Biowers and Sons 
Thomas and Hooman 

PERTH ....0- 
PLYMOUTH 
READING ...cseceee ” 

ROCHESTER........ 45 
SOUTHAMPTON ...- ,, Douglas and Hammond 
SOUTHPORT.,,..+6..  ,, Boothroyd and Co 
SALISBURY .........Mr Frederick Roe 
SCARBOROUGH + » Rowntree 
SHREWSBURY....++ ,, White 

SUNDERLAND ...... ,, Brydon 

TORQUAY ....0..06 Burt 
WARRINGTON ...... Messrs Garnett and Sons 
WINDSOR ..........Mr Barton, Eton 
YORK sees .. Messrs Musham and Son 

And other principal Towns in Great Britain, 
Lithographed Price Lists ou application. 

ASY CHAIRS and SOFAS by 
HOWARD and SONS.—Owing to the increasing 

demand for these goods, for which Howard and Sons 
have so high a reputation, additional space has been 
devoted to them in their warehouses, 26 and 27 Berners 
stieet, Ox‘ord street, both material and workmanship 
employed being of the very best quality. Howard and 
Sons solicit an inspection of their new Chalet Chairs, 
an ind'spensable luxury in every drawing-room. 

bye VERTIBLE OTTOMANS for 
Centre of Rooms, to form two settees and two 

easy chairs, a great improvement on the ordinary otto- 
man. Only of T. H. FILMER and SONS, Easy Chair 

and Sofa Manufacturers, 31, 32, and 28 Beruers street, 
Oxford street, and 54 and 35 Charles street, Oxford 
street, W.—An illustrated priced list on application. 

THE SHILLING CANDLES of the 
SEASON, 

ROCK SPERM, Transparent as Paraffine. 
MARBLE SPERM, white, hard, aud smooth as 

Alabaster. 
Both Names Copyright. 

Sole Manufacturers, J. C. pom FIELD. To be had 
in all sizes, of all dealers, at One Shilling per pound, 

OLLOW AY’S PILLS are undeniably 
=< the finest medicine in the world for biliousness 
: indigestion. In ail cases ot deranged stomach, de- 
= ‘ation of blood to the head, bile, sick headache, mod and stomach complaints, there is no medicine 
rm that will give such immediate relief as these 
then — ills; young and old, rich and poor, patron.ze — and so many cures are effected by their use, that 
in ae 18 Sounded from the torrid to the frigid zone ; 
pin My persons who travel consider them a necessary 
7 i ~— In sultry weather, or warm climates, or in 
=. a ue blood becomes overheated, the liver torpid, 
ce pane yon with prickly heat, and the whole system 
libeogs toe Nothing so soon gives relief as 

HE ART JOURNAL for NOVEMBER 
Price 2s éd. 

Line Engravings: The Breakfast-Table, by G. Great- 
bach, afier T. Webster, R.A—Hay-Time, by F. Rad- 
clyffe, after D. Cox—Weary Travellers, by Mauduit, 
after Rembrandt. “* ~ “ 

Literary Contributions: Historie Devices and Badges, 
by Mrs. Bury Palliser, illustrated — Paris Universal 
Exhibition—David Ramsay Hay, by W. Wallace Fyfe— 
Our Public Statues — FE. Verboeckhoven, C. T'Schag- 
geny, I. van Kuyek, by James Dafforne, illustrated— 
Signboards, illustrated — Visits to the Paradise of 
Artists, by W. P. Bayley—An Exhibition Prize Medal, 
ilustrated—Medieval INuminations, illustrated — Metro- 
politan and Provincial Working Classes’ Exbibition— 
Maria Edgeworth, by Mr. and Mrs. 8S. C. Hall, illus- 
trated, &c., &c. 

London: Virtue and Co., 26 Ivy lane, E.C. 

I EVIEW of the POSITION—STREET 
HOUSES,—The BUILDER of this week contains 

a fine View of Street Houses in Banbury—Details of 
Roof of New Opera House, Malta—Sketches in Dumfries 
—Mr. Hope’s Address at the Institute—The Results of 
Ciass Combination—Galvanized Iron—Topics in Italy— 
and other Ariicles, with all the cognate news, 4d, or 
by post, 5d. 1 York street, W.C.; and all newsmen. 

\ ANTED.—‘‘ The SPECTATOR ” for 
the Years 1861, 1862, and 1803, bound, or in 

numbers.—Apply to the Publisher, 1 Wellingiou street, 
Surand. 

Gocierr for PROMOTING the 
AMENDMENT of the LAW. 

( Being the First Department of the Association for the 
Promotion of Social Science. } 

The FIRST SESSIONAL MEETLNG will he held on 
MONDAY NEXT, the l2th inst, at 8 p.m, at the 
HALLof the SOCIETY of ARTS, ADELPHI, when 

DAVID DUDLEY FIELD, Fsq., of New York, will 
deliver an Address on the New York Code; the Hon. 
GEORGE DENMAN, Q.C., M.P., in the ebair. The 
subsequent Meetings of the Department will be held on 
alternate Mondays, at the Society's Rooms, l Adam 
8 treet, Adelphi. 

Business to be taken before Christmas :— 

November 26—Bankrupt Law—Report on Papers 
read at Manchester. 

December 10—Paper on the Law of Master and 
Servant, by Andrew Icdgar. 

Subjects which will probably be discussed after 
Christwnas:—An International Code, Law of Trusts 
and Trustees, Bribery at Elections, Piurality of Votes, 
Offences against the Person, Martial Law, Public 
Prosecutions, 5 dary Punish t 

For Terms of Membership apply at the Society's Rooms. 

NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. 
The Professorship of Puilosophy of the Mind 

and Logic is vacant. Applications for the appointment 
will be received up to SATURDAY, the 24th of Novem- 
ber. Particulars may be obtained at the Office of the 
College. 

CHARLES C, ATKINSON, Secretary 
to the Council, 

November 5, 1866. 

pansies ROYAL, DRURY LANE.— 
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr, F. B. CHarrerron. 

Grand combinativun of attractions, Shakespeare and 
Goethe every evening. Triumphant success. Free list 
entirely suspended (public press excepted). This even- 
ing, SATUKDAY, November 10, MUNDAY, November 
12, and during the week, Her Majesty's servauts will per- 
form Goethe's romantic play of FAUST, in Five Parts, 
adapted by Bayle Bernard. ‘the Scenic department 
under the direction of Mr. Willinm Beverley. Musical 
Iijustrations, selected from the Works ot Weber, Spohr, 
Mendelsshon, Haydn, and Bishop, by J. H, ‘Lully, 
Characters by Messrs. Edmwuud Phelps, Harri- 
son; Mrs, Hermaun Vezin; Miss Povle, Increased 
orchestra and nuwerous choirs, ‘To conclude with 
Shakespeare's COMED Y of KA PHARINE and PETRU- 
CHIU. Petruchio, Mr. T. Swinbourne; Katharine, Miss 
Isabella Adams. On Monday, November 19, Shakes- 
peare’s Play of AS YOU LIKK IT. Rosalind, Miss 
Helen Faucit, her first sppearance this sé@ason ; 
Orlando, Mr, Walter Montgomery ; Jacques, Mr. T. 
Swinbourne. Miss Helen Faucit, engaged for twelve 
special represen tatious, will make her lirst appearance 

this season in the character of Kusalind, im sShakes- 
peare’s Play, AS YOU LIKE 11, ou Mouday, Novewber 
19. Stage Manager, Mr, Edward Strling. vors open 

at halt past 6, performances to Commeuce at 7, Private 
boxes, 1, 2,3, 4, and 5 guineas; stalls, 7s ; dress circle, 
5s; first circle, 43; balcony Seats, 38; pit, 2s; lower 
gullery, 1s; upper gallery, G4. box ollive open daily 
trom Ten till bive. 

| OYAL POLY'TECHNIC.—Entire 
Change of Kntertaiuments.—New Lecture by Pio- 

fessor J. H. Pepper. Engagement of Miss Blanch 
Reeves, in Mr. F. Damer Cape's Musical Mutertainment. 
The woudertul optical iliusions of the Cherubs Floating 
in the Air sud Shukespeare and his Creations coutinued 
as usual. Dugwar’s ludian Feats, aud other entertains 
ments. N.B.—\Will be produced on Tuesday, November 
the 13th, a New Lecture by J. 1. King, Esq., entitled 
** Wheatstone.—Telegraphy aud the Atlantic Telegraph.” 
Open from 12 ull 5 and 7 till 10, Admission, 1s. 

BY ROYAL COMMAND. 
h ETALLIC PEN-MAKER 
iJ TO THE QUEEN. 

JOSEPH GILLOTT 
Respectfully directs the attention of the Commercial 
Public, and all who use Steel Pens, to the incomparable 
excellence of his productions, which, for qualiy of 
material, easy action, aud great durability, will ensure 
universal preference. 

They can be obtained Retail of every dealer in the 
world; Wholesale, at the Works, Graham street, Bir- 
mivgham; 91 John street, New York ; aud at 37 Grace- 
church street, London, 

The NEW CHRISTMAS ANNUAL, 

In demy 8vo, 152 pages, price 1s; postage, 3d. 

PJOUTLEDGE’S CHRISTMAS AN- 
NUAL for 1867, Edited by Epucnp RovurLepes. 

CONTENTS. 
1—The Ghost of the Holiow Field. By the Author of 

“East Lynne.” With an Illustration by Walter 
Crane. 

2—Private Theatricals. By Charles H. Ross. With $ 
Illus: rations, 

3—* Oil is better for a Wig than Vinegar :''a Dramatio 
Proverb, strongly recommended for Family Use 
By Stirling Coyne. 

4—Old Saws and Modern Instances. No. I. 
5—In a Sore Strait. By George Manvilie Fenn, 
6—The History of a Mystery. By Charles H. Ross. 

With 9 Illustrations . 
7—About Pantomimes. By Andrew Halliday. 
8—Benny Burton's Bequest. By Thomas Miller. 
9—Extraordinary Adveutures of Hannibal Hobbs, aged 

18 months. By Charles H. Ross. With 12 Illus. 
trations. 

10—How Mrs. Brown spent a Christmas Day, By 
Arthur Sketchley. 

11—Old Saws and Modern Instances. No. 2. 
12—The Wicked Ways of Obadiah Haribone, By 

Charles H. Ross. With 6 Illustrations. 
13—Christmas Eve in Custody. By J. Hain Friswell. 
l4—The Great Eastern: a Harem-Scarum Tale of a 

Great Moor, and a Little Game. By F. C. Bar- 
nand, With 8 Illustrations by William Bruoten 

15—The Four-Fifteen Express. By Amelia B. Edwards, 
16—Xmas Bells: a Poem. By H. W. Longfellow. 
17—Old Saws and Modern Instances. No. 3. 
1ls—A Letter from our Colwell Hatcliney Correspondent 

to the Editor of Routledge's Christmas Annual. 
19—A Bouquet of Poses. By P. C. Burnand, 
20—Holiday Papers. By F. C. Burnand. 
21—The Key. 

London : Georcge Rovr.epas and Sons, the Broad- 
way, Ludgate. 

Por SCHOOL, COLLEGE, and GENERAL 
REFERENCE. 

Cloth, red edges, 10s 64; half morocco, 13s, 

Tt STUDENT'S ENGLiSH DIC- 
TIONARY, ETYMOLOGICAL, PRONOUNCING, 

and EXPLANATORY. By Joan Oattyie,LL.D, With 
about 300 Engravings on Wood. 

* The best etymological dictionary we have yet seen 
at all within moderate compass.” —Spectator. 

Biackie and Son, 44 Paternosier row, 

Just published, extra cloth, toned paper, price 3s 6d. 

OETHE’S MINOR POEMS. _Traas- 
lated by E, Cuawner, late Captain 77th Regi- 

ment, 

London: F. Prrwan, 20 Paternoster row, E.0. 

Limp cloth, price 1s, 

S* STEMATIC MEMORY: or, How to 
Make a Bad Memory Good, and a Good Memory 

Better. By T. Mactaren. The system here submitted 
is So simple, that the schoolboy can acquire it as readily 
as the accomplished scholar. 

London: F. Prrman, 20 Paternoster row, E.C. 

Just published, 1 vol, cloth, price 10s 6d. 

| Patents GRANGE. A Novel. By 
J.R. 8. Hantnoron. 

London: F. Prrman, 20 Paternoster row, E.C. 

Feap. 8vo, extra cloth gilt, gilt edges, price 38 6d, 

I OVE: a Selection from the Best Poets. 
4 By Thomas Suorrer, Editor of “ A Book of Eng- 

lish Poewry,” &e. 
“ We have lent the volume to a lady, and she declares 

that she never found so many ‘nice things’ in oue book 
betore.”—Jiustrated Times. 

** As a book of poetry for presentation to young or old, 
we know of none equal to it.”"—St, James's Chronicle. 

London; F. Prrman, 20 Paternoster row, K.C. 

Now ready, extra cloth, price 3a 6d, 

| D acy yregene DUST. By Exiza Cook. 
“A rich and varied collection."—Moraing Star. 
“A chorming volume.”—Sun, 

Londou: F. Prrman, 20 Paternoster row, B.C. 

The POEMS of WILLIAM BLAKE the ARTIST. 
Just published, feap. 8vo, price 4s. 

ONGS of INNOCENCE and 
KXPERIENCE. New Edition, printed from the 

original text of 1789-94, with Poems, uow first printed 
from the Author's M38, 

B. M. Picxerino, 196 Piceadilly, London, W. 

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER, 
STATIONERS and PAPERMAKERS AGENTS, 

192 FLEKT STREET, corner of Chancery lane, E.C, 
The Public supplied at Wholesale Prices, and 

Carriage paid to the country on Orders exceeding 208, 
CREAM or BLUE NOTE PAPER, 5s, 48,and 58 

per Team, 
PATENT STRAW NOTE, 28 ani 2s 61 per ream. 
OUTSIDE HAND-MADE FOUOLSUAYL, 383 6d per 

ream. 
PATENT STRAW FOOLSCAP, 6s 6d per ream. 
BLACK-BORKVERED NOTE, 48 aud Us 64 per ream. 
LEITER-PAVER for M3s., plain, 43; ruled, 4s Od 
r ream. 

SERMON PAPER, plain, 58; ru'ed, 54 6d per ream. 
CREAM or BLUE ENVELOPES, 4s 64, 63 6d, and 

7s Gd per L,ovv. 

CHEAP BUFF ENVELOPES for CIRCULARS, 
2s 6d and 3s per 1,000. 

THICK BLACK-BORDERED ENVELOPES, Is 
r 100, 

COUP Y-BOOKS, superfine paper, 40 pages, 2s per doz. 
Au ILLUSTRATED PHICK-LISI of Inkstands, 

Stationery Cabmets, Despatch Boxes, Postage Scales 
Photographic Albums, Wriung Cases, &c., post free. 

Established 1841 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
—o—— 

This day is published. 

CATVLLI VERONENSIS LIBER. Re- 
cognovit R. Extrs, Collegii Trinitatis Apvd Oxon- 
ienses Socivs. 18mo, cloth, price 3s 6d. 

The ALPS of HANNIBAL. By Wr- 
LIAM JOBN Law, formerly Student of Christ Church, 
Oxford, With Map and Plan. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth, 
price 21s. (T7h's day. 

GUESSES AT TRUTH. By Two 
Brotners. New Edition, with New Biographical 
Preface and Portraits. Extra feap. 8vo, cloth, 6s. 

[Just ready. 

The ILIAD of HOMER. Translated 
into English Accentuated Hexameters by Sir Joun 
F. W. Herscnet, Bart., K.H., M.A., F.R.S., &c., 
beautifully printed on toned paper, with Vignette 
after the antique, engraved by Jeens. Demy 8vo, 
cloth, price 18s. 

LEGENDARY FICTIONS of the IRISH 
CELTS. Collected and arranged by Parrick 
KENNEDY. With Vignette Title and Frontispiece. 
Crown 8yo, cloth, 7s 6d. 

By W. ACROSS MEXICO in 1864-5. 
H. Buttock. Crown 8vo. With a coloured Map 
and Illustrations, cloth, 10s 6d. 

“A valuable, and no doubt, in the main, a true des- 
cription of Mexico as it is.”"—London Review, 

TRAINING in THEORY and PRAC- 
TICE. By A. Mactaren (Oxford). With Fron- 
tispiece and other Illustrations. Demy 8vo, hand- 
somely bound in cloth, price 7s Gu. 

“All rowing men, and in fact all men whe contem- 
plate training for any object whatever, should reid this 
book.”—-Land and Water. 

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY 
PHYSIOLOGY, By T. H. Huxcey, F.RS. With 
numerous Iilustrations. 18mo, cloth, price 43 61. 

[Just ready. 

TRIGONOMETRY for BEGINNERS, 
with Numerous Examples. By J. TopHuNTER, 
N.A., F.R.S, 18mo, cloth, price 2s Gd 

(Just ready. 

FOURTH ANNUAL PUBLICATION. 
The STATESMAN’S YEAR-BOOK : 

a Statistical, Genealogical, and Historical Account 
of the States and Sovereigns of the Civilized World 
for the Year 1867, By FREDERICK MaRrTIN. Crown 
vo. [ December. 

MacmItian and Co., London. 

CLARENDON PRESS BOOKS. 

This day is published, 8vo, cloth, price 12s 6d. 

TYPOGRAPHICAL GAZETTEER. 
Attempted by the Rev. Henry Corron, D.C.L., 
Archdeacon of Cashel, late Sub-Librarian of the 
Bodleian Library. Second Series, 

Just realy, 8vo, cloth, price 10s 6d. 

XENOPHONTIS OPUSCULA POLI- 
TICA EQUESTRIA et VENATICA cum ARRI.- 

ANI LIBELLO de VENATIONE. Ex Recensione 
et cum Annotationibus LUDOVICI DINDORFIL. 

Oxford: Printed at the Clarendon Press; ani Pub- 
lished for the University by Macmiuran aud Co., Lon- 
don. 

CLARENDON PRESS SERIES. 
This day is published. 

DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. By the Rev. 
Tuomas Fow er, M.A., Sub-Rector and Tutor of 
Lincoln College, Oxford. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d. 

* BOOKS NOW READY IN THIS SERIES. 
1. An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on 

HEAT. With Numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams. 
By Batrour Stewart, LL.D., F.R.S., Director of 
ty: eaaamaaea at Kew. Crown 8vo, cleth, price 
7s 6d. 

CHEMISTRY for STUDENTS. By 
A. W. Witzramsox, Phil. Doc., F.R.S., Professor of 
Chemistry, University College, London. Crown 
8vo, cloth, price 7s 6d. 

Also, 

SOLUTIONS of PROBLEMS in 
“CHEMISTRY for STUDENTS.” By the same 
Author. Crown 8yo, sewed, price 6d. 

3. GREEK VERBS, IRREGULAR and 
DEFECTIVE; their Forms, Meaning. and Quantity; 
embracirg all the Tenses used by Greek Writers, 
with References to the Passages in which they are 
found. By W. VertcH. New and Revised Edition. 
Crown 8vo, cloth, price 8s 6d. 

Books in Preparation in this Series. 
In Classics, Mathematics, History, Law, 
Seience, English 

ad 

Physical 
Language and Literature, Modern 
Languages, &c. 

: Also, a Series of English Classics. 
Designed to meet the wauts of Students in English 
Literature; under the Superintendence of the Rev. J. 
8. Brewer, M.A., of Queen's College, Oxford, and 
Professor of English Literature at King’s Cullege, 

London. 

Oxford: Printed at the Clarendon Press: and Pub- 
lished for the University by MacminiaN and’ = = 
don. 

ee 

MACMILLAN and Co., London. 

RE-ISSUE OF THE GLOBE SHAKESPEARE, 
IN FIVE SIXPENNY PARTS. 

On November the 15th will be published Part IL, CONTAINING NINE PLA YS, 
PRICE SIXPENCE. 

Also now ready, Complete, 

THE GLOBE EDITION 

SHAKESPEARE’S WORKS. 
In One Compact Volume, Royal Feap. 8vo, beautifully printed on Toned Paper. 

Edited by W. G. CLARK and W. ALDIS WRIGHT 

Paper Covers, 2s 6d; Cloth, 3s 6d. 

MACMILLAN and CO., London. 

CHAPMAN & HALL’S NEW BOOKS. 
—— 0 —— 

The WORLD BEFORE the DELUGE. 
By Louis Fieurer. With 25 [deal Landscapes of the 
Ancient World, designed by Riou; and 208 Illustra- 
tions of Animals, Plants, and other Fossil Remains, 
&c. Corrected from the Fifth French Edition. 
Second Edition. Revised and enlarged by H. W. 
Bristow, F.R.S., of the Geological Survey of Knug- 
land aud Wales. Demy, Lés. ( This day. 

The VEGETABLE WORLD. 
Louis Ficurer. Author of the “ World before the 
Deluge,” &e., &c. Translated from the French. 
With 447 Illustrations, drawn chiefly from Nature, 
by M. Faquet, and 24 full-page Illustrations. Demy 
8vo. (Next week. 

The GAY SCIENCE. Essays towards 
a Science of Criticism. By &. S. Dattas. 2 vols. 
demy svo. (In November. 

POLYNESIAN REMINISCENCES; 
or, Life in the South Pacitic Islauds. By W. T. 
Pritcuarp, F.R.G.S., F.A.S.L., formerly H.M.'s 
Consul at Samoa and Fiji. With Illustrations, and 
a Preface by Dr. Seemann. Demy 8vo. 

(In November. 

The KEY of the UNIVERSE. Fcap. 
8yvo. ( This day. 

OLD MEMORIES of the STUKELEYS. 
Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 7s 61. 

0 

THE NEW NOVELS. 

. A. TROLLOPE’'S New Novel, 
“GEMMA.” 3 vols. post Svo. (On Monday 

GRIFFITH GAUNT ; or, JEALOUSY. 
By Cuartes Reape, Author of “ It is Never too 
Late to Mend," &c. ‘5 vols. post 8vo. [2nd Edition. 

SWEET SEVENTEEN. A Home and 
Colonial Story. By Agraur Locker. 3 vols. post 
8vo. 

ONLY GEORGE: a Story. 2 vols 
post 8vo. (2nd Edition, next week. 

A PRODIGY: a TALE of MUSIC. 
By Henry F. CHOoRLEY. 3 vols. post 8vo. 

AUNT MARGARET’S TROUBLE. 
By a New Writer. Post 8vo, 8s. [2nd Edition. 

CRADOCK NOWELL: a TALE of the 
NEW FOREST. By D. Buackmore, Author of 
“Clara Vaughan.” 3 vols. post 8vo. 

Crapman and Hatt, 193 Piccad'lly. 

WEALE'’S SERIES 
Comprising, in a Cheap Form, 

RUDIMENTARY and SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 
EDUCATIONAL and CLASSICAL WORKS. 
A complete Catalogue of the Series will be seut on 

application to 

Virtue Brorners and Co., 1 Amen corner, Lon lon. 

NATURALIST’S RAMBLE to the 
ORCADES, By Arruur W. Caicuroy, F.LS., 

I.Z.S., &c. Price4ds, With an exquisite Fro utispiece 
by Wolf. 

Mr. Crichton’s ‘ Ramble to the Orcades’ is now ready. 
It will be found invaluable to ornithologists intend ing 
to visit those islands, aud higuly interestiug to the 
general reader. 

“ This little book is a perfect gem.""—Z ologist. 

JOHN vAN Voorst, 1 Paternoster row. 

This day is published, price 12s. 

DICTIONARY of BRITISH BIRDS, 
containing a full account of the Plumage, Weight, 

Habits, Food, Migrations, Nest, and eggs of every Bird 
found in Great Britain and Ireland. The whole 
arranged under the [inglish name aud in Alphabetical 
Order. Edited by Eowarnp Newmans, F.LS., F.Z.S., &c. 

London: Van Voorsrt, Paternoster row. 

Just published, price 1s. 

THE PARTING at MILETUS; a 
Sermon preached in the Chapel of Marlborough 

College in Memory of the late Bishop of Cualvutta, late 
Master of the College. By GEorGE GRANVILLE BRADLEY, 
M.A., Master of Marlborough College, late Fellow of 
University College, Oxford. 

London : Simpxin, MARSHALL, and Co.; Marlborough : 
W. W, Lucy. 

By | 

THE NEW NOVELS. 
( —— 

MADONNA MARY. By Mrs. Oliphant, 
Author of “ Agnes,” &c. 3 vols. 

ANNALS of 3, QUIET NEIGHBOUR- 
HOOD. By Georae MacDona.o, M.A., Author of 
* Alec Forbes,” &c. 3 vols. 

“Mr. MacDonald is a true post. ‘The Annals of a 
Quiet Neighbourhood’ are as full of mus‘c as was 
Prospero's island; rich in straius that take the ear 
captive when they are first heard, an] afcerwards liuger 
1 ng upon it.”"—Saturday Review. 

KINGSFORD. By the Author of “Son 
and Heir.” 2 vols, 21s. 

“An attractive and enthralling work. One of the 
most interesting stories we have read this season.”— 
Sun. 

Also, just published, in 2 vols, 21s. 

LIGHTS and SHADOWS of LONDON 
LIFE. By the Author of “ Mirk Abbey,” &c. 

Hurst and Brackett, 13 Great Marlborough s:reet. 

Now ready, complete in 2 vols. 8vo, price 423, embel- 
lished with above 3v0 beautiful Illustrations, 

The LIFE of WEDGWOOD. 
From his Private Correspondence and Family 
Papers. By Exvrza Mereyarp. 

“An admirable, well written, honourably elaborate, 
and most interesting book.” —Athenzum. 

Hurst and Biackert, 13 Great Marlborough street. 

Mr. JEAFFRESON'S NEW WORK. 

Now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, 30s, bound. 

A BOOK ABOUT LAWYERS. 
By J. C. Jearrreson, Barrister at-Law. 

Hurst and Brackett, 13 Great Marlborough street 

Just ready. 

‘\N SHERMAN’S TRACK; or, the 
South Afterthe War. By Jonn H. Kennaway, 

MA., Balliol Coilege, Oxon. In crown 8vo, with En- 
gravings, 63, cloth. 

SEELEY, Jackson, and HALuipay, 54 Fleet street. 

Just ready. 

HRISTIANITY AMONG the NEW 
ZEALANDERS. By the Right Rev. WILLIAM 

Wituams, D.C.L., Bishop of Waiapu. In post 8vo, 
with Illustrations, 73 64, cloth. 

SexEcey, Jackson, and Hattrpay, 54 Fleet street. 

Just ready, 

OPSLEY ANNALS, Preserved in 
Proverbs. By the Author of ‘ Village Mission- 

aries.” In crown 8vo, with Lilustrations, 5s, cloth. 

* Full of a sweet and gentle spirit, without sickliness ; 
religious in tone, without sectariauism. It must bea 

healthy pleasure to write—it is to read—such books for 
the young as ‘ Copsley Aunals." "4 thenwum. 

SEELEY, Jackson, and Hauuipay, 54 Fleet street. 

Now ready, price 2s. 

TUE CONSCIENCE CLAUSE: 
History, Terms, Kifect, and Principle. A 

to Archdeacon Denison. By Joan Oakucy, M.A. 

its 
Reply 

Also, by the same Author. 

The RELIGIOUS DIFFICULTY in EDUCA- 
TION. 

Witt Rineway, 169 Piccadilly, W. 

This day, handsomely bound in tartan cioth, gilt edges, 
33 6 

‘DHE ILLUSTRATED BOOK of 
l SCOTIISH SONGS, from the Sixteeuth to the 

Nineteenta Ceutury. Edited by CHartes Mackay, 
LL.D. New Edition, carefully :evised by CHARLES 

Rogers, LL.D., Author of “ l’amiliar Illustrations of 

Scottish Life,” &c., &c. 

London: Houtsrox aud WRicut, 65 Paternoster row. 

TICE. Second Edition, for the Present 
‘ Season of 186-67. Price Sixpence. 

Contexts: —1. Situation and Climate —2 Social 

Asp cts —3. Walks, Drives, &c.—4. Histury—5. R yute to 

Nice—6. Desciiption and Taritf of the New F irst-Class 

Hotel belonging to the Mediterranean Hvtel Company 

(Limited) of London. 

GRoomBripGcE and Sons, Paternoster row. 
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PUBLISHED BY 

DEIGHTON, BELL, AND 00., 
CAMBRIDGE. 
—_09——— 

ILINEAR CO-ORDINATES, and 
er Methods of Modern Analytical Geometry of 

Two Dimensions. An Elementary Treatise. By 

W. ALLEN Wurrwortn, Professor of Mathematics 

in Queen’s College, Liverpool, late Scholar of St. 

Johu’s College. 8vo, 16s. ( Ready. 

TRIGONOMETRY, MECHANICS, and 
HYDROSTATICS, required for the Additional 

Subjects for Honours at the Previous Examination, 

and for the Ordinary B.A. Degree, according to the 

New Scheme Sanctioned by the Senate, June, WAS, 

By J. M‘Dowe11, Pembroke College, Cambridge. 

£mall 8vo, 3s 6d. ( Ready. 

TERRESTRIAL and COSMICAL 
MAGNETISM. The Adams’ Prize Essay for 1865. 
By Epwarp Waker, one of the Masters of 
Cheltenhan College, late Fellow and Assistunt-Tutor 

of Trinity College. 8vo, lis. 

An ELEMENTARY COURSE of 
MATHEMATICS. Designed principally for 
Students of the University of Cambridge. By H. 
Goopwin, D.D., Dean of Ely. Sixth Edition, 
revised and enlarged by P. T. Maryn, Fellow of St. 
John's College. 8vo, lés. 

An INTRODUCTION to PLANE 
ASTRONOMY. For the Use of Colleges and 
Schools, and for Students preparing for the Three 
Days’ Examination in the Senate House. By P. T. 
Main, Fellow of St. John's College. 8vo, 7s td. 

An ELEMENTARY TREATISE on 
SOLID GEOMETRY. By W. 8. Atpis, Trinity 
College, Cambridge. 8vo, 83. 

A TREATISE on HYDROSTATICS 
and HYDRODYNAMICS. By W. H. Besanr, St. 
John's College. 8vo, 

EXERCISES on EUCLID and in 
MODERN GEOMETRY, containing Applications 
of the Principles and Processes of M.deru Pure 
Geometry. by J. M'Dowet, B.A., Pembrceke 
College. Crown 8vo, 8s 6d. 

DeionrTon, Bewi,, and Co., Cambridge. 

Bet and Daxpy, London. 

AGGREGATE SALE, 52,000. 
BENTLEY'S FAVOURITE NOVELS. 
In crown 8vo, each Volume, with 2 Illustrations, price 

Six Shillings. 

The House by the Churchyard. By the 
Author of ‘‘ Uncle Silas.” 

Anthony Trollope’s The Three Clerks. 
Quits, By the Author of “ The Initials ” and 

“At Odds.” 

Mrs. Halliburton’s Troubles. 
Author of “ Kast Lynne.” 

The Last of the Cavaliers. 

The Shadow of Ashlydyat. 
Author of “ Est Lynne. ' 

Too Strange not to be True. By Lady 
GEORGIANA FULLERTON. 

TR 
Oth 

By the 

By the 

Ned Locksley, the Etonian. 
Guy Deverell. By the Author of “Uncle 

Silas.” 

East Lynne. By Mrs. Hexry Woop. 

The Initials. By the Author of “Quits” 
and “ At Odds.” 

The Channings, By the Author of “East 
Lynne.” 

Uncle Silas. By J. Swerman Le Fanv; 
Author of “Guy Deverell.” 

Laly Bird. 
TON, 

By Lady Grorciana FULLER- 

RicHarp Bentiey, New Burlington street. 

“Mr. Bentley is rendering himself illustrious in the 
annals of gastronomic literature by publishing a series 
of works on cookery which would have delighted the 
heart of the august Grimod de la Reyniére himsel?. ‘= 
Court Journal. 

The BEST M )DERN COOKERY BOOKS for Private 
Fumilies and large Establishments. 

RANCATELLIS COOK’S GUIDE. 
2lst Thousand. 1,000 Recipes and 40 Illustrations, 

8. 

Francatelli's m Modern Cook. 16th Edition. 
ecipes and 60 IIlustrations, 12s. 

What to Do with the Cold Mutton. °s 
Everybody's Pudding-Book. 23 6d. ae 
The Breakfast-Book. 2s 6d. 
Ricnarp Benriey, New Burlington street. 

1,500 

Mr. LONGFELLOW'S NEW VOLUME of POEMS, 
In feap. 8vo, price 1s; postage, 1d. 

“M LOWER DE LUCE” 
By Hexry Wapsworrn LONGFELLow. ; 

GEo tou ( ou ROUTLEDGE and Sons, the Broadway, Lud- 

PENNY READINGS in PROSE and 

FREDERICK WARNE AND C0.’S 
PUBLICATIONS. 

—o—— 

The SPIRIT of PRAISE: a Collection 
of Hymnology, Old and New.’ Fully Illustrated and 
Ornamented by the best Artists. Post 4to, cloth 
gilt, gilt edges, 21s.; morocco gilt, new pattern, 
price 35s. 

HALF-HOURS with the BEST 
AUTHORS. New Library Edition, entirely re- 
modelled and revised by CuarLes Kniourt (its ori- 
ginal Editor), with Selections added from Authors 
whose writings have become known since the origi- 
nal publication of the work. 4 vols. crown 8vo, 
cloth, new style, 21s. 

TWO HUNDRED HUMOROUS and 
GROTESQUE SKETCHES. By Gustave Dore. 
Royal 4to, picture boards, 7s 6d. 

The COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. 
of LONGFELLOW. With Original Illustrations 
by Cooper, Small, Houghton, &. Red-Line 
Edition, new type, crown 8vo, cloth, 6s; or with 
gilt edges, 6s 

GEMS of NATIONAL POETRY. 
—_ a with Illustrations, cloth gilt, gilt 
edges, 5s. 

The ARABIAN NIGHTS: a Com- 
pletely new and elegant Edition, revised throughout, 
with Notes, by the Rev. Georce FyLer Townsenp. 
640 pages, elegantly printed in a new type by 
Ballantyne, Roberts, and Co., and Illustrated with 
Six een Page Plates by Houghton, Dalziel, &c. In 
crown 80, price 58, cloth gilt; or with gilt «dges, 
63. 

ZESOP’S FABLES. Translated into 
English by Samust Croxatn, D.D., with New 
Instructive Applications, Morals, &c., by the Rev. 
Ggorce FyLer Towxsenv. In post 8vo, price 5e, 
cloth gilt; or with gilt edges, bevelled boards, price 
6s. 

The COLLEGE ATLAS. New Edition, 
containing 83 Maps, fully coloured, royal 8vo, cloth, 
gilt edges, 10s 6d. 

DISRAELI’S CURIOSITIES of LITE- 
RATURE. Revised and edited, with Notes, Life, 
&c., by the Right Hon. the CHanceLtorn of the 
ExcHEQUER. 3 vols. post 8vo, cloth, 12s, 

Also, uniform. 

The Amenities of Literature. 1 vol., 
5s. 

The Calamities and Quarrels of 
AUTHORS. 1 vol, 4. 

The Literary Character of Men of 
GENIUS, 1 vol., 4s. 

> 

The ORATORICAL YEAR-BOOK for 
1865. Edited by ALsaceR Hay Hix, LL.B. Crown 
8vo, cloth extra, 7s 6d. 

The EVERY-DAY BOOK of NATU- 
RAL HISTORY. By James Cunpaut. Crown 
8vo, cloth gilt, 5s, 

DOMESTIC MEDICINE and SUR- 
GERY. By J. H. Watsa, M.R.C.S, With 
numerous Illustrations and 16 pages of coloured 
Plates. Feap. 8vo, half bound, 10s 6d. 

The STANDARD PRONOUNCING 
DICTIONARY. Edited by Dr. Nurraty. Crown 
8vo, half roan, 7s 6d; half calf, 10s 6d. 

A GUIDE to the CIVIL SERVICE. 
4 eee Wuire, B.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 
28 6d. 

POPULAR READINGS in PROSE and 
VERSE. Selected from Standard Authors by J. E. 
CaRPENTER. 3 yols. crown 8yo, cloth, 10s 6d. 

Now ready, 50th Thou and, price 1s, postage, 2d, 

WARNE'S CHRISTMAS ANNUAL, 
the “FIVE ALLS.” Edited by Tom Hoop, has 
original contributions by Prowse, Scott, Robertson, 
Archer, Gilberi, Hood, Stirling Coyne, Chilton, 
Sawyer, Artemus Ward, Sketchley, Halliday, Dutton 
Cook, Thornbury, &c.,&ce. Coloured} Illustrations by 
Phiz and J. D. Watson, and 200 Woodeuts by well 
known artists. 

VERSE. Edited by J. EK, Carpenter. Vol. VIII., 

feap. 8vo, cloth boards, ls. 

—_—_0——_ 

- 

NEW WORKS. 
————— 

CORRESPONDENCE of 
RICHARD WHATELY, D.D., late Archbishop of 
Dublin. By FE. Jane Wuatery. With 2 Portraits, 
2 vols. 8vo, 28s. 

2. 

| HISTORY of ENG m the 
FALL of WOLSEY to the DEATH of ELIZA- 
Bi.TH. By James Antriony Froupe, M.A. Vols. 
IX,and X. 32s. 

3. 

The ZZNEID of VIRGIL, translated 
into English verse, By Joun Contnaron, M.A., 
Corpus Professor of Latin in the University of 
Oxford. Crown 8vo, 9s. 

4. 

MINIATURE EDITION of LORD 
MACAULAY'S LAYS of ANCIENT ROMB, 
illustrated by Scharf. Imperial 16mo, 10s 64, cloth ; 
or 21s, morocco. (On Thursday next. 

5. 

JEAN INGELOW’'S POEMS. Illus- 
trated with 97 Vignettes, engraved on Wood, from 
Original Drawings. Feap. 4to, 21s, cloth; or 42s, 
bound in morocco, (On Thursday next. 

6. 
A HUNTER'S EXPERIENCES in the 

SOUTHERN STATES of AMERICA, By Captain 
Fack (the Ranger). Post 8vo, 10s 6d. 

7. 

The Go in 
POLAND; with a Narrative of the Polish Insur- 
— of 1863, By Wittiam Ansett Dax, 8y0, 
lus 6 

8. 

The STATES of the RIVER PLATE: 
their Industries and Commerce, By WiLrRip 
Laraam, Buenos Ayres. 8vo, 5s. 

9 

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS at the 
PARISH CHURCH of a UNIVERSITY CITY. 
By A. K. H. B., Author of “The Recreations of a 
Country Parson.” Crown 8vo, 3s 6d. 

10. 

GOETHE'S LETTERS to LEIPZIG 
FRIENDS. Edited by Professor Orro Jann, 
Translated by Ropert SLATER, Jun. Post 8vo, with 
3 Portraits, 7s 6d. 

ll. 

MAX MULLER'S LECTURES on the 
SCIENCE of LANGUAGE, delivered at the Royal 
gaa Fifth Edition of the First Series. 8¥o0, 

28. 

12, 

The SEA and Its LIVING WONDERS. 
By Dr. Georce Hartwio. Third (English) 
Edition. 8vo, with many [llustrations, 183, 

13. 

HOMES without HANDS. By the 
Rev. J.G. Woop, M.A, F.L.S. With about 140 
Vignettes engraved on Wood. 8vo, 21s, 

14. 

HISTOLOGICAL DEMONSTRA- 
TIONS. By G. Harvey, M.D., F.R.S., and G. T, 
Brows, M.R.C.V.S. Post 8vo, with Plates and 
223 Woodcuts. C le 

15, 

CHRISTIANITY without JUDAISM. 
By Raven Powett, M.A., late Savilian Professor 
in the University of Oxford. Second Edition. 
Crown 8vo, 5s, 

16. 

SACRED MUSIC for FAMILY USE: 
a Selection of Pieces for One, Two, or more Voices, 
by the best Composers, Foreign and Knglish. 
Edited by Jonn Huttan. 1 vol. Linge musio folio, 

(Next week. 

17. 

HULLAHS PART MUSIC, Sacred 
and Secular, for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, atid Bass, 
New Edition, with Pianoforte Accompaniment, in 
Monthly Numbers, both in Score and in se 
Voice Parts. Each Series to be completed In Twelve 
Numbers. 

*,* No. L., Secular Series, imperial 8yo, price 18, on 
Friday, the 30th inst, 

—o—— 

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, READER, 
and DYER. London : Bedford Street, Covent Garden. 
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THE CHRISTMAS GIFT-BOOK, 1866. 
‘0: 

* This will probably be the most superb volume ever published.” —dthen#um, Sept. 22, 1366. 

“ Tt has about it all the essential elements for success in precisely this very kiud of enterprise, viz., adventurous 
publishers, skilled engravers, a gifted artist, ard a poet whose Verses are suggestive of what we dou bt not they will 
receive from Gustave Doré’s facile hand, superbly imaginative embel ishments.""—Sun, Sept. 21. 

On December Ist, 1866, will be published, in imperial 4to, with paper and type made expressly for 
the Work, and in elegant cloth, price 21s. 

EL AMIN &. 
By ALFRED TENNYSON. 

ILLUSTRATED BY GUSTAVE DORE. 
With Nine exquisito full-page Drawings on Steel, in the first style of art, by Hott, Baker, JEENS, 

Ropinson, and others. 
Mownstevur Dore’s own OPINION OF THE ENGRAVINGS.—“ Paris, October 24, 1866.—Nous aurons 

fait un trés-beau livre, wn livre unique. Veuillez done complimenter de ma part les artistes qui 
m’interprétent si bien.” 

The designs of this Artist have never yet been engraved on steel, and consequently never been 
interpreted in their fullest sense. M. Doré has made these Drawings with special reference to 
this mode of Engraving, and it was at his earnest request that the Publishers determined to incur 
the great outlay necessary to produce this book. It is, too, the first time that M. Doré has 
illustrated the works of a contemporary author, and, to use his own words, he desires the work 

* Co be a Vonument to xr, Cennpson anv to his own powers.” 
“ Mon freré a fait cette fois-ci le grand succts qui fera descendre son nom 4 la posterité.”— 

ERNEST Dore. 

A few impressions of the Plates, Proofs before Letters, will be published, price Five Guineas, 
cloth ; and to insure these it is necessary at once to apply to the Publishers or to the local Agent. 

The Work may also be had, with Photographs from the Original Drawings in lieu of Engravings, 
price Two Guineas, cloth. These are printed by a special process by William Jeffrey. 

London: EDWD. MOXON & CO., Dover Street. New York: CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN. 

MR. FROUDE’S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. 

Vols. I. to X., in 8vyo, may now be had, price £7 2s, cloth. 

FALL of HISTORY of ENGLAND from the 
WOLSEY to the DEATH of ELIZABETH. 

By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE, M.A., late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. 

REIGN of HENRY VIIL., Vols. I. to IV., Third Edition, 54s. 

Vols. V. and VI., EDWARD VI. and MARY, Second Edition, 28s. 

Vols. VII. and VIIL,, forming Vols. I. and II. of the REIGN of ELIZABETH, Fourth 
Edition, 28s. 

Vols. IX. and X., ELIZABETH, Vols, IIT. and IV., price 32s. 

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row. 

NEW WEEKLY SERIAL STORY BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE. 

THE 

LAST CHRONICLE OF BARSET. 
By ANTHONY TROLLOPE, 

With Illustrations by George H. Thomas, will be commenced on Saturday, the Ist of December 
next, and continued Weekly. Price SIXPENCE. 

SMITH, ELDER, and CO., 65 Cornhill. * 

MUDIE’S SELECT LIBRARY. 
THE NEW SEASON.—NOTICE. 

Nearly all the newly published Books advertised in this day's Spectator are in circulation or on 
Sale at MUDIE’S SELECT LIBRARY, and may be had with the least possible delay by all 
First-Class Subscribers of One Guinea per annum and upwards. 

A Revised List of Books added to the Library, from January, 1865, to November, 1866, is 
now ready, and will be forwarded, postage free, on application. 

MUDIE’S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited, NEW OXFORD STREET. 

NOTICE.—A NEW HISTORICAL WORK BY J. HENEAGE JESSE, Author 
of “The Court of England Under the Stuarts,” &c. 

MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE AND REIGN OF 
KING GEORGE THE THIRD; 

WITH ORIGINAL LETTERS OF THE KING, AND OTHER UNPUBLISHED MSS. 
In 3 vols. 8vo. [Ready this day. 

TINSLEY BROTHERS, 18 Catherine Street, Strand. 

The REGENCY of ANNE of 
AUSTRIA. By M. W. FREER, Author of “The 
Married Life of Anne of Austria.” 2 vols. 8vo. 

TinsLey Brotners, 18 Catherine street. 

From WATERLOO to the PENIN- 
SULA. By G. A, Sata, Author of * My Diary in 
America,” &c. 2 vols. [Oa Friday next. 

TinsLey Brornuers, 18 Catherine street. 

The BATTLE-FIELDS of 1866. By 
Epwarp Dicey, Author of * Rome in 1860,’ 
1 vol. [Next week. 

TinsLey Broruens, 18 Catherine street. 

NEW and POPULAR NOVELS ready 
this day at every Library in the United Kingdom, 
in 3 vols. 

Paul Massie; a Romance. 

Archie Lovell, by the Author of 
* Miss Forrester,” “ The Morals of Mayfair,” &c. 

The Co-Heiress. By the Author of “ Charley 
Nugent,” &c, 

'| The Race for Wealth. By the Author of 
| * George Geith,” &c, 

TINSLEY Brormenrs, 18 Catherine street. 

a 

MR 

BENTLEY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS 
For November and December. 

—Oo- —_—_ 

EARL RUSSELL. 

COMPLETION of the LIFE of 
CHARLES JAMES FOX. Ly the Right Hon, 
Earl Russert, KG. Vol Ill. Crown 8yy, 12a, 

LADY HERBERT OF LEA. 

IMPRESSIONS of SPAIN. By the 
Right Hon. Lady Herpenr of Lea. Royal svo, 
with 16 full-page Illustrations, 21s. . 

LADY LLANOVER. 

GOOD COOKERY, from the Recipes of 
the Hermit of St. Govor. By the Right Hou. Laly 
LLANOVER. Crown 8vo. 

DR. MOMMSEN. 

COMPLETION of the HISTORY of 
ROME to the FALL of the REPUBLIC. By Dr, 
THeopor Momsen. ‘Translated by Professor 
—* Vol. IV. In Two Parts. Crown 8vo, 
6s. 

LADY HERBERT OF LEA. 

THREE PHASES of CHRISTIAN 
ag By the Right Hou. Lady Hersenr of Lea. 
vo, 12s. 

LIEUTI-COL. FLETCHER. 

The THIRD and CONCLUDING 
VOLUME of the HISIORY of the AMERICAN 
WAR. By Lieut-Col FLercugr, Scots Fusiler 
Guards. Demy 8vo, 1Lss. 

JOHN TIMBS, ESQ. 
ENGLISH ECCENTRICS and ECCEN- 

TRICITIES. By Jorn ‘Tinos, Ksq., FSA, 
Author of * A Century of Anecdote,” “ Club Life of 
London,” &c., kc. 2 vuls. crown 8vo, 21s. 

PERCY FITZGERALD, ESQ. 
CHARLES TOWNSHEND, Wit and 

Statesman. By Percy Pirzoeratp, Esq., M.A. 
Author of the “ Life of Laurence Sterne.” Large 
post 8vo, 103 6d. 

H. R. FOX BOURNE, ESQ. 

LIVES of ENGLISH MERCHANT 
PRINCES. Memoirs iu iliustration of the Pro 
gress of British Commerce. By H. R. Fox 
Bourne, Esq. 2 vols. crown 8vo, with upwards of 
3u Ilustratious. 

EDWARD J. WOOD, ESQ. 

The CURIOSITIES of CLOCKS and 
WATCHES, from the Earliest Time. By Epwaro 
J. Woon, Esq. Crown 8vo, 10s 6d. 

MRS. TOOGOOD. 

The TREASURY of FRENCH COOK- 
ERY. A Selection of t.e best French Recipes 
arranged an! adapted for Engiish Households. By 
Mrs. Tooagooo. Crown 8vo. 

—o— 

NEW EDITIONS. 

The INGOLDSBY LEGENDS. ANew 
Illustrated Edition, containing all the Lilustratious 
of Leech, Cruikshauk, and Teaniel; with new Lilus- 
trations by Du Maurier. Crowa 4to, 21. 

II. The CARMINE INGOLDSBY. In 
crown 8yvo, with 6 Lilustratious by Leeeh. 10s 6d. 

M. GUILLEMIN. 

ANEW EDITION of “The 
HEAVENS;" an Lllustrated Haudboos of Astro- 
vomy. By M. Amepes Guittemiy. Edited by J. 
Noaman Lockyer, Esq., F.R.AS. Royal 3vo, 20) 
Lilustratious, 21s. 

CHARLES DUKE YONGE, ESQ. 

The HISTORY of the BRITISH NAVY 
from the Ka liest Period to the Presea: Day. By 
Professor Yoncz. A New Edition, 3 vols. dewy 
8vo, with Maps, £2 14s. 

ee 

London: RICHARD BENTLEY, New Bur- 

lington Street, W., Publisher in Ordinary to 

Her Majesty. ‘ 
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A. & C. BLACK’S NEW WORKS. 
—_o——_— 

LIFE 

DAVID ROBERTS, R.A. 
Compiled from his Journals and other Sources. 

By JAMES BALLANTINE. 

Including a Set of Etchings by the Artist, Fac- 

Similes of the Pen-and-Ink Sketches found in 

his Journal, and Portrait after Sir J. W. Gordon, 

P.R.S.A., engraved by T. O. Barlow. 

In One Volume, 4to, price £2 2s. 

Large Paper, India Proofs, £3 3s. 

Tho Large-Paper Edition, with India 

Proof impressions of the Plates, is limited to 

One Hundred and Ten copies, which will 

be supplied according to priority of order. 
[November 19. 

THE STORY OF JONAH. 
By the Rev. ALEXANDER RALEIGH, D.D., 

Canonbury. 

In crown 8vo (uniform with ‘ Quict Resting- 
Places”), price 6s. [ Now ready. 

NOW COMPLETE. 

KITTO’S CYCLOP ASDIA 

BIBLICAL 
LITERATURE. 

NEW EDITION, 

EDITED BY 

WM. LINDSAY ALEXANDER, D.D., F.S.A., 
&e. 

Assisted by numerous Contributors, whose Initials are 
affixed to t..eir various Articles, 

In 3 vols. royal 8vo, price £4 4s; 
separate vols., 23s. 

Illustrated by upwards of 500 Engravings on 
Wood and Steel, Maps and Charts. 

This Edition is entirely new, and is increased by 
a whole volume. 

NEW WORK 

POPULATION. 
By J. MATTHEWS DUNCAN, A.M, M.D., 

Lecturer on Midwifery and Diseasos of Women and 
Children in the Surgeons’ Hall of Edinburgh, 

1 vol. 8vo. [Nearly ready. 

—o 

NEW EDITIONS. 

The FATHERHOOD of GOD 
(Cunningham Lectures). By R. S. Canp- 
LISH, D.D., Principal of the New College, 
Edinburgh. Third and Cheaper Edition, 
with a Reply to Professor Crawford, Demy 
8yo. [Nearly ready. 

MARY STUART. her Guilt or 
Innocence: an Inquiry into the Secret 
History of her Times. By ALEXANDER 
M‘NeEL Carp. New Edition, with Reply 
to Mr. J. A. Froude. Demy 8vo, price 
10s 6d. [Nearly ready. 

METAPHYSICS, By H. L. Man- 
SEL, B.D., Waynflete Professor of Moral 
and Metaphysical Philosophy. Second 
Edition, revised, with a complete Index. 
Crown 8vo, price 7s 6d. [Now ready. 

Edinburgh: ADAM aud CHARLES BLACK 

Mitton House, Lupcate Hi, November 1, 1866. 

NEW BOOKS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
—0--—~> 

1, 

TWO CENTURIES of SONG, com- 
prising Lyrics, Madrigals, Sonnets, ani other Occasional 
Verse of the English Poets of the list 200 years. With 
Critical and Biographical Notes. By Wavrer Taorn- 
puny. Wlustrated by Original Pectures of Eminent 
Artists, Drawn and Engraved especially for this Work. 
Printed on toned paper, with coloured borders, designed 
by Henry Shaw, F.8.A. Very handsomely bound, with 
clasp. One Guinea. 

2. 

An ILLUSTRATED EDITION of 
BISHOP HEBERS HYMNS, with upwards of Oue 
Hundred Designs. Engraved, in the first style of Art 
under the superintendence of J. D. Cooper. Small ito, 
handsomely bound. Hal!-a-Guinea. 

3. 

ELEGANT SONNETS, being Selec- 
tions with an Kssay on Sonnets and Sonneteers, by the 
late Leigu Hunt. Ed ted from the Original MS,, with 
Additions, by 8S. Apams Ler. 2 vols. 

4. 

A HISTORY of the AMERICAN 
REVOLUTION, from the Declaration ef the Independ- 
ence of the Thirteen United States to the Death of 
Lord Chatham. By Groraz Bancaorr. 8yo, cloth, 
123. 

5. 

WASHINGTON IRVING'S 
SPANISH PAVERS, and other Misecllanies hitherto 
unpubiished or uncollected. Arranged and edited by 
Prenne M. Irvine. With a Portrait of the Aut.or, by 
Sir D. Wilkie. 2 vols. Svo, cloth, 243. 

6. 

VARIA: Rare Readings from Scarce 
Books. By the Author of “The Gente Life.” Reprinted 
by permission frum the Saturday Review, Spectator, &e. 
Crown 8vo, 6s, 

Also, now ready, in the same Series, 63 each volume; 
or in calf extra, 103 6d, 

The GENTLE LIVE, Two Series. 

ABOUT in the WORLD. 

LIKE unto CHRIST. 

FAMILIAR WORDS. 

ESSAYS, by MONTAIGNE, 

SIDNEY’'S ARCADIA. 
CELEBRATED LETIERS. 

CONCORDANCE to MILTON. 

The SILENT HOUR. 

{ Shortl,. 

[ Shortly. 

[ Shortly. 

(Shortly. 

7. 

The SECOND VOYAGE of the ROB 
ROY CANOE, on Lakes and Rivers of Sweden, Den- 
mark, Norway, and on the Baltic and North Seas. By 
Joun Maceibeon, Trinity College, Cambridge. With 
numerous Illustrations. 

8. 

LIFE inthe PYRENEES. By Henry 
Biacknurn, Esq., Author of * Travelling in Spain in 
the Present Day.” With upwards of 100 Iluswations 
by Gustave Doié, Post 8vo, 

9 

The CONSPIRACY of GIANLUIGI 
FIESCHI. An Episode in Italian History. By M. pr 
CeLesta. Translated by D. H. Waexcrer, United 
States’ Consul at Genoa. With a Frontispiece Portrait. 
Demy 8vo, cloth, Lis. 

10. 

RICHMOND and its INHABI- 
Memo rs and TANTS, from the Olden Time. With 

Notes by Ricnarp Crisp. With Illustrations. Post 
8vo, 10s 6d. 

ll. 

MILTON'S PARADISE LOST, with 
the original Steel engravings of John Martin. Printed 
on large paper, royal 4to, handsomely bound. Price 
Two Guineas and a Half; or in morocco extra, Three 
Guineas and a Half. 

12. 

The MASQUE at LUDLOW, and 
other Romanesques. By the Author of “ Mary Powell,” 
Crown b5vo, cloth, 8s. 

13. 

A SUMMER in LESLIE GOLD- 
THWAITE’S LIFE. By the Author of “The Gay- 
worthys.” With Lilustrasions. beap. Svo. 

li. 

The CHIMNEY-CORNER. By Mrs. 
H. B. Srowe. Uniferm with “ine Lidl Foxes.” 
Cheap and Library Editions. 

15. 

HOBSON’S CHOICE: a Story. By 
Dourron Coox. Reprinted from Once a Week. Post 
ovo. 

16. 

Dr. JOHNS: a Narrative of Certain 
Events in the Life of an Orthodox Minister. By In, 
Manrvet, Author of “ Reveries of a Bachelor.” 2 yols, 
post 5vo, Lbs, 

17. 

The JOURNAL of a WAITING 
GENTLEWOMAN, Edited by Dearrice A. Jourpay. 
Post Svo, 3s. 

18. 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE to the 
MANUFACTURE of PAPER and BOARDS. By A 

Prorkaux. With Additions by Lt. 8. px Normanv” 
Trauslaied from the reac. With Illaustratious. 8vo, 183° 

1%. 

A DICTIONARY of PHOTO- 
GRAPHY, on the basis of Sutton’s Dictionary. Re- 
written by Professor Dawsown, of King’s College, Editor 
of the British Journal of Photography, and Tuomas 
Surron, B.A., Editor of * Photographic Notes.” With 
numerous Illustrations. Svo. 

24. 

The MISSION of GREAT SUFFER- 
INGS. By Exinu Buxurrr, Crown 8yo. 

al. 

FAITH’S WORK PERFECTED. 
The Rise and Progress of t.e Orphan Houses of Halle. 
From the German of Francke. By Wituiam L. GAos. 
Feap. 

22. 

LOW’S HANDBOOK to the CHARI- 
TIES of LONDON. A New Edition. Feap. 

23. 

TOILERS of the SEA. By Victor 
Hvco. With Two Engravings from original paiutiugs 
by Gustave Doré, done e pecially for this kdition, 

I. The LAST BREAKWATER 

If. GILLIAT’S CONFLICT with the Dit VIL-FISiL 
Crown 8y¥o0. 

24. 

The FIRE SHIPS : a Story. By W. 
H. G, Kixasrox. With illustrations. 

25. 

The TRUE HISTORY of DAME 
PERKINS and her GREY MARE. TYold for the 
Countryside and the Fireside. By Linpox Mravows, 
with Eight Colouvel Lliustrations by Vhiz. Small dw, 
elowh, 5s. 

26. 

GREAT FUN STORIES. Told by 
Tnomas Ancuer and Thomas Hoop ty Eowann Wen- 
NERT's Pictures. Printed in Colours. 4to, cloth, gilt 
edges. Price 10s 6d, coloured; or 6s, plain. 

London: SAMPSON LOW, SON, and MARSTON. 

MR. CHARLES LEVERS NEW NOVEL, 

SIR BROOK FOSSBROOKE, 
In 8 vols. is now ready. 

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and SONS, Edinburgh and London. 

SOONER OR LATER. 
Sold everywhere, price 1s, Part I. of Mr. SHIRLEY BROOKS'S New Serial Novel. Illustrated 

by G. du Maurier. 

BRADBURY, EVANS, and Co., 11 Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Price Sixpence. 

Shortly will be published, stitched in a handsome wrapper, and containing 80 pages of letter-press 
and many Illustrations (six separately printed on toned paper). 

THE CHRISTMAS 

ONCE A 

NUMBER 

WEEK. 
BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., 11 Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 
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GEORGE ROUTLEDGE AND SONS’ 
LIST OF NEW BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS, 1866. 

*,* A Retail Catalogue of all the New Books will be sent, post free, to any applicant. 

Dalziel’s Fine-Art Gift-Book for 1867. 

WAYSIDE POSIES: Original Poems 
of the Country Life. Edited by ROBERT BUCH. 
ANAN. With Original Tlustrations by G. J. Pin- 
well, J. W. North, and F. Walker, engraved by the 
Brothers Dalziel. 4to, cloth, 21s; morocco elegaut 
or antique, 35s. 

BALLAD STORIES of the AFFEC- 
TIONS. By ROBERT BUCHANAN. With Illus- 
trations. Cloth gilt, 103 6d. 

The PICTORIAL SHAKSPERE. 
Edited by CHARLES KNIGHT. New Edition, 
thoroughly revised by the Author. 8 vols. 8yo, cloth, 
4 4s, 

HALF-HOURS with the BEST LET- 
TER-WRITERS and AUTOBIOGRAPHERS. By 

CHARLES KNIGHT. Crown 8vo, cloth, 10s 6d. 

ROBY’S TRADITIONS of LANCA- 
SHIRE, 2 vols. 8vo, cloth, 24s. 

The LIFE of MUSGRAVE LEWTH- 
WAITE WATSON. By Dr. LONSDALE, I[lus- 
trated with Photographs, 21s. 

ROUTLEDGE’S POPULAR NATU- 
RAL HISTORY. By the Rev. J. G. WOOD, M.A. 
4to, with 700 Plates, cloth, gilt edges, 12s éd. 

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM’S PROGRESS. 
New and Cheaper Edition, 4to, with 100 Plates by 
J. D. Watson, cloth, 12s 6d. 

FROISSART'S CHRONICLES. New 
and Cheaper Edition, 2 vols. super-royal 8vo, cluth, 
5s. 

MONSTRELET'S CHRONICLES. New 
Edition, 2 vols. royal 8vo, cloth, 24s. 

LITTLE LAYS for LITTLE FOLK. 
Selected by J.G. WATI'S. With Original Illustra- 
tions by the best living Artists, engraved by J. D. 
Cooper. 4to, cloth, gilt edges, 7s 6d, 

GRISET'’S GROTESQUES; or, Jokes 
drawn on Wood, with Rhymes by TOM HOOD. 
100 Quaint Designs by Ernest Griset, engraved by 
the Brothers Dulziel. 4to, cloth gilt, 7s 6d. 

LEAVES from a CHRISTMAS 
BOUGH. With beautifully Coloured Plates. 4to 
cloth, 7s 6d. 

LONGFELLOW’S POEMS. Complete 
Edition, with Red-Line Edition, post Svv, with 40 
Illustrations, cloth, 10s 6d. : 

ROUTLEDGE’S EVERY BOY'S 
ANNUAL for 1867. Edited by EDMUND ROUT- 
LEDGE. Demy 8vo, with many Illustrations and 8 
Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges, 6s. 

MY FATHERS GARDEN. By 
THOMAS MILLER. [Profusely Illustrated. Post 
8vo0, cloth, 5s, ° 

The QUEENS of SOCIETY. New and 
Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo, with 8 Illustrations, 
cloth, 5s. 

The WITS and BEAUX of SOCIETY. 
New and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo, with 8 Illus- 
trations, cloth, 5s, 

STORIES for the HOUSEHOLD. By 
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN. With many 
Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, gilt edges, 7s 6d. 

The CHILDS COLOURED GIFT- 
as With 100 beautiful Plates. Small 4to, 
cloth, 5s. 

ROUTLEDGE'’S SCRIPTURE GIFT- 
BOOK, With 24 pages of beautiful Coloured Plates. 

The CHILD'S COLOURED SCRIP- 
TURE-BOOK. With 160 beautiful Plates. Small 
4to, cloth, 5s. 

HOLLOWDELL GRANGE; or, Holi- 
day Hoursin a Country House. By G. M. FENN. 
Feap. 8vo, cloth, with Illustrations, 5s. 

A THOUSAND and ONE GEMS of 
BRITISH POETRY. Selected by CHARLES 

MACKAY, LL.D. Post 8vo, cloth, 33 6d. 

Dr. GOETHE’S COURTSHIP: 
a Domestic Tale. Small 4.0, cloth, 3s ¢d 

FAIRY TALES. By Professor Morley. 
Illustrated. Feap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d. 

CHILDREN of BLESSING. By the 
Author of “* The Four Sisters.” With Illusirations. 
F cap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d. 

The VILLAGEIDOL. By the Author 
of “A Trap to Catch a Sunbeam.” With Lilustra- 
tions. Feap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 61. 

ERNIE ELTON AT HOME and AT 
SCHOOL. By Mrs. EILOART. With Illustra. 
tions. Feap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d. 

JOHNNY JORDAN and His DOG. By 
the Author of *‘ E:nie Elton.” Feap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d, 

TOM and the CROCODILE. By Anne 
ee Wi:h Illvstrations. Feap. 8vo, cloth, 
8 6d. 

PAUL GERRARD, the CABIN BOY. 
By W. H. G. KINGSTON. With Llustrations, 

Feap. 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d. 

The MEDWINS of WY . By 
the Author of “ Marian and Her Pupils.” With 
Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s 6d. 

QUOTATIONS from SHAKES PEARE. 
Selected and arranged by EDMUND ROUTLEDGE. 
With an Index of the principal Words. Feap. 8vo, 
cloth, gilt edges, 2s Gd. 

“ The task of selection has beeu performed with great 

judgment, while the arrangement is in every respect 

admirable."—Morning Star. 

The NEW BRITISH STANDARD 
SONG-BOOK, containing 800 Songs. Selected by 
J.E. CARPENTER, Feap. 16mo, cloth, 2s 6d. 

ROUGH DIAMONDS. By JOHN HOL- 
LINGSHEAD. A Newand Cheaper Edition. With 
Illustrations. Cloth, 2s 6d. 

ORIGINAL PENNY READINGS. 
By GEORGE MANVILLE FENN. 500 pages, 
feap. SVo, cloth, 23 6d, 

HOW to COOK APPLES, EGGS, 
POTATOES, and RABBITS, in 124 Different Ways. 
By Miss HILL. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2s 6d, 

MERRY CONCEITS and WHIMSI- 
CAL RHYMES. By CHARLES ROSS. With 30 
Coloured Plates. 4to, cloth, 2s 6d. 

The CHILD'S FIRST BOOK of the 
COUNTRY. By THOMAS MILLER. With 16 
Coloured Plates. Cloth gilt, 2s 6d. 

ERNIE ELTON at SCHOOL. By Mrs. 
EILOART. With Llustrations. Feap. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 

JOHN HARTLEY. By CHARLOTTE 
ADAMS. With Illustrations. Feap, 8vo, cloth, 

4to, cloth gilt, 4s, 
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THE BROADWAY, 

The HANS ANDERSEN LIBRAR 
for the YOUNG. In feap. 8vo, cloth gilt, 1s 6d each 

THE RED SHOES. 

THE LITTLE MATCH GIRL, 

THE TINDER-BOX. 

THE MARSH KING’S DAUGHTER, 

THE WILD SWANS. 

THE OLD CHURCH BELL. 

THE SILVER SHILLING. 

THE DARNING NEEDLE. 

THE GOLOSHES OF FORTUNE. 

EVERYTHING IN ITS RIGHT PLACE 

UNDER THE WILLOW TREE. 

THE ICE MAIDEN. 

Each Volume contains a variety of Stories, a Frontis. 

piece in Colours, and an average of 16 other Pictures 

engraved by the Brothers Dalziel. 

MORE ORIGINAL DOUBLE 
ACROSTICS. With Solutions to the First Series, 
By ANNE BOWMAN. Pott 8vo, cloth, 1s éd. 

RAINBOWS inSPRING-TIDE. Ilus- 
trated, Feap. 8vo, cloth, Is 6d. 

MAX FRERE. Illustrated. Feap. 
8vo, cloth, ls 6d. 

The CHILD'S FIRST BOOK of 
NATURAL HISTO (iY. By Miss BOND. With 

100 Illustrations. Poit 15mo, cloth, 1s 6d. 

The BOY’S OWN POCKET-BOOK 
fer 1867. Bound in leather, gilt edges, 1s. 

ONE-SHILLING JUVENILE BOOKS. 
New Volumes. Iu feap. 8vo, cloth, with Coloured 
Plates. 

ANNIE PRICE. 

HAPPY CHARLIE. 

ELISE AND HER RABBITS. 

KITTY’S VICTORY. 

NEIGHBOURLY LOVE. 

MINNIE’S LEGACY. 

ROUTLEDGE’S SHILLING 
TOY-BOOKS. New Volume. Beautifully printed ia 
Colours by Leighton Brothers and Vincent Brooks. 

THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT. 

NURSERY GAMES. 

NURSERY RHYMES. New Series. 

THE LIFE OF OUR LORD. 

DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 

WILD ANIMALS. 

THE HISTORY OF MOSES. 

THE HISTORY OF JOSEPH. 

THE ALPHABET OF FLOWERS. 

STODARE'S FLY NOTES; or, Hints 
on Conjuring for Amateurs. By Colonel STODARE- 
Feap. 8y0, boards, Is. 

The New Christmas Annual. 

ROUTLEDGE'S CHRISTMAS AN- 
NUAL for 1867. Edited by EDMUND ROUT- 
LEDGE. This New Anoual contains Christmas 
Contributions from Mrs. Henry Wood, Miss A. B 
Edwards, Arthur Sketchley, G. M. Fenn, Charles 
H. Ross, Hain Friswel!, Andrew Halliday, Thomas 
Miller, Stirling Coyne, and F, C. Burnand. Demy 
8vo, fancy cover, ls. 

The HANDBOOK of CARVING. By 
ANNE BOWMAN. ¢4mo, cloth, gilt edges, 6d. 

TOASTS and SENTIMENTS. 64mo, 
cloth, gilt edges, 6d. 
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